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Abstract

A large part of connections on the Internet are TCP connections that allow pairs of endpoints
to communicate and exchange data. However, the current design of TCP has a number of
problems. First, by only allowing a single path to exist between two endpoints, the connec-
tion is limited to the throughput that is supported by the selected path. Additionally, TCP
identifies the connection via a 4-tuple that is based on the IP-addresses that the endpoints
used to establish the connection. If either endpoint loses an IP-address, the connection has
to be terminated. Additionally, due to the design of TCP connections could suffer from HoL-
blocking when packet loss is experienced.

A MultiPath extension was introduced to TCP to alleviate the first two problems. Here,
a connection could use multiple paths simultaneously to allow communication between two
endpoints. However, due to the inherent design of TCP not allowing for multiple streams to
be used, a new protocol called QUIC has been developed. This protocol focuses on fixing
many of the problems that TCP has, besides the mentioned ones. Due to the design of QUIC
being different from TCP, a redesign on the concept of MultiPath is required. Several research
teams and companies have already proposed different designs for the implementation which,
combined with the fact that single-path QUIC mechanisms are reaching maturity, provides
a series of discussion points on how MultiPath should be implemented in future versions of
QUIC.

In this thesis, we provide an introduction to the concept of MultiPath in TCP and QUIC,
and provide an implementation of the MultiPath concepts in AIOQUIC, based on the design
of Quentin De Coninck and Olivier Bonavonture. Additionally, an evaluation of our imple-
mentation is given, and a discussion is provided on the current state of MultiPath design in
QUIC.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, a large portion of Internet connections are TCP connections that allow two end-
points to communicate with each other and exchange data. One of the goals for the design
of TCP was to allow the exchange of data to be performed in a reliable, in-order fashion. To
accomplish this goal, the protocol allowed a single path to exist between endpoints over which
the data is transported. Over the past decades since its deployment, TCP has seen many
additions and changes being implemented. For example, the use of congestion controllers, and
the proposals of extensions such as Explicit Congestion Notification and high performance
extensions have been applied to further enhance the capabilities of TCP.

However, the design of TCP is not without inherent flaws. By only allowing a single path
to exist between endpoints, that is also identified by the IP-address combination that both
endpoints use to send data, a series of drawbacks were introduced. First, if an endpoint lost
the IP-address for which it had established a connection with the remote peer, the connec-
tion has to be closed. Second, the throughput of the connection is limited to the transport
capabilities of the selected path. Third, due to the design of TCP, connections could suffer
from HoL-blocking when packet loss is experienced. Besides these three, there are additional
problems that are not mentioned here.

To combat some of these drawbacks, an extension to TCP was introduced that proposed
the concept of MultiPath, where multiple paths are used simultaneously in a connection to
communicate with the remote peer. The extension presented the argument that modern
systems often have multiple Network Interface Cards installed that allowed the system to
connect with multiple networks. Based on this, systems would have multiple IP-addresses
available that can be used to set up additional paths to communicate with a remote peer.
The extension was designed with two use cases in mind, the first one being resilience to net-
work failure, where a mechanism could allow the TCP connection to migrate to a different
path and continue when an endpoint would lose an IP-address that was used to identify the
connection. The second use case is the ability to use the multiple available paths simultane-
ously to increase the throughput of the connection. The design of the MultiPath extension
also had overcome challenges that needed to be considered, because it had to be deployed in
the current state of the Internet. However, while the extension aimed to solve some of the
problems of TCP, no widespread use of MultiPath has been established yet. Besides this, the
HoL-blocking problem of TCP proved to be very difficult to fix.

Thus, a new protocol called QUIC was designed on top of UDP. The protocol took a new per-
spective on providing a transport that allows data to be sent between endpoints in a reliable,
in-order fashion. In the protocol’s design a focus was placed on increased security and solving
many of the existing problems of TCP. Due to the design of QUIC being so different from
TCP, a complete redesign of the MultiPath concept has to be done to allow QUIC connec-
tions to use multiple paths simultaneously. For this reason, the introduction of the MultiPath
design was postponed by the working group to a later version of QUIC. Nevertheless, there
were some research teams and companies that had an interest in the use of MultiPath in
QUIC. As a result, several MultiPath proposals have been given in the form of extensions.
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1.1 Purpose of this thesis

Currently, the mechanisms of the single-path QUIC design are reaching maturity, and mul-
tiple discussions now take place on how the MultiPath concept should be implemented in
the QUIC protocol. There already have been a number of studies that provided insights on
the behaviour of different MultiPath QUIC implementations. From this, a series of different
perspectives can be identified of which no perspective is found to be the best approach.

In this thesis, we present an introduction to the concept of MultiPath in both TCP and
QUIC. Besides this, we also present our implementation of the MultiPath concept in the
AIOQUIC library. The implementation is based on the mechanisms that are described in the
MultiPath proposal of Quentin De Coninck and Olivier Bonaventure. Furthermore, we also
evaluated our implementation and the proposed mechanisms in the form of interoperability
tests with other QUIC implementations, such as the PQUIC implementation. Finally, we also
provide a discussion about the current state of MultiPath design in QUIC.

This thesis is organised as follows, it first introduces in section 2 the concept of MultiPath in
a general format. It then describes in section 3 the operations of MP in TCP, followed by the
introduction of QUIC in section 4, and a description of MP operations in QUIC in section
5. In section 6 a description is given of our MP implementation in AIOQUIC, followed by
the evaluation of our implementation in section 7. Finally, it discusses additional parts of the
MP operations and the current state of MP in QUIC in section 8.
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2 Concept of MultiPath

The concept of MultiPath is based on the fact that modern systems often have multiple IP-
addresses available that can be used to connect to a remote peer on the Internet, resulting
in multiple paths that can be used. This is possible because systems often have multiple
Network Interface Controllers (NICs) installed, where each NIC allows the system to connect
to a network and receive an IP-address. Thus, if a system has multiple NICs, it can connect to
multiple different networks simultaneously, resulting in multiple IP-addresses being available
to the system. For example, a modern laptop can connect to both a WiFi-network and a
wired network simultaneously, resulting in two available IP-addresses, A1 and A2.

2.1 Multiple paths

If a system with multiple IP-addresses wants to connect to a remote peer, it can choose either
address to do so. For example, if a system such as a laptop wants to connect to a remote
webserver, it could select IP-address A1. The connection attempt would then create a path
between the laptop and the webserver. This path is used by the connection to transport data
between the endpoints, and it exists out of a sequence of physical links that propagate packets
towards the next link that is one hop closer to the destination. However, if the laptop chose
IP-address A2 to connect to the webserver, a completely different sequence of links could be
used, resulting in a different path. When both systems have multiple IP-addresses available,
multiple paths can be used. From the example, if the webserver also had two IP-addresses
available, B1 and B2, a total of four unique paths could be created between the laptop and
the webserver. See Figure 1 for a visualisation.

Figure 1: Potential paths for MultiPath.

2.2 What is MultiPath?

MultiPath aims to create a single connection between two endpoints where multiple paths
can be used simultaneously if available, each carrying a flow of data between the endpoints.
By doing this the connection can optimize the use of available resources in a network, as each
of the paths have their own physical route between the peers and have their own capacity to
transmit data. Combining these paths in a single connection allows for bandwidth aggrega-
tion, which in turn improves the total throughput of data. MultiPath also provides resilience
to network failures within a connection because other paths can be used as a backup when
problems occur on a certain path.
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2.3 Requirements of MultiPath

Certain mechanisms need to be in place to enable the use of multiple paths in a single con-
nection between two endpoints. The first mechanism would need to help an endpoint identify
a connection for later use. This cannot be done via the address pair of the first path when
a connection is set up, because a second path with a completely different combination of
IP-addresses could also belong to the same connection. Thus, a different form of connection
identification needs to be used upon creating the connection.

The second mechanism needs to be in place to allow an endpoint to signal their additional IP-
addresses (and ports) to the peer. Both endpoints should only learn additional IP-addresses
from their peer via the current existing connection, no additional external communication
should be required. With this constraint, the signalling of an IP-address can be done in two
ways during the connection. The first one being implicit by creating a new path that can be
identified by the peer, while using an IP-address that the peer does not already know. The
second one is more explicit by sending a message containing the IP-address’ information. It
is also required that the mechanism allows for the removal and signalling of IP-addresses that
are no longer available. Finally, this mechanism also needs to be able to handle IP-address
changes that are performed by NATs. One solution could be to use address IDs to indicate
which IP-address is being handled.

The third mechanism would allow an endpoint to add a new path to an already existing
connection. Some form of signalling needs to be in place to link this path to an already
identifiable connection, which is made possible by the first mechanism. It is important that
a security measure is in place to prevent external attackers from adding rogue paths to the
connection. Both endpoints need to be able to authenticate their peer when adding additional
paths. One solution could be to use randomly generated keys that are exchanged upon cre-
ating the connection. Whenever an additional path is identified, a message that is generated
based on these keys could be signalled to indicate that the other endpoint is the same one as
the peer that set up the original connection.

The fourth mechanism needs to support the endpoint in splitting the data over the mul-
tiple available paths in a connection. Additionally, this mechanism also needs to support the
receiver by providing enough control information to combine the split data that is received
from these paths back to its original form. It is also possible for some data that was sent over
a specific path to be lost during a connection. Thus, the mechanism needs to be able to cope
with this loss and track what part of the data has been sent over which path.

Finally, some additional requirements to security and reliability need to be adhered. For
example, a mechanism needs to be in place that closes the connection when it detects prob-
lems that cannot be recovered from. Furthermore, some form of congestion control should
be in place to prevent the paths from aggressively competing with other connections over
the shared resources of a network. Additionally, it is a good practice that the mechanism
of MultiPath reside in the transport layer, so that no other layers above and below it are
affected, resulting in compatibility with older applications.
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3 MultiPath TCP (MPTCP)

One of the goals for the design of TCP is to transport data in a reliable, in-order fashion
between two endpoints [1]. To adhere to this goal the protocol allows a single path to exist
between the endpoints over which data is transported during a connection. This single path
(and thus, the TCP connection) is coupled to a 4-tuple by both endpoints, which is defined
by the IP-address and port of both endpoints, and is used to identify a connection over
which packets can be sent and received. The sender uses the 4-tuple to fill in the source and
destination header values of a packet, while the receiver uses the 4-tuple to identify which
connection a received packet belongs to. See Figure 2 for a visualisation.

Figure 2: An example TCP connection.

This design of a TCP connection has led to additional extensions being proposed, such as
Selective ACKs [2], Explicit Congestion Notification [3] and high performance extensions [4].
These extensions aim to improve the throughput of data by optimizing the use of available
resources on a single path. However, further improvements can be made upon evolving the
idea of using a single path towards one where multiple paths can be used.

In the current design of TCP only a single path is allowed to be used during a connection,
and whenever a change in the 4-tuple is detected, the connection needs to be closed as neither
endpoint can identify a connection for that new 4-tuple. An extension, called MultiPath TCP,
has been proposed which enables a TCP connection to operate across multiple paths simulta-
neously, each carrying a flow of packets (a “subflow”) [5]. The extension provides mechanisms
to signal, set up, manage, and close additional subflows, as well as mechanisms to reassem-
ble the data that is transported over these subflows, and a mechanism to communicate the
availability of additional IP-addresses.

3.1 MultiPath in TCP

When regular TCP is used, a connection between two endpoints would create a single path
by using one IP-address from each peer, resulting in all the other IP-addresses to remain
unused. A MultiPath connection can detect these unused IP-addresses from a list of known
local IP-addresses1 and can select them to set up additional subflows with the peer. Each of
these additional subflows can then be used to transfer data.

1This list is managed by listening for “address add/remove”-events
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A given scenario: A modern laptop that can connect to a network over a wired connec-
tion, as well as a different local WiFi-network. The laptop would then have two IP-addresses
available: A1 and A2, one for the wired connection and one for the WiFi-network. The laptop
is going to download a large file from some remote webserver on the Internet. This webserver
is also accessible via two IP-addresses: B1 and B2. A regular TCP connection could then
exist on, for example, the address combination A1 and B1. A MultiPath TCP connection
would see this as subflow 0. The extension could add additional subflows, for example, on
the combination A2 and B1 (subflow 1). See Figure 3 for a visualisation.

Figure 3: An example MPTCP connection.

3.2 Requirements for MultiPath in TCP

Before the concept of MultiPath can be implemented as an extension for TCP, some thought
must be given to the current design of the TCP protocol. As previously stated, all MultiPath
signalling must be done using an already existing connection between two endpoints. By
comparing the changes and additions that other extensions have implemented, it is clear that
MultiPath signalling can be done by using the provided options field in the TCP header of a
packet. This header field has been introduced in the design of standard TCP to extend its
reliability and performance by allowing the use of additional features that are not present in
the standard implementation of TCP. The maximum size of the options field is also something
that must be considered for MultiPath signalling, because it is possible for multiple extensions
to be used on the connection, which also utilize the options field to communicate data. Thus,
all MultiPath signalling should be as small in size as possible.

If MultiPath is to be implemented as an extension, it is entirely possible for a remote endpoint
to not support the use of MultiPath at all. This can happen for various reasons, for example,
a system could not have been updated for some time, resulting in the update that introduced
the extension to not have been applied. Thus, whenever a new connection is initialized, an
endpoint should confirm that its peer supports the MultiPath extension. Upon sending a SYN
packet, the TCP options field can be used to signal that the initiating endpoint supports the
MultiPath extension, and that it also wants to use the extension for the current connection.

If the other endpoint receives the connection attempt and does not support MultiPath it
can safely ignore that option. If the other endpoint does support MultiPath and wants to use
it, an equal signal can be added to the options-field of the responding SYN/ACK packet. If
the initiating endpoint receives a packet with a TCP option that contains the expected Mul-
tiPath signal it can assume that the connection will be using additional MultiPath signals.
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However, the MultiPath extension must also be implemented in such a way that it can
be deployed in the current state of the Internet, which introduces additional problems for
the extension to solve. Almost all these problems are introduced by the many middlebox
implementations that run on the intermediate links of a connection. These middlebox imple-
mentations can differ between vendors, have their own bugs, and do not always have support
for the proposed extensions of TCP. To avoid connection problems that could occur due to
these middleboxes failing, the extension must be compatible with these middlebox implemen-
tations. A good solution for this problem is for the subflows of the extension to resemble a
normal TCP connection as much as possible.

This problem is already solved for the most part because the MultiPath extension will create
subflows that resemble a normal TCP connection, but can “secretly” transport MultiPath
signals with the use of the options field. A single “kind”-value can be used to indicate that
the option contains MultiPath signalling. To differentiate between the multiple signals, such
as initiating a MultiPath capable connection, adding and removing additional IP-addresses,
creating additional paths, and providing control information, a subtype can be used where
each signal can have its own set of information that needs to be transmitted. That informa-
tion can then be used by the corresponding mechanisms that are required for MultiPath. By
using a single “kind”-option the problem is solved where middleboxes can perform different
actions when confronted with option values that are unknown to them. Some could drop the
option when forwarding the packet, while others would just ignore it. A single “kind”-option
ensures that a non-supporting middlebox drops all MultiPath signalling entirely.

The other part of the problem is that middleboxes can perform actions such as segmenting
and coalescing packets, which results in the modification of header values. The TCP options
could be changed, stripped, or copied across multiple packets. The MultiPath extension relies
on data to be transmitted in a specific way, based on the provided control information. If
this information is modified or removed it can lead to problems when reassembling the data
on a receiver’s end. Whenever an endpoint detects problems that could have been caused by
a middlebox it can perform certain actions to prevent the issues from breaking a connection.
The endpoint can close the subflows where these issues occur, it can even perform a fallback
to prevent connection loss.

A fallback mechanism that is provided by the extension can be useful for situations where a
problem occurs that cannot be recovered from. For example, a situation can occur where a
middlebox allows all options to be propagated when a new TCP connection is set up using
the three-way handshake. In this case, the fist subflow of the connection is created while no
other subflows exist yet. But once the connection has been established, that one middlebox
now only propagates known TCP options, and drops the MultiPath signalling entirely. Both
endpoints now have a connection where they assume that MultiPath signalling is supported,
but no signalling is received from the peer. Upon detecting this, a fallback operation can be
performed where the endpoints no longer perform MultiPath operations at all and continue to
handle the connection as a regular TCP connection, thus only using a single path to transport
data.

The following subsections explain how each of the mechanisms required for MultiPath op-
erations are applied in the current design of the TCP protocol.
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3.3 Initiating an MPTCP connection

A MultiPath TCP connection starts in the same way as a regular TCP connection. It is ini-
tiated via the three-way handshake that uses the SYN-, SYN/ACK- and ACK-packets. Each
of these packets contain an additional TCP option called MP CAPABLE, which tells an end-
point that the peer supports the MultiPath extension. With this option keys are exchanged
during the handshake, along with additional flags that indicate whether checksums are re-
quired, and which cryptographic algorithm is negotiated for the authentication of additional
subflows. The keys are chosen by each endpoint and are later used by the receiver of the key
to authenticate additional subflows that need to be added to the established connection. If
no such keys are exchanged, it would be impossible for the receiver to discern an additional
subflow from a regular TCP connection, this is because those keys are used as an identifier
for that specific connection.

From the scenario’s perspective: The laptop connects to the remote webserver by sending
a SYN-packet to the webserver carrying a MP CAPABLE option, containing a key cho-
sen by the laptop for this connection, and flags to indicate that it wants to use checksums
and the default cryptographic algorithm, being HMAC-SHA1. The webserver replies with a
SYN/ACK-packet that also carries a MP CAPABLE option, containing a key chosen by the
webserver, and flags to indicate that it also wants to use checksums and the default crypto-
graphic algorithm.

The laptop stores that key and compares the flags. If at least one cryptographic algorithm is
shared among both endpoints it will send back an ACK-packet containing both the commu-
nicated keys, along with the negotiated flags that were indicated in the previous two packets.
In this case these flags indicate that both checksums and the default cryptographic algorithm
will be used for the remainder of the connection, across all subflows. From now on, subflow
0 is established between the laptop and the server. See Figure 4 for a visualisation.

Figure 4: Creating a MPTCP connection.

However, it is possible that the remote webserver does not support the MultiPath extension, or
that one of the middleboxes on the path has stripped the MP CAPABLE option. In this case
the original sender will receive a plain SYN/ACK-packet with no MultiPath signalling in the
options field. If this were the case in the scenario, the laptop would decide that the connection
cannot support MPTCP and it would perform a fallback to a regular TCP connection. This
would be done by sending a normal TCP ACK-packet to the remote webserver.
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3.4 Using additional subflows

When an initial, MultiPath-supporting connection between two endpoints has been estab-
lished, it is possible for either endpoint to set up additional subflows with their peer. These
subflows can be set up on the condition that there are combinations of address pairs between
the peers that have not been used by other subflows. Reusing a combination of IP-addresses
would mean that both the new subflow and the old subflow, that is bound to that same
address pair, would share the same path, thus resulting in also sharing the path’s capabili-
ties to transmit data, which only results in both subflows competing for that path’s resources.

To link a new subflow to an existing connection, some form of identification of a connec-
tion needs to be in place. The extension already provides an exchange of keys upon initiating
the connection, thus the peer’s key can now be used to signal that a newly created subflow
is part of an already existing connection. For security, a peer’s key will not be sent again
by the initiator upon creating a new subflow. Instead, a hashed value of that key, a token,
is transmitted. The receiver can generate a hash from its own key and check if the received
token has the same value. If this is the case, the connection can be identified successfully and
the subflow can be added to the connection by the receiver.

However, by only using a token, there is no way for the receiver of a subflow initiation
to authenticate the initiator as being the peer with whom the receiver exchanged keys upon
creating the connection. A malicious third party could have observed the creation of the new
subflow and copy the token. The third party could also initiate a new subflow from its own
IP-address and successfully trick the receiver into linking a rogue subflow to the connection
that belongs to the key from which the copied token was generated. Thus, some form of
authentication needs to be in place to prevent third parties from successfully linking rogue
subflows to a connection.

In MPTCP this is done with the use of HMAC-messages that are generated with the cryp-
tographic algorithm that has been negotiated upon creating the connection. By exchanging
a HMAC-message from the receiver to the sender and vice-versa both endpoints can au-
thenticate their peer as being the peer with whom they exchanged keys upon creating the
connection. However, without additional protection these HMAC-messages can be used mul-
tiple times because the value will always remain the same when only using the key values as
input. A malicious third party could observe the HMAC-message of a sender and copy it.
Later the third party could initiate a new subflow from its own IP-address and authenticate
themselves successfully on the receiver by using the copied HMAC-message. This allows the
third part to perform a replay attack.

To prevent this, both endpoints should exchange random nonce values which should both
be used to generate unique HMAC-messages on both endpoints. Additionally, both end-
points need to ensure that unique HMAC-messages generated from nonce values are only
accepted once. If this additional measure is in place and the malicious third party tries to
create an additional subflow with a copied HMAC-message, the receiver of that subflow ini-
tiation can identify that this HMAC-message has already been used, and it can reject the
subflow initiation attempt.
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Combining all this together, from the scenario’s perspective: The laptop identifies that it
has an additional IP-address available, A2. It also identifies that the address combination of
A2 and B1 does not exist yet, so it decides to set up an additional subflow (subflow 1). The
laptop sends a SYN-packet to the webserver carrying a MP JOIN option, containing a token
derived from the webserver’s key, a random nonce that the laptop generated, an address ID
that the laptop chose to identify its own IP-address A2 and a flag that indicates whether the
laptop wants to use this subflow as a backup. The usage of an address ID is explained in
section 3.5.

The webserver receives the SYN-packet and checks if the token matches any connection
identifying key. If this is the case the webserver sends back a SYN/ACK-packet carrying
a MP JOIN option, containing a HMAC-message that is generated based on the exchanged
keys, the laptop’s nonce and a nonce that the webserver generated. The option also contains
the webserver’s generated nonce, an address ID that the webserver chose to identify its own
IP-address B1 and a flag that indicates whether the webserver wants to use this subflow as
a backup. At this point, the webserver knows that a subflow is being initiated, but the web-
server does not know if this subflow is connected to the right peer.

The laptop receives the SYN/ACK-packet and checks if the server’s HMAC-message is valid.
If this is the case, the laptop will send back an ACK-packet carrying a MP JOIN option,
containing a HMAC-message that is generated based on the exchanged keys, the webserver’s
nonce and a nonce that the laptop sent previously. At this point, the laptop knows that the
subflow initialization has been accepted, and that the peer, to whom it sent the SYN-packet,
actually is the webserver. It can now safely add the subflow to the connection, but no data
can be sent over the subflow for now.

The webserver receives this ACK-packet and checks if the laptop’s HMAC is valid. If this is
the case the webserver completes the handshake by sending a final plain ACK-packet back to
the laptop. At this point, the webserver now knows that the subflow initialization attempt
effectively comes from the laptop, so the webserver can now safely add the subflow to the
connection and can send data on it after sending the ACK-packet. When the laptop receives
the final plain ACK-packet it knows that the subflow initialization attempt with the web-
server has been successfully completed and can start sending data on it. See Figure 5 for a
visualisation and see Figure 3 for the resulting connection.

Figure 5: An additional subflow handshake.
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It is important that the receiver of the subflow initiation attempt finalizes the handshake
with a final regular ACK. This indicates that both endpoints have successfully authenticated
each other, have created an additional subflow, and that this additional subflow has also been
added to the previously established connection.

From an external perspective, the additionally initiated subflow looks like another regular
TCP connection between the two endpoints. The sole difference being that a middlebox can
see is that the packets contain extra TCP option values. Meaning that, even though the initial
subflow is confirmed to be MultiPath supporting, the additional subflow is not guaranteed to
support it as well. It is possible that a middlebox on the path of the additional subflow does
not support the extension and could strip the MP JOIN option from the handshake packets.
If this would happen in the scenario, the laptop would receive a SYN/ACK-packet without
the MP JOIN option. In response the laptop would immediately close the subflow by sending
a TCP RST Packet.

3.5 Adding additional IP-addresses

Additional subflows can be added to the connection on the condition that there exists an
unused pair of IP-addresses between the two endpoints for which the connection exists. To
identify unused pairs of IP-addresses, both hosts need to know their peers other IP-addresses.
Therefore, hosts need to be able to communicate their additional IP-addresses to the peer.
As defined by the requirements of MultiPath, the exchange of IP-addresses can be done in
two ways, which are often combined in MPTCP. The first one being implicit by setting up
an additional subflow, where the sender identifies the new IP-address with an address ID in
the MP JOIN option (see Figure 5).

The second way is more explicit, by using the ADD ADDRESS option when sending a packet,
which contains an IP-address and an address ID. Combining this second method with the first
one can be effective when the peer resides behind a NAT. In this case, setting up a new con-
nection will fail by timing out, but the ADD ADDRESS option is still received by the peer on
an already established subflow. Receiving the ADD ADDRESS option works as an incentive
for the receiver to open an additional subflow. In both ways the extension uses address IDs
to identify IP-addresses. This is done to communicate about an IP-address without having
to check if the IP-address has been altered by middleboxes. There is a special case that can
occur when both endpoints reside behind a NAT, where setting up a new connection will also
fail by timing out. This will happen in both directions, thus no subflow can be set up using
that particular combination of IP-addresses.

Figure 6: Sending an ADD ADDRESS, resulting in a new subflow.
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From the scenario’s perspective: The webserver identifies that the laptop has an additional
IP-address, A2, which was used to set up subflow 1. However, the laptop’s address is posi-
tioned behind a NAT, implying that the webserver cannot set up an additional subflow with
the newly identified IP-address and its own IP-address B2, because the NAT will reject the
incoming connection attempt. To circumvent this, the webserver selects an established sub-
flow (subflow 0) and sends, in this case, an ACK-packet carrying the ADD ADDRESS option,
containing the webserver’s IP-address B2 and an identifier for B2. The laptop receives this
packet and identifies the second IP-address of the webserver, B2. The laptop then decides to
set up an additional subflow (subflow 2) on the address pair A2 and B2. See Figure 6 for a
visualisation.

In the scenario both the webserver and the laptop attempted to create a subflow to add
it to the existing connection. With MPTCP both endpoints are allowed to initiate new sub-
flows for a given connection. However, an additional study [6] has provided the argument
that, in practice, only the client is used to create new subflows, by directly initiating a new
subflow with a server. This is because the clients often reside behind a NAT (or even a
firewall) that prevents the server from successfully creating an additional subflow. It is still
possible for the server to create subflows, when the client does not reside behind a NAT, but
no precise requirements can be provided for allowing the server to do that.

By using this mechanism to exchange IP-address information between hosts, it is possible for
a host to exchange a private IP-address in the ADD ADDRESS option while being behind
a NAT. For example, it could be that a storage device is connected to a local WiFi-network
(IP-address S1), while also being connected with the Internet via 4G (IP-Address S2). The
storage device may be connected to a remote phone via 4G (phone IP-address P2) and wishes
to communicate to the phone that it also has a second IP-address, belonging to the local
WIFI-network, available. The storage device does not know this, but the link between the
WiFi-network and the Internet could be shielded by a NAT. Thus, the IP-address S1 that is
being communicated could be a private address that cannot be connected to from the Internet.

Figure 7: An example situation where two devices have the same address but are on
different networks.
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On top of that, the phone may also be connected to a different local WiFi-network and have
a private IP-address P1. The phone may decide that it wants to create a new subflow on
the address pair S1 and P1, which is allowed by the design of MPTCP. It could even be
the case that a device, such as a desktop, with IP-address S1 exists on the WiFi-network
that the phone is connected to, resulting in the phone initiating a connection attempt with
that desktop, while it meant to initiate a connection with the storage device on a different
WiFi-network. This connection attempt will fail, because the exchange of HMAC-messages
prevents the phone from accidentally setting up a subflow with the desktop. This is because
the HMAC-message of the desktop will be incorrect, which means that the phone will close
the connection with that desktop. See Figure 7 for a network visualisation and see Figure 8
for a visualisation of the communication.

Figure 8: An example subflow initiation where the phone connects to the wrong device.

3.6 Removing an IP-address

In real world scenario’s it is possible for an endpoint to lose its connection to a network. For
example, a mobile phone that is connected to the WiFi-network of a user’s home, as well
as 4G. If the user decides to enter their car and drives away from their home, the connec-
tion between the phone and the WiFi’s access point at home is lost, while the connection to
4G still remains. For a regular TCP connection this would mean that all TCP connections
linked to the WiFi IP-address need to be terminated, as the phone’s IP-address and port
for the WiFi-network are no longer reachable. With the MultiPath extension the MultiPath-
supporting connections would not need to be terminated immediately, because there may be
other subflows in the connection that are coupled to IP-addresses that can still be reached by
the peer, for example, a subflow could exist that is coupled to the IP-address for the phone’s
4G connection.

With MultiPath an endpoint can inform their peer that one of its IP-addresses has become
unavailable. This is done via the REMOVE ADDRESS option when sending a packet. The
option contains an address ID that identifies which IP-address needs to be removed, and
consequently, which subflows need to be closed. However, it is possible that a malicious third
party could be a part of the sequence of links in a path of one of the subflows.
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This third party could modify a packet to carry the REMOVE ADDRESS option, containing
a potential valid address ID, which would then result in the receiver closing subflows that
are linked to that address id. Thus, an endpoint stills need to check that the subflows, that
use the mentioned IP-address, are no longer in use, preventing malicious packets from closing
subflows.

From the scenario’s perspective: IP-address A2 of the laptop is used to connect to a local
WiFi-network, after downloading the large file for a while the laptop is moved to a different
position that breaks the connection with the WiFi’s access point, which results in the laptop
losing IP-address A2. The laptop then informs the webserver of the loss of that IP-address
by sending a packet over subflow 0 carrying the REMOVE ADDRESS option, which contains
the identifier of IP-address A2. The webserver receives this packet and checks if subflows 1
and 2 are no longer in use, because both subflows are coupled to IP-address A2. If the check
completes, both subflows are closed by the webserver via a TCP RST and are also removed
from the still existing connection with the laptop. Sending a TCP RST-packet allows for
intermediate middleboxes to clean up state. See Figure 9 for a visualisation. After sending
the REMOVE ADDRESS option, the laptop could also initiate a new subflow between IP-
addresses A1 and B2, to keep the connection in a state with more than one subflow, utilizing
the mechanisms of MultiPath.

Figure 9: Sending a REMOVE ADDRESS, resulting in closing subflows 1 and 2.

3.7 Transporting data

Once both endpoints have successfully set up multiple subflows within a single connection, the
data that needs to be transported can be split over these subflows. The MultiPath extension
provides a mechanism (section 3.7.1 )to split a single input stream over the subflows, while
also generating enough control information to reassemble the split data into a single, com-
plete, and in-order output stream of data. By allowing a single input stream and generating
a single output stream, the mechanism allows the extension to be transparent to the appli-
cation layer of both the sending and a receiving endpoint. This means that already existing
applications can utilize MultiPath without having to change their interaction with the TCP
layer (the extension is also transparent to the lower layers).
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An example of data transport via this mechanism in a MultiPath connection is given in
section 3.7.2. However, there are some additional considerations that need to be taken when
transporting data via this mechanism. This is because the use of multiple paths has an
impact on the receiving capabilities of the receiver, and the transport capabilities of interme-
diate links in the network. A description about these considerations is given in section 3.7.3.
Lastly, middlebox implementations can also affect the effectiveness of using multiple paths in
a connection. Some middleboxes could, for example, rewrite the content of a packet, which
could lead to mismatches when reassembling the data at the receiver side. A discussion about
middlebox interference is given in section 3.7.4.

3.7.1 Mechanism to send data over multiple paths

In order to reassemble the split data received from multiple subflows, the receiving endpoint
cannot solely rely on the sequence numbers (SNs) that are provided by TCP on each of the
subflows. Take for example an endpoint with two subflows, subflow 0 and subflow 1. At a
certain point in time the endpoint receives a packet that contains data on both subflows, and
both packets contain the same sequence number X. The endpoint has no way of knowing if
the data that was received on subflow 1 should be placed before the data that was received
on subflow 0, or vice-versa. The endpoint does not even know if both pieces of received data
should be placed one after the other, or if both parts occupy more distant locations in the
stream, where other data that has not been received occupy the space in between. By only
using the sequence numbers of the subflows the endpoint is placed in an ambiguous situation,
where multiple outcomes are all equally valid. See Figure 10 for an example visualisation.

Figure 10: Reassembling packets from multiple subflows without data sequence number.

A new level of management must be introduced to solve this problem. MPTCP calls this
the connection level, where it introduces a new data sequence space. A subflow still uses
the normal TCP sequence and acknowledgement numbers to ensure that all its own data is
delivered in a reliable and in-order manner between the endpoints, but the data sequence
numbers (DSNs) from the data sequence space will dictate where all the subflow’s data needs
to be placed in the singular output stream on the receiving side. To communicate the data
sequence numbers for each part of data from the sending endpoint to the receiving endpoint,
the Data Sequence Signal option will be used. This option has two functionalities built into
it. The first provides a mapping mechanism to link the sequence numbers of a subflow to
data sequence numbers of the connection level. The second allows the acknowledgement of
data on the connection level.
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For the first functionality, a starting value is provided for both the TCP sequence num-
ber of a subflow and the corresponding data sequence number. In addition to this, a length
value is provided as well, indicating how many bytes of transported data can be linked be-
tween the spaces with the current mapping. Using a length value for the mapping allows
the sender to provide a mapping every so many packets that are sent over a specific subflow.
One of the advantages that this approach has is that the overhead of the mapping can be
kept to a minimum. Additionally, this approach was chosen instead of per-packet signalling,
because the provided mapping is independent of the packet that carries it, due to the fact
that the mapping is able to use a relative sequence number instead of the sequence number
of the packet. This allows for middleboxes to perform segmentation and coalescing on the
transmitted packets, where packets are combined in a new, larger packet, or where packets
are split in multiple smaller packets. Lastly, this approach also allows multiple TCP sequence
numbers from different subflows to be mapped to the same data sequence numbers, allowing
a sender to retransmit/duplicate data over a different subflow.

Whenever a packet containing data is received by an endpoint, it is processed in two sep-
arate steps. In the first step the reception of the packet on a given subflow is acknowledged
with the use of TCP ACKs, and the data is placed in a receive buffer. This buffer is used to
hold packets from the sender for which the mapping has not yet arrived. At a later point in
time the connection level takes these bits of split data from the buffer and assembles them
back into a single output stream using the provided mappings in the Data Sequence Signal
option. When the received data has been placed in the output stream, the receiving endpoint
has to signal to the sender that the data has been received.

This is where the second functionality of the Data Sequence Signal option is used. This
part of the option provides a DATA ACK field that allows the acknowledgement of data on
the connection level. Whenever a sending endpoint receives a TCP ACK and a DATA ACK
that acknowledges a certain part of data, it can safely assume that the receiver has received all
the data in-order up to a certain point indicated by the DATA ACK. This allows the sender
to stop retransmitting the received data and move to the next part of the input stream. If
the sender only received a TCP ACK for a certain part of data it needs to hold on to this
data, because it may need to be retransmitted if it is declared as lost on the connection level.
This can happen when, for example, the buffer at the receiving side is filling up with packets
that contain mapped data, dropping packets that contain data for which the receiver has not
yet received the mapping.

A sending endpoint is also able to inform a receiving endpoint that it has no more data
to send. The sending endpoint can signal this with the use of the DATA FIN field in the
Data Sequence Signal option of a packet. From that point onward, the sender will only re-
transmit data that has not been acknowledged yet by a DATA ACK. When all the data is
successfully received by the receiving endpoint it will confirm this by sending a DATA ACK
that acknowledges the DATA FIN signal. A connection is not closed unless there has been
a DATA FIN exchange or a timeout. This ensures that, when a DATA FIN is sent, all the
required data has been transmitted to the peer.
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3.7.2 An example of data transport

Combining all this together, from the scenario’s perspective: after performing all the previous
operations, the laptop now has two subflows established in a connection with the remote
webserver. The first subflow (subflow 0) is coupled to the IP-addresses A1 and B1. A second
subflow (subflow 3) is coupled to the IP-addresses A1 and B2. The other two subflows
(subflow 1 and 2) have been closed because the laptop has lost its WiFi-connection (and thus
IP-address A2). An example transmission of ”Hello world”-data can be seen in Figure 11. In
this scenario the webserver decides to split ”Hello world” into four parts: “He”, “llo ”, “wor”
and “ld”. The webserver decides to send the first part of the data to the laptop via subflow 0.
In this packet the webserver provides a Data Sequence Signal option, containing a mapping
between the sequence number of this packet (6000) and the connection-level data sequence
number (0). In this case the data that is being sent is “He”, which is the first part of the
data. The length in this mapping also indicates that the mapping is only valid for the current
packet. Upon receiving the packet on subflow 0 the laptop inspects the Data Sequence Signal
option and concludes that the data that is being sent over subflow 0 should be placed at the
beginning of the output stream.

Figure 11: Transporting “Hello world” from the webserver to the laptop.

The laptop acknowledges the data by sending both a TCP ACK and a DATA ACK back to
the webserver over subflow 0. The TCP ACK tells the webserver that the laptop received the
first packet that was sent on subflow 0, this is indicated by a value of 6002. The DATA ACK
tells the webserver that the laptop has placed the first two bytes of data into the output
stream, this is indicated with a value of 2.
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Upon receiving the TCP ACK and the DATA ACK from the laptop over subflow 0, the
webserver sees that the laptop has received the first packet that was sent over subflow 0. By
inspecting the DATA ACK the webserver identifies that the laptop has placed the first 2 bytes
of the data in the output buffer, thus the webserver no longer needs to hold on to the first part
of the data. The webserver then decides to send the third part of the data to the laptop via
subflow 3. In this packet the webserver provides a Data Sequence Signal option, containing
a mapping between the sequence number of this packet (1000) and the connection-level data
sequence number (6). In this case the data that is being sent is “wor”, which is the third
part of the data. The length in this mapping also indicates that the mapping is only valid for
the current packet. Immediately after sending the packet containing “wor” to the laptop, the
webserver also decides to send the second part of the data to the laptop via subflow 0. In this
packet the webserver provides a Data Sequence Signal option, containing a mapping between
the sequence number of this packet (6002) and the connection-level data sequence number
(2). In this case the data that is being sent is “llo ”, which is the second part of the data.
The length in this mapping also indicates that the mapping is only valid for the current packet.

The laptop received both packets at nearly the same time and places them in a buffer. The
laptop now acknowledges the data that was sent on subflow 0 by sending both a TCP ACK
and a DATA ACK back to the webserver over subflow 0. The TCP ACK tells the webserver
that the laptop received the second packet that was sent on subflow 0, this is indicated by a
value of 6006. However, the DATA ACK still has a value of 2, indicating that the laptop has
not placed the data in the output stream yet.

The laptop then inspects its buffer and sees that the data that was received on subflow 3
(“wor”) should be placed 6 bytes from the beginning of the output stream, which is 4 bytes
after the data that was placed earlier, resulting in the following output stream: “He wor”.
The laptop also sees that the data that was received on subflow 0 (“llo ”) should be placed 2
bytes from the beginning of the output stream, which is in between the data that was placed
earlier, resulting in the following output stream: “Hello wor”. The laptop now acknowledges
the data that was sent on subflow 3 by sending both a TCP ACK and a DATA ACK back to
the webserver over subflow 3. The TCP ACK tells the webserver that the laptop received the
first packet that was sent on subflow 3, this is indicated by a value of 1003. However, due to
the fact that the output stream no longer contains holes in the first 9 bytes, the DATA ACK
now has a value of 9, indicating that the laptop has placed all the previously sent data in the
output stream.

Upon receiving the TCP ACK and the DATA ACK from the laptop over subflow 0, the
webserver sees that the laptop has received the second packet that was sent over subflow 0,
but that the laptop has not yet placed the second and the third part of the data in the output
stream. Thus, the webserver still needs to hold on to the data for potential retransmissions
that could be required. Shortly afterwards the webserver receives the TCP ACK and the
DATA ACK from the laptop over subflow 3, and the webserver sees that the laptop also has
received the first packet that was sent over subflow 3. By inspecting the DATA ACK the
webserver identifies that the laptop has placed the first 9 bytes of the data in the output
buffer, thus the webserver no longer needs to hold on to that data.
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The webserver then decides to send the last part of the data to the laptop via subflow 3.
In this packet the webserver provides a Data Sequence Signal option, containing a mapping
between the sequence number of this packet (1003) and the connection-level data sequence
number (9). In this case the data that is being sent is “ld”, which is the last part of the
data. The length in this mapping also indicates that the mapping is only valid for the current
packet. The webserver also signals that it has sent all the required data, by enabling the
DATA FIN flag in the option.

Upon receiving the packet on subflow 3 the laptop inspects the Data Sequence Signal op-
tion and concludes that the data that is being sent over subflow 3 should be placed at the
end of the output stream. The laptop also sees that this packet completes the data that
needed to be received by inspecting the DATA FIN flag. The laptop acknowledges the data
by sending both a TCP ACK and a DATA ACK back to the webserver over subflow 3. The
TCP ACK tells the webserver that it received the second packet that was sent on subflow
3, this is indicated by a value of 1005. The DATA ACK tells the webserver that the laptop
has placed the last two bytes of data into the output stream, this is indicated with a value of
11. At this point “Hello world” has been successfully transmitted between the webserver and
the laptop. To complete the data transmission, the laptop also sends a packet over subflow 0
to the webserver to indicate that it has no more data to send. This is done by enabling the
DATA FIN flag in the option. Finally, upon receiving this packet the webserver sees that this
packet completes the data that needs to be transmitted, and acknowledges this last packet
by sending both a TCP ACK and a DATA ACK back to the webserver over subflow 0.

3.7.3 Flow control and congestion control

We see that with the use of the Data Sequence Signal the sender can transmit data to a
receiver over multiple subflows during a single connection. However, like a regular TCP con-
nection, a sending endpoint also needs to consider that the receiving endpoint may not be
able to receive the data at the same rate that the sender is transmitting. A regular TCP
connection advertises a receive window in the headers of each packet, which tells the sender
how much data the receiver is willing to accept past the ACKed amount. MultiPath also
advertises a connection-level receive window, which is shared among the subflows and is rel-
ative to the DATA ACK on the connection level. This shared receive window signals to the
sending endpoint how much data the receiver can accept on the subflows from the indicated
point in the stream. A shared receive window was chosen over a per-subflow receive window,
because a shared receive window allows for any subflow to send data that fits in the window,
whereas a per-subflow receive window could lead to underutilization if some subflows would
not use up their window.

With this mechanism, all subflows should advertise the same size for the shared receive
window. However, it is possible that middleboxes on a subflow’s path have altered that value.
This happens when, for example, one of the middleboxes on that path does not have enough
buffering for all the data to be propagated to the receiver. This can result in multiple dif-
ferent values being advertised among the subflows. To overcome this the sender only uses
the largest recently advertised receive window as the actual shared receive window. However,
when sending data over a subflow that has a smaller advertised window the sender is only
allowed to send data that fits within that subflow’s window.
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Only using a shared advertised receive window is not enough. The receive window solely
prevents the sender from overloading the receiver, but it does not prevent the server from
overloading the network. With regular TCP a congestion window (that is not communicated
to the peer), in combination with a congestion controller, is used to prevent/handle conges-
tion on the network. In MPTCP the basic idea of a congestion window is also applied. Each
subflow has its own congestion window in which it is allowed to send data to the receiver,
this congestion window will grow and shrink based on the level of congestion on the subflow’s
path. However, just implementing a separate congestion controller for each subflow would
lead to unfairness with other (regular) TCP connections if the current existing MultiPath
connection utilizes multiple paths.

In MultiPath, the congestion window of each subflow is coupled together. An initial con-
gestion control scheme, called LIA [7], was proposed for use with MPTCP. The scheme stated
three goals that need to be fulfilled by a MultiPath congestion controller in order to be de-
sirable. The first goal was to improve throughput, where a MultiPath connection should
perform at least as well as a regular TCP connection. A second goal states that the conges-
tion controller should do no harm, by not taking up more capacity from a resource than a
regular TCP connection would. The third goal aims for traffic redirection, where a MultiPath
connection should, with regard to the first two goals, move as much traffic as possible away
from the most congested paths.

The proposed scheme did not completely fulfill the third goal, as discussed in its RFC. Other
congestion control schemes have been proposed for MPTCP, such as OLIA [8], BALIA [9],
wVegas [10] and mpCUBIC [11]. These schemes measure congestion on each subflow and try
to avoid using those with the most congestion. The congestion windows of the subflows are
manipulated in a way specific to the scheme and are based on the level of congestion. Of the
previously mentioned schemes, OLIA is implemented and used in the MPTCP custom Linux
kernel implementation [12]. A more in depth discussion about flow control and congestion
control in a MultiPath connection can be found in section 8.1.

3.7.4 Middlebox interference

With the use of an advertised receive window and (non-advertised) congestion windows, the
sender is able to transmit data to a receiver over multiple subflows during a single connection,
where the sender applies flow control to avoid overloading the transmission capabilities of the
paths and the receiving capabilities of the receiver. However, there are still some problems
that can occur while transporting data over multiple subflows.

For example, a middlebox implementation could be operating in such a way that it only
allows additional TCP options to be part of a packet when a new connection is being ini-
tialized, thus stripping all unknown options once a connection has been established. For
a MultiPath connection this would mean that all Data Sequence Signal options could be
stripped from the packets that are sent over a subflow, resulting in the receiver being unable
to place the data in the output stream, because no mapping information is being provided.
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The receiver handles this problem by performing a fallback operation where it closes the
subflow that delivers stripped packets if no mapping has been provided after a set amount
of time. The sender can also close a subflow if no Data Sequence Signal options are carried
by the packets it receives over that subflow. If this problem occurs on the initial subflow
over which the connection has been established, while no other subflows have been estab-
lished, a different solution needs to be used. In this case the sender can provide an infinite
mapping for the data, and both endpoints can perform a fallback to a regular TCP connection.

It is also possible for middleboxes to alter the payload of a packet. For example, many
NAT devices include functionality for protocols such as FTP where private IP-addresses in
the FTP control channel are re-written to the correct public IP-address imposed by the NAT.
These address changes can lead to a difference in the length of the payload, which can break
the mapping that is provided in the Data Sequence Signal option, resulting in data being
placed incorrectly on the output stream [13]. Via checksums, of which the use is signalled
during connection initialization, a receiver is able to detect if the payload of a received packet
has been altered. (TCP also has this problem of content rewriting. However, the middlebox
that alters the content of the packet also alter the sequence numbers, thus no further problems
arise. In MPTCP this is a problem because the Data Sequence Signal option is not altered
to reflect this change.)

If this is the case, the receiver can perform a fallback operation based on the current state
of the connection. If other subflows still exist within the connection, the current subflow can
be closed by sending a TCP RST packet, carrying the MP FAIL option, containing the data
sequence number from the start of the segment that had the checksum failure. However, if
no other subflows exist the receiver can fall back to a regular TCP connection by sending an
ACK that carries the MP FAIL option. The sender will identify this fallback to a regular
TCP connection if it no longer receives any MultiPath signalling and will, in response, also
fall back to a regular TCP connection after providing an infinite mapping for the data.

Explaining the issue from the scenario’s perspective: The webserver also sends the data
“Hello world” to the laptop (see Figure 12). However, this time checksums are enabled. The
webserver decides to split the data into four parts: “He”, “llo ”, “wor” and “ld”. It then
decides to send the first part of the data to the laptop via subflow 0. In this packet the web-
server provides a Data Sequence Signal option, containing a mapping between the sequence
number of this packet (6000), the connection-level data sequence number (0) and a checksum
(0x53). In this case the data that is being sent is “He”, which is the first part of the data.
The length in this mapping indicates that the mapping is valid for the next couple of packets.

Upon receiving the packet on subflow 0 the laptop inspects the Data Sequence Signal op-
tion and concludes that the data that is being sent over subflow 0 should be placed at the
beginning of the output stream. The laptop also stores the checksum. The laptop acknowl-
edges the data by sending both a TCP ACK and a DATA ACK back to the webserver over
subflow 0. The TCP ACK tells the webserver that the laptop has received the first packet
that was sent on subflow 0, this is indicated by a value of 6002. The DATA ACK tells the
webserver that the laptop has placed the first two bytes of data into the output stream, this
is indicated with a value of 2. A checksum is also sent back to the webserver (0xaa).
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Upon receiving the TCP ACK and the DATA ACK from the laptop over subflow 0, the
webserver validates the checksum and sees that the laptop has received the first packet that
was sent over subflow 0. By inspecting the DATA ACK the webserver identifies that the
laptop has placed the first two bytes of the data in the output buffer, thus the webserver no
longer needs to hold on to the first part of the data.

Figure 12: An error occurs while transporting Hello world from the webserver to the laptop.

The webserver decides to send the third part of the data to the laptop via subflow 3. In this
packet the webserver provides a Data Sequence Signal option, containing a mapping between
the sequence number of this packet (1000) the connection-level data sequence number (6),
and a checksum (0xbb). In this case the data that is being sent is “wor”, which is the third
part of the data. The length in this mapping also indicates that the mapping is only valid
for the current packet. Immediately after sending the packet containing “wor” to the laptop,
the webserver also decides to send the second part of the data to the laptop via subflow 0. In
this packet the webserver does not provide a Data Sequence Signal option, because the data
that is being sent is already mapped by the previous packet that was sent on subflow 0. In
this case the data that is being sent is “llo ”, which is the second part of the data.
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The laptop received both packets at nearly the same time and places them in a buffer. How-
ever, the packet that was received on subflow 0 has been altered by a middlebox on the path,
instead of “llo ” the packet now contains “llo, ”. Upon validating the checksum (0x53) that
was received with the first packet on subflow 0 the laptop identifies that the data has been
altered. Because there is a second subflow active in the connection the laptop decides to close
the subflow by sending back a TCP RST packet to the webserver, carrying the MP FAIL
option, containing the data sequence number 2. This tells the webserver that there was a
problem when the laptop was trying to reconstruct the data, and that subflow 0 needs to be
removed from the connection. The laptop then inspects its buffer and sees that the data that
was received on subflow 3 (“wor”) should be placed 6 bytes from the beginning of the output
stream, which is 4 bytes after the data that was placed earlier, resulting in the following
output stream: “He wor”.

The laptop now acknowledges the data that was sent on subflow 3 by sending both a TCP
ACK and a DATA ACK back to the webserver over subflow 3. The TCP ACK tells the web-
server that the laptop received the first packet that was sent on subflow 3, this is indicated
by a value of 1003. However, due to the fact that a part of the data that was sent over
subflow 0 was corrupted the output stream still contains holes in the first 9 bytes. Thus, the
DATA ACK still has a value of 2, indicating that the laptop has only placed the first two
bytes of the data in the output stream. A checksum is also sent back to the webserver (0xcc).
Upon receiving the TCP RST from the laptop over subflow 0, the webserver identifies that
the second data part, containing “llo ” was not accepted by the laptop, because the data
sequence number in the MP FAIL option has a value of 2. The webserver closes the subflow
and reschedules the data part to be sent over subflow 3. Luckily, the next packet that can
be sent over subflow 3 is not part of any existing mapping, thus “llo ” can be sent as the
next packet on subflow 3. Shortly afterwards the webserver receives the TCP ACK and the
DATA ACK from the laptop over subflow 3, the webserver validates the checksum and sees
that the laptop has received the first packet that was sent over subflow 3. By inspecting the
DATA ACK the webserver identifies that the laptop has only placed the first two bytes of the
data in the output buffer.

The webserver then decides to send the rescheduled part of the data to the laptop via subflow
3. In this packet the webserver provides a Data Sequence Signal option, containing a map-
ping between the sequence number of this packet (1003), the connection-level data sequence
number (2) and a checksum (0xdd). In this case the data that is being retransmitted is “llo
”, which is the third part of the data. The length in this mapping also indicates that the
mapping is only valid for the current packet. Upon receiving the packet on subflow 3 the
laptop validates the checksum and inspects the Data Sequence Signal option. It concludes
that the data that is being sent over subflow 3 should be placed 2 bytes from the beginning
of the output stream, which is in between the data that was placed earlier, resulting in the
following output stream: “Hello wor”. The laptop now acknowledges the data that was sent
on subflow 3 by sending both a TCP ACK and a DATA ACK back to the webserver over
subflow 3. The TCP ACK tells the webserver that the laptop received the second packet that
was sent on subflow 3, this is indicated by a value of 1007. However, due to the fact that the
output stream no longer contains holes in the first 9 bytes, the DATA ACK now has a value
of 9, indicating that the laptop has placed all the previously sent data in the output stream.
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The webserver receives the TCP ACK and the DATA ACK from the laptop over subflow
0, the webserver validates the checksum and sees that the laptop has received the second
packet that was sent over subflow 0. By inspecting the DATA ACK the webserver identifies
that the laptop has placed the first nine bytes of the data in the output buffer, thus the
webserver no longer needs to hold on to the first three parts of the data. The webserver
then decides to send the last part of the data to the laptop via subflow 3. In this packet
the webserver provides a Data Sequence Signal option, containing a mapping between the
sequence number of this packet (1007), the connection-level data sequence number (9) and
a checksum (0xff). In this case the data that is being sent is “ld”, which is the last part of
the data. The length in this mapping also indicates that the mapping is only valid for the
current packet. The webserver also signals that it has sent all the required data, by enabling
the DATA FIN flag in the option.

Upon receiving the packet on subflow 3 the laptop validates the checksum and inspects the
Data Sequence Signal option. It concludes that the data that is being sent over subflow 3
should be placed at the end of the output stream. The laptop also sees that this packet
completes the data that needed to be received by inspecting the DATA FIN flag. The laptop
acknowledges the data by sending both a TCP ACK and a DATA ACK back to the webserver
over subflow 3.

The TCP ACK tells the webserver that it received the third packet that was sent on subflow
3. This is indicated by a value of 1009. The DATA ACK tells the webserver that the laptop
has placed the last two bytes of data into the output stream. This is indicated with a value of
11. At this point “Hello world” has been successfully transmitted between the webserver and
the laptop. To complete the data transmission, the laptop also sends a packet over subflow 0
to the webserver to indicate that it has no more data to send. This is done by enabling the
DATA FIN flag in the option. Finally, upon receiving this packet the webserver sees that this
packet completes the data that needs to be transmitted, and acknowledges this last packet
by sending both a TCP ACK and a DATA ACK back to the webserver over subflow 0.

3.8 Closing an MPTCP connection

On a regular TCP connection a sender can signal to the receiver that it has sent all data;
this is done by using the FIN flag in the TCP header of a packet. As previously mentioned,
with MultiPath TCP an additional DATA FIN flag was introduced to signal that all data has
been sent on the connection level. Whenever the sender signals a DATA FIN it must wait for
that packet to be acknowledged by the receiver with a DATA ACK before it is able to start
closing the connection. A receiver will only acknowledge this DATA FIN once all data has
been successfully reassembled at the connection level.

If the DATA FIN has been acknowledged by a DATA ACK both endpoints can start clos-
ing the connection by exchanging packets containing the TCP FIN flag on each individual
subflow. This helps middleboxes along the path to clean state. A subflow is only considered
closed once both endpoints acknowledged each other’s FIN with a TCP ACK (or when a
timeout has occurred). A connection is considered closed once both endpoints have acknowl-
edged each other’s DATA FIN with a DATA ACK.
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From the scenario’s perspective: The webserver has already successfully sent the first three
packets containing “He”, “llo ” and “wor” to the laptop, as can already be seen in Figure 11.
The webserver now sends the last packet, containing “ld” from “hello world”, by enabling
the DATA FIN flag in the Data Sequence Signal. The laptop sees this DATA FIN flag and
acknowledges the packet with a DATA ACK, because it has also received all the previous
packets and was able to place “hello world” in the output buffer. Afterwards, the laptop also
sends a packet over subflow 3 to the webserver to indicate that it has no more data to send.
This is done by enabling the DATA FIN flag in the Data Sequence Signal option. Finally,
upon receiving this packet the webserver sees that this packet completes the data that needs
to be transmitted, and acknowledges this last packet by sending both a TCP ACK and a
DATA ACK back to the webserver over subflow 3.

Figure 13: Closing a MPTCP connection.

At this point, when the laptop has received the webserver’s DATA ACK, both endpoints have
confirmed that all data has been sent and that the connection can be closed. This is done
by both endpoints sending a packet, containing an enabled FIN-flag, to the peer over each
subflow, being subflow 1 (from A1 to B1) and subflow 3 (from A1 to B2). Both endpoints
also acknowledge those packets that contain the enabled FIN flag. A visual representation
can be seen in Figure 13.
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It is also possible that an endpoint wants to abruptly close a connection when, for exam-
ple, the endpoint is running out of system resources. In regular TCP this is done by using the
RST flag in the TCP header of a packet, indicating that the host will no longer accept data.
In MPTCP this RST flag is used to abruptly close the subflow over which the flag was sent.
The other subflows that are part of the connection will not be closed, and the connection will
continue to exist. Therefore, MPTCP introduces the MP FASTCLOSE option to abruptly
close a connection.

An endpoint can do this by sending a packet carrying the MP FASTCLOSE option, con-
taining the peer’s key over one subflow, while also sending packets containing the TCP RST
flag over all the other subflows. The host can only close the entire connection, along with the
remaining subflow if it receives a TCP RST from its peer over that subflow. By sending the
peer’s key a layer of protection is implemented against malicious third parties on a path that
could add the MP FASTCLOSE option to a packet. These third parties do not know the
key that needs to be transmitted, because the keys have only been exchanged once by both
endpoints during the connection initialization.

By allowing the use of both a regular RST and a MP FASTCLOSE, the extension permits
“break-before-make” scenarios where connectivity is lost on all subflows before a new one can
be re-established. In this case the connection remains alive for a predefined amount of time
where both endpoints can try to establish a new subflow to continue the exchange of data.

3.9 Problems of MPTCP

While some problems that can occur during a MultiPath TCP connection are being handled
by the mechanisms in place, an additional problem could also occur that has not been dis-
cussed before. The TCP options field in the TCP header of a packet has limited space of
40 bytes, due to the data offset field having a maximum value of 60, indicating how many
additional bytes are used for flags, checksum, urgent pointer and options before the actual
data starts. An endpoint that has multiple TCP extensions enabled will have to share that
options space between these extensions. It is possible that there is not enough space left
to add an additional MPTCP signal to the packet when signals from other extensions have
already been added. To overcome this, an endpoint can send a duplicate ACK that carries
these additional MPTCP signals. Meaning that, if an MPTCP endpoint receives a duplicate
ACK, it should not be used as an indication of possible congestion, whereas this would be
the case in regular TCP. If no duplicate ACK can be sent, no MultiPath options can be sent
over that subflow. Thus, a fallback operation is performed where the connection either closes
the subflow, of reverts the connection back to a regular TCP connection.

Sending a duplicate ACK to communicate MultiPath options that did not fit in the options-
field of a previous packet is not the only change that was made to the semantics of TCP. By
adding an additional management layer, called the connection layer, MultiPath also changes
the semantics of the RST and FIN-flags, by only letting them influence the subflow that it
was sent on. As mentioned in the previous section, the extension added MP FASTCLOSE
and DATA FIN flags that influence the entire connection. Additionally, the acknowledgement
mechanism of TCP was also altered by introducing DATA ACKs.
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With the many different middlebox implementations of TCP that can perform actions which
could break a connection unexpectedly, MultiPath TCP was designed with the idea to provide
a best effort to make a MultiPath connection work. A MultiPath connection should always
be attempted, and when problems arise the connection should still be kept alive, even if it
means falling back to a regular TCP connection.

3.10 MPTCP deployment

MultiPath TCP has seen additional research since its RFC came out in January 2013. For ex-
ample, a series of additional congestion controllers were proposed to enhance the perfomance
of a MPTCP connection (see section 3.7.3). Only a couple of months after the publication,
Apple implemented and enabled MultiPath TCP on all its iOS devices. Since then, MultiPath
TCP has also been implemented on systems that run a custom Linux kernel from UCLou-
vain, Apple MacOS, FreeBSD Solaris and others [14, 15]. There is still an ongoing effort
to implement MPTCP in the main Linux kernel [16]. In 2015 a study [17] was performed
on MultiPath internet traffic that was captured on a single server. Here, 190,451 MPTCP
connections that originated from more than 7,000 different hosts were analysed. The paper
makes interesting observations. For example, very few fallback operations caused by middle-
boxes were performed. Additionally, 86% of the connections established an additional path
immediately to send data. The remaining 14% only used MultiPath to have resistance against
network failures (where the connection had to be closed if regular TCP was used).
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4 Quick UDP Internet Connections (QUIC)

One of the main problems in the current design of TCP is the fact that connections be-
tween two endpoints can suffer from HoL-blocking when the connection experiences packet
drops. From the perspective of TCP, the data that is transmitted to the peer is a single
large bytestream that has to be delivered in an in-order fashion to ensure that the receiving
endpoint can see the data as intended. If a packet is dropped, there is no other option than
to retransmit that same packet to the peer, halting the transmissions of all other remaining
packets. HTTP/2 aimed to solve this problem by introducing streams, where data from mul-
tiple files could be multiplexed and placed in packets for TCP to transport to the remote
peer. Via this approach, it would still be possible for a packet to be dropped on the wire.
However, if this packet contained data from a single stream, the data transmission from the
other streams would not have to be halted. There was still one problem with this approach,
because TCP was not aware of these additional streams. A first solution would be to change
the protocol design of TCP to make it stream-aware. However, it was impossible to change
TCP itself to do so [18]. Thus, a decision was made to create a new transport protocol in the
form of QUIC, that is built on top of UDP, and implements its own mechanisms to provide
a reliable transport of data via multiple streams.

Besides solving the HoL-blocking problem, the design of QUIC also aimed to solve addi-
tional issues with the current design of TCP. For example, mechanisms were introduced to
enable, but not limit the design to, implementing security and encryption for header values,
allowing the connection to migrate to different 4-tuples and reducing connection setup time.
To keep a fixed focus on the design of QUIC, a working group was established, where discus-
sions about the mechanisms and design visions can take place. In general, the QUIC protocol
is a bundling of layers where mechanisms are tightly coupled together to support the safe and
reliable transport of data. Within these mechanisms, a focus is placed on providing security
for the data that needs to be transported. For example, almost everything that is placed in a
packet is encrypted, even most of the packet header. Additionally, the protocol also took the
idea of providing multiple data streams, and implemented it at a transport level to enable bet-
ter data transport (making QUIC stream aware). There are also other aspects implemented
in QUIC, such as the implementation of congestion control and opening new connections in
0-RTT. Since the focus of this thesis is the implementation of MultiPath in QUIC, only the
important mechanisms for this feature are explained, being the use of connection identifiers
(section 4.1), and the ability to migrate an established connection (section 4.2).

4.1 Connection identifiers

In TCP, a connection is seen as a single path connecting two endpoints to each other. For
simplicity’s sake, this connection had to be identified by both endpoints via information that
is available to the endpoints. Therefore, the 4-tuple existing of the IP-address (and port)
that each host uses to send data to the peer was a good candidate. Both hosts use the IP-
addresses from the packets to identify to which connection the packets belong to. However,
by identifying a connection via a 4-tuple of IP-addresses, problems arise when either endpoint
loses its access to that IP-address. Therefore, in QUIC a different approach is taken where
connections are no longer identified via IP-address information.
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Instead of using IP addresses, a different concept, called connection identifiers (IDs) is used.
An endpoint is able to generate a unique set of connection IDs that it will use to identify a
given connection. Thus, whenever a packet arrives at the endpoint, it will be marked with
one of the connection IDs that the endpoint has chosen. In order to make this work, the
endpoint has to communicate these connection IDs to its peer, which in turn will use them to
mark packets that are destined for the endpoint. The communication of connection IDs can
be done via two methods. The first one being the use of initial packets that are sent to the
peer to establish a connection. The second method takes place when a connection has already
been established. In the first method, when an endpoint wants to initiate a connection with
a remote peer, it will mark the initial packet with a source connection ID that the endpoint
has chosen. A random destination connection ID is also given to the packet as well. After
this, the endpoint sends the packet to the remote peer. The peer will process the packet and
extract the source connection ID that the first endpoint has chosen. It will store this value as
a connection ID that must be used when sending packets back to the endpoint. In response,
the peer will also send an initial packet to the endpoint. This time, the source connection ID
carries a value that the peer has chosen to identify the connection. Additionally, the packet
is also given a destination connection ID value. More specifically, this value is the same as
the connection ID that the peer previously stored.

Figure 14: A simplified QUIC connection setup.

A given scenario: a modern laptop wants to connect to a remote webserver. In its first packet,
the laptop places a source connection ID value of 0xaa, while the destination connection ID is
given a value of 0xff. This means that the laptop has generated the connection ID (0xaa) to
identify the connection with the remote webserver. After this, the laptop sends the packet to
the webserver, that notices upon reception that the laptop is trying to initiate a connection.
The webserver extracts the source connection ID from the packet (0xaa), and stores it. The
webserver now knows that the laptop will be able to identify the connection if it sends future
packets to the laptop that are marked with this connection ID. In response to the packet from
the laptop, the webserver generates an initial packet. This packet is given a source connection
ID value of 0xbb, while the destination connection ID is given a value of 0xaa. This means
that the webserver has generated the connection ID (0xbb) to identify the connection with
the laptop. After this, the webserver sends the packet to the laptop. In the last step, the
laptop receives the packet and checks the destination connection ID. Here, the laptop sees
that the value (0xaa) matches the connection ID that the laptop associated to the connection
with the webserver. The laptop extracts the source connection ID from the packet (0xbb),
and stores it as well. At this point, both endpoints have received a connection ID from their
peer that they will use to mark packets belonging to that connection. See Figure 14 for a
visualisation.
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The second method to exchange additional connection IDs is used when the connection has al-
ready been established. Here, a NEW CONNECTION ID-frame is used to communicate the
connection IDs to the peer. From the scenario’s perspective: after establishing a connection
with the remote webserver, the laptop decides to provide the webserver with an additional
connection ID. Thus, the laptop generates another connection ID (0xaf) and places it in a
NEW CONNECTION ID-frame. The laptop then places the frame in a 1RTT packet and
marks the packet with the webserver’s connection ID (0xbb). Finally, the laptop sends the
packet to the webserver.

The webserver receives the packet and reads the destination connection ID (0xbb). The web-
server then identifies that the packet belongs to the connection with the laptop. After this,
the webserver decrypts the packet and reads the content of the NEW CONNECTION ID-
frame. Here, it stores the laptop’s additional connection ID (0xaf). Finally, the webserver
sends back a 1RTT-packet to the laptop carrying an ACK-frame to acknowledge the reception
of the packet sent by the laptop. This packet also carries the destination connection ID of
the laptop (0xaa). See Figure 15 for a visualisation.

Figure 15: A new connection ID being exchanged.

At this point, the webserver has two connection IDs that can be used to mark packets destined
for the laptop. An important note to make here is that the laptop must keep track of
the connection IDs that it previously communicated to the webserver. This is to ensure
that the laptop can keep identifying validly marked packets that carry any of the previously
communicated connection IDs. Additionally, the webserver now also has the option to choose
to no longer use one of these connection IDs. Here, a RETIRE CONNECTION ID-frame can
be used to communicate the removal of the connection ID.

Figure 16: A connection ID being retired.
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From the scenario’s perspective: after a while, the remote webserver decides to no longer use
the second connection ID (0xaf) that it received from the laptop. Thus, the webserver gener-
ates a RETIRE CONNECTION ID-frame and places the connection ID’s sequence number
(that was previously received via the NEW CONNECTION ID-frame) in it. The webserver
then places the frame in a 1RTT packet and marks the packet with the laptop’s connection
ID (0xaa). Finally, the webserver sends the packet to the laptop.

The laptop receives the packet and reads the destination connection ID (0xaa). The laptop
then identifies that the packet belongs to the connection with the remote webserver. After this,
the laptop decrypts the packet and reads the content of the RETIRE CONNECTION ID-
frame. Here, it identifies that the connection ID that it generated earlier (0xaf), will no
longer be used by the webserver to mark packets. Thus, the laptop removes the mentioned
connection ID. Finally, the laptop sends back a 1RTT-packet to the webserver carrying an
ACK-frame to acknowledge the reception of the packet that the webserver has sent. This
packet also carries the destination connection ID of the webserver (0xbb). See Figure 16 for
a visualisation.

While the connections are now identified via connection IDs that each endpoint has cho-
sen, the IP-addresses from which packets are sent are still being tracked by both endpoints.
The connection between two endpoints is temporarily bound to a given 4-tuple. The word
“temporarily” is used here because the QUIC connection is also able to migrate to a different
4-tuple during its lifetime.

4.2 Connection migration

While both endpoints are able to identify the connection via the connection IDs that they
have exchanged, a new possibility has opened up for the other mechanisms of QUIC to enable.
As mentioned in the previous section, a connection is temporarily bound to a given 4-tuple
of IP-addresses from both endpoints. Inherently, the design of QUIC currently only allows
for a single path to be used to transport data between two endpoints. However, because the
connection no longer directly requires path-based information (such as IP-addresses) to be
identified, a connection can be migrated to different paths (thus, different 4-tuples) that also
connect the two endpoints. This is called connection migration.

Modern systems often have multiple NICs installed, giving those systems multiple IP-addresses
that can appear and disappear at any time. A mobile phone can, for example, be connected
to both a WiFi-connection and a 4G-connection. Here, the mobile phone could connect to a
remote media server by initiating the connection via its WiFi IP-address. While remaining
connected to this media server, the phone might be moved to a location that is out of the
WiFi-signal’s reach. Under normal circumstances, and with a regular TCP connection, the
connection must be closed, since the phone no longer has access to the IP-address from the
WiFi-signal. In contrast, in a QUIC connection the mobile phone still has its 4G-connection
established, and thus it has another IP-address that it can use to send data to the media
server. Since the connection is identified via connection IDs that were previously exchanged,
the mobile phone can still send packets to the media server, as long as those packets are
marked with connection IDs that the media server can use to correctly identify the connec-
tion.
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However, this transition to a new IP-address cannot just happen immediately, there are a
number of steps that need to be taken to ensure that the connection can proceed without
future problems. In the previous section it is mentioned that an endpoint could use any of the
communicated connection IDs to mark packets. However, a better method is to keep using the
same connection ID for as long as possible, while the connection remains bound to the same
4-tuple. In the first step, if an endpoint initiates migration to a different IP-address, it should
switch to using a different connection ID. If a migration occurs and the same connection IDs
are still used to mark packets (in both directions), malicious third parties could link together
the different IP-addresses that were used to send the same connection ID, and the location
of the endpoint could become compromised. Thus, during the lifetime of a connection, both
endpoints should provide their peers wit additional connection IDs to allow for a connection
to migrate safely. The second step that needs to be taken is that a migrating endpoint should
first check if it can reach the peer via the new 4-tuple, before fully committing the connection
to the new 4-tuple. For this, the QUIC protocol provides a path validation procedure. Here, a
migrating endpoint generates a challenge value that is placed inside a PATH CHALLENGE-
frame. The frame is then sent over the new 4-tuple towards the peer via a packet. If the peer
is able to respond via the same 4-tuple with a packet carrying a PATH RESPONSE-frame
containing the same challenge value, the path validation procedure completes successfully and
the endpoint is allowed to migrate. In response to detecting the migration, the peer is also al-
lowed (and encouraged) to perform its own path validation procedure to check for connectivity.

From the scenario’s perspective: assuming that the connection between the laptop and the
webserver has been established for a while, both endpoints have exchanged additional con-
nection IDs with each other. The laptop has given the webserver the connection ID (0xab),
while the webserver has given the laptop the connection ID (0xef). Also assume that the
connection between the laptop and the webserver has been temporarily bound to the 4-tuple
(A.A.A.A:CCCC, B.B.B.B:EEEE). At some point during the connection, the laptop discovers
that it has lost its initial IP-address, but that it also has an additional (second) IP-address
available, being D.D.D.D:FFFF. The laptop decides to attempt a connection migration to
bind the connection to this additional IP-address. Here, the laptop generates a random chal-
lenge value (0xabc) and places it in a PATH CHALLENGE-frame. After this, the laptop
places the frame in a 1RTT-packet and marks it with a different connection ID than that
it used before (0xef). Lastly, the laptop sends the packet to the webserver via its second
IP-address.

The webserver receives the packet and reads the destination connection ID (0xef). The
webserver then identifies that the packet belongs to the connection with the laptop. Here,
the webserver notices that a different connection ID was used by the laptop, and that the
source IP-address has not been seen before. The webserver now presumes that the laptop is
actively trying to migrate the connection to the new IP-address. The webserver decrypts the
packet and reads the content of the PATH CHALLENGE-frame. Here, it extracts the chal-
lenge value (0xabc), and immediately places the value in a PATH RESPONSE-frame. After
this, the webserver also generates a random challenge value (0xdef), because it also wants
to initiate a path validation procedure to check connectivity with the laptop. This challenge
value is then placed in a PATH CHALLENGE-frame.
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Next, the webserver places each frame in a different 1RTT packet, and marks both packets
with a different connection ID that has not been used before (0xab). Lastly, the webserver
sends the packets to the laptop, destined to the new IP-address of the laptop.

The laptop receives both packets on its second IP-address, and reads the destination connec-
tion IDs (both 0xab). The laptop then identifies that the packet belongs to the connection
with the webserver. The laptop notices that the webserver also has used a different connection
ID. The laptop decrypts the packets and reads the contents of the PATH RESPONSE-frame
and the PATH CHALLENGE-frame. The value from the first frame (0xabc) is then com-
pared to the value that the laptop had generated earlier and notices that the two values
match. Thus, the laptop can conclude that the path validation procedure has completed suc-
cessfully, resulting in the laptop binding the connection to the new 4-tuple (D.D.D.D:FFFF,
B.B.B.B:EEEE). After this, the laptop places the challenge value from the second frame
(0xdef) in a PATH RESPONSE-frame. The laptop then places the frame in a 1RTT-packet
and marks it with the webserver’s connection ID (0xef). Finally, the laptop sends the packet
to the webserver via its second IP-address.

The webserver receives the packet and reads the destination connection ID (0xef). The
webserver then identifies that the packet belongs to the connection with the laptop. Here,
the webserver decrypts the packet and reads the content of the PATH CHALLENGE-frame.
The webserver extracts the challenge value, and compares it to the value that it had generated
earlier. The webserver notices that the two values match, and can conclude that the path
validation procedure has completed successfully. The webserver then also binds the connec-
tion to the new 4-tuple. At this point, both endpoints have performed the path validation
procedure and completed it successfully. Both endpoints can now continue the connection
on the new 4-tuple. A note of importance, the previously used connection IDs (0xaa and
0xbb) must not be reused when sending data via this 4-tuple, both endpoints can send a
RETIRE CONNECTION ID-frame to their peer to remove them from the connection. See
Figure 17 for a visualisation.

Figure 17: A QUIC connection migrating.
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During the procedure it is entirely possible that the path validation fails. This can happen
for various reasons, such as packets carrying the frames being dropped. If this happens,
the endpoints either have to fall back to the previous 4-tuple, or have to wait for another
4-tuple to become available. If the latter happens, the procedure has to be performed again.
Additionally, it is possible for an endpoint to notice that a peer has migrated to a different 4-
tuple without changing the connection ID of the packets. This can happen when, for example,
a NAT rebinds the IP-address that the peer was using to a different one. In this case, the
endpoint should react to this change by switching to a different connection ID to send data
to the peer, and perform a path validation procedure. This allows the peer to be informed
about a possible, in this case, NAT-rebind, for which the peer might also perform its own
path validation procedure.
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5 MultiPath QUIC (MPQUIC)

As discussed in section 4, the QUIC transport protocol contains mechanisms that aim to
solve the existing problems of TCP. However, not all features for QUIC were added in the
current design of the protocol. While thinking of mechanisms that should be implemented in
QUIC, the idea of MultiPath was also discussed. It was known that a MultiPath extension
had been proposed and deployed for TCP, and that SCTP also already featured it. The
concept of MultiPath could be integrated as a mechanism in the current design of QUIC, but
the choice was made to stick with a single-path design instead of using multiple paths. The
reason for this decision was that the focus of QUIC should be on solving core problems such
as, but not limited to, implementing security and encryption for header values, allowing the
connection to migrate to different 4-tuples, reducing connection setup time and handling the
TCP HoL-blocking problem. Additionally, the use of multiple paths would also result in a big
increase in complexity because each path would have different behaviour, making for example
the fine-tuning of a congestion controller very difficult.

This did not mean that the idea of MultiPath in QUIC was scrapped entirely, instead it
was decided to postpone the addition of MultiPath in QUIC to a later version, such as QUIC
v2 [19]. However, there are developers that have interests in implementing MultiPath in
QUIC, and they could not wait for a new development cycle of QUIC. Therefore, they have
made multiple design proposals to implement the concept. As of writing this thesis, these
proposals all have been created in the form of an extension to the current design of QUIC.
A first design was proposed by Q. De Coninck and O. Bonaventure [20], a second design was
proposed by Q. An, Y. Liu and Y. Ma [21], while a last third design was proposed by C.
Huitema [22]. For the remainder of this thesis the first design, proposed by Q. De Coninck
and O. Bonaventure, will be the focus. This is due to the other designs being published only
recently (after the work on this thesis started). A discussion on the differences between this
approach and the other two designs will be provided whenever applicable.

5.1 MultiPath in QUIC

As was the case with regular TCP, a QUIC connection between two endpoints would exist on a
single path that is defined by one IP-address from each peer. As discussed before, modern sys-
tems often have multiple IP-addresses available, so just like MPTCP, the MPQUIC-extension
should also be able to identify unused pairs of IP-addresses and use them to allow peers to
communicate and transfer data over multiple paths. While both extensions aim for the same
goals due to the same concept of MultiPath being used, their implementations differ between
the two protocols. The reason is because the extension for QUIC is able to use the new
mechanisms that are provided by the protocol, whereas the extension for TCP had to be
compatible with current implementations of TCP and the behaviour of middleboxes.

Figure 18: An example MPQUIC connection.
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Changing the given scenario to work with QUIC: A modern laptop that can connect to a
network over a wired connection, as well as a different local WiFi-network. The laptop would
then have two IP-addresses available: A1 and A2, one for the wired connection and one for the
WiFi-network. As with MPTCP, the laptop is going to download a large file from some remote
webserver over the Internet. This webserver is also accessible via two IP-addresses: B1 and
B2. A regular QUIC connection could then exist on, for example, the address combination
A1 and B1. A MultiPath QUIC connection would see this as uniflow 0 in both directions.
The extension could add additional uniflows, for example, on the combination A2 and B1
(uniflow L1). See Figure 18 for a visualisation.

5.2 Requirements for MultiPath in QUIC

Before the concept of MultiPath can be implemented as an extension for QUIC, some thought
must be given to the current design of the QUIC protocol. As stated in the requirements
of MP in section 2.3, all MP signalling must be done using an already existing connection
between two endpoints. With QUIC these signals can be communicated by defining new
frames that use a unique type-value. QUIC already provides a set of standard frames and
mechanisms to place frames in (and extract frames from) packets that are transported over
the connection with the peer. Like all other frames in QUIC, the size of these newly defined
MP-frames should be kept as small in size as possible to reduce the number of bytes that
need to be transported.

While MultiPath is still being implemented as an extension for QUIC, it is entirely possi-
ble for an endpoint to have no support for MultiPath at all, due to it not being a part of the
default implementation of QUIC. Thus, whenever a new connection is initialized, an endpoint
should confirm that its peer supports the MultiPath extension. In QUIC this can be done
with the use of transport parameters during the cryptographic handshake of a connection,
where both endpoints are able to add an additional transport parameter to signal that it sup-
ports MultiPath. Additionally, if an endpoint receives the transport parameter that signals
MultiPath support and it does not support the extension it can safely ignore the parameter.
Finally, if an endpoint receives the expected transport parameter during the cryptographic
handshake it can assume that the connection will be supporting additional MultiPath frames.

While the solutions for the previous two requirements have differences between TCP and
QUIC, some similarities can be seen when comparing the requirements in general: Both so-
lutions use some form of an extendable mechanism to communicate the MultiPath signals
between the two endpoints, and in both cases an endpoint needs to confirm that its peer sup-
ports the extension. However, not all requirements that need to be met for TCP should also
be considered for QUIC. A big problem for MultiPath TCP was the fact that middleboxes
could perform unexpected actions that could break the entire subflow, or even the entire Mul-
tiPath connection. Thus, TCP had to implement mechanisms like checksums and a fallback
operation to prevent the connection from becoming unusable (see section 3.2. In MultiPath
QUIC there is no need to provide such mechanisms to cope with middleboxes, because the
default design of QUIC already provides protection against those middlebox operations by
encrypting almost everything that is sent over the wire, including header values.
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5.3 Initiating a MPQUIC connection

A MultiPath QUIC connection starts in the same way as a regular QUIC connection. It is
initiated via a handshake phase during which the client and server establish shared secrets
using the cryptographic handshake. Additionally, transport parameters are exchanged, which
can be split in two categories. The first category are transport parameters that define restric-
tions to which an endpoint must adhere, such as the “max udp payload size” parameter that
defines the maximum number of bytes a QUIC packet can encompass. The second category
are new transport parameters that can be defined to negotiate new protocol behaviour, so in
the case of MultiPath a new transport parameter called “max sending uniflow id” is defined
to signal support for the MultiPath extension.

From the scenario’s perspective: The laptop connects to the remote webserver by sending
an initial packet carrying a CRYPTO-frame to the webserver. The CRYPTO-frame contains
a cryptographic client hello and a set of transport parameters and their values. In this set the
laptop also adds the “max sending uniflow id”-parameter with a value of 1 to signal Multi-
Path support. The exact meaning of this value is discussed in section 5.4. The packet is also
marked with a source connection ID (0xaa) and a random destination connection ID (0xff)
that were generated by the laptop. The webserver receives this packet and creates a context
for the new connection. It then stores the laptop’s connection ID (0xaa) and generates its
own source connection ID (0xbb).

The webserver replies with multiple packets, the first one being an initial packet carrying
a CRYPTO-frame containing a cryptographic server hello, and an ACK-frame. The second
packet is a handshake packet carrying a CRYPTO-frame and a set of transport parameters
and their values. In this set the webserver has added the “max sending uniflow id”-parameter
and a value of 3 to signal that it also supports MultiPath. The third packet is a 1RTT packet
carrying STREAM-frames to indicate what type of streams the webserver has opened. All
packets are marked with the webserver’s source connection ID (0xbb) and the laptop’s desti-
nation connection ID (0xaa).

Figure 19: Creating a MPQUIC connection.
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After processing the three packets and storing the webserver’s connection ID and transport
parameters, the laptop responds with three packets as well, the first one being an initial packet
carrying an ACK-frame. The second packet is a handshake packet carrying a CRYPTO-frame
and an ACK-frame. Lastly, the third packet is a 1RTT packet carrying 1RTT data, such as
STREAM-frames and NEW CONNECTION ID-fames. All packets are marked with the lap-
top’s source connection ID (0xaa) and the webserver’s destination connection ID (0xbb).

In the last step the webserver sends a final handshake packet carrying an ACK-frame. The
packet is marked with the webserver’s source connection ID (0xbb) and the laptop’s destina-
tion connection ID (0xaa). From now on, both endpoints have established a connection to
transport data to the peer. See Figure 19 for a visualisation.

However, it is possible that the remote webserver does not support the MultiPath exten-
sion; in this case the webserver is able to safely ignore the additional transport parameter
that the laptop included in its initial packet, and to continue the handshake to set up a
connection. The laptop will receive a handshake packet that does not include the additional
transport parameter, leading to it disabling the extension so that both endpoints can com-
municate over a regular QUIC connection. The big difference with TCP is the fact that all
transport parameters are integrity protected with some additional checksum, meaning that
middleboxes are unable to strip the “max sending uniflow id”-parameter.

5.4 From using bidirectional paths to creating uniflows

Before explaining the meaning of the new transport parameter value for MultiPath, a new
concept named “uniflows” needs to be introduced. In section 4 it is mentioned that a regular
QUIC connection exists on a single, bidirectional path between two endpoints that is tem-
porarily bound to a 4-tuple. Both endpoints use connection IDs to identify the connection
from their perspective, and with the path validation and connection migration mechanisms
in QUIC the connection is able to change to a different path (and 4-tuple) during its lifespan.
This already highlights the idea that multiple paths can exist between two endpoints.

To use these multiple paths simultaneously, certain mechanisms need to be provided by the
MultiPath extension. However, the extension takes a slightly different approach than TCP,
where in effect additional TCP connections are set up and signalled. Instead, the extension
does not define a regular QUIC connection as a single bidirectional path, but as a composition
of two independent, unidirectional packet flows (or two “uniflows”), as seen in Figure 20. The
first uniflow (L0) transports packets from the client to the server, while the second uniflow
(S0) transports packets from the sever to the client.

Figure 20: An initial MPQUIC connection with two uniflows.
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Thus, whenever a new QUIC connection is created, both endpoints actually create their own
initial uniflow to send data to their peer, and both uniflows use the same path that is tem-
porarily coupled to a 4-tuple. An endpoint no longer sends data directly over a path, instead
it sends data over a uniflow that is currently using a given path. As visualised in the figure
above, both the laptop and the webserver will have different views over these two initial uni-
flows, where they make a distinction between a sending and a receiving uniflow. The laptop
will see L0 as a sending uniflow and S0 as a receiving uniflow, whereas the webserver will see
L0 as a receiving uniflow and S0 as a sending uniflow. With this definition of a QUIC con-
nection an endpoint can perform MultiPath by creating and using additional uniflows besides
the initial uniflow to send data to their peer, where each uniflow can use a (different) given
path that is coupled to a 4-tuple.

To ensure that data is correctly transported over a uniflow, both the sending and receiving
endpoint will need to identify a uniflow, keep track of its context (such as to which 4-tuple it
is currently coupled), and communicate information about its context with their peer. Unlike
TCP, the 4-tuple can change when a QUIC connection performs a migration. In MPQUIC,
the sending uniflows are also able to individually perform migrations, thus the 4-tuple cannot
be used as an identifier for a specific uniflow. As a first solution, the MultiPath extension
solved this problem by allocating an ID to each sending and receiving uniflow, starting from
0 and increasing by 1 up to a chosen maximum value of N. Chosen by the authors of the
draft, the ID of a uniflow was added to the header of a packet, which allowed the sender
to explicitly tell the receiver which uniflow was used to transport the packet, even when a
migration has occurred. Furthermore, to communicate information about the context of a
uniflow, the ID of that uniflow is also added to certain newly defined MultiPath frames. The
names and mechanisms behind the use of these new frames are explained in the following sub-
sections. The value of N can be chosen by each endpoint as a maximum number of uniflows
that can be used by the endpoint to send data to its peer, and also becomes the value of the
“max sending uniflow id”-transport parameter that is communicated by each peer during the
handshake phase. When an endpoint receives the transport parameter with a given value of
N, it knows that the peer wants to use the MultiPath extension and it can conclude that the
peer wants to use at most N+1 uniflows to send data. Both endpoints are allowed to com-
municate different values for the transport parameter; this allows for an asymmetric design
where an endpoint can choose any upper bound on the number of sending uniflows it wants
to support. With this design it is possible for an endpoint to even communicate a value of
0 for the transport parameter, informing the peer that the endpoint wants to support Multi-
Path, but that it does not want to use any additional uniflows to send data on this connection.

From the scenario’s perspective: The laptop gave the “max sending uniflow id”-parameter
a value of 1, signalling to the webserver that it wants to use the MultiPath extension for
QUIC and that it wants to use at most 2 uniflows to send data. The webserver gave the
transport parameter a value of 3, confirming that it also wants to use the extension and that
it wants to use at most 4 uniflows to send data to the laptop. Putting this together, in an
optimal connection where every uniflow has been established, the laptop will have 2 uniflows
to send data (L0 and L1), and 4 uniflows to receive data (S0 to S3), while the webserver will
have 2 uniflows to receive data (L0 and L1), and 4 uniflows to send data (S0 to S3). There is
thus a one-to-one mapping between the sending uniflows from one endpoint and the receiving
uniflows from the other endpoint. See Figure 21 for an abstract visualisation.
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Figure 21: An abstract overview of the possible uniflows.

When comparing this idea for a MultiPath design in QUIC with the MultiPath design for
TCP, one can see that this design deviates strongly from the already standardized design
for TCP. The origin of this deviation can be traced back to the different perspectives that
each design has regarding a “path”. Since the early days of TCP, a path was denoted by a
4-tuple (Source IP-Address, Source Port Number, Destination IP-Address, Destination Port
Number) that identified a TCP connection. Both endpoints would use that single path to
send data to each other, therefore also seeing it as a bidirectional path. The MultiPath TCP
design took this perspective and multiplied it, resulting in multiple bidirectional paths where
endpoints could communicate with each other.

In QUIC, a path is only seen as a UDP path from the local host to the remote one. Once
a QUIC connection has been established, both endpoints have their own view of the 4-tuple
used to send packets and the 4-tuple on which it receives packets. The reason for these
different views comes from the fact that middleboxes, such as NATs, may alter the 4-tuple
of a packet. Due to these different views over the 4-tuple that denotes a path, the authors
for this MultiPath design made the argument that a QUIC connection does not use a path
to communicate in both directions, and instead uses a composition of two independent, uni-
directional packet flows (thus, uniflows), where each flow is coupled to one view of the 4-tuple.

By applying MultiPath to this idea, the authors defined a QUIC connection as a collection of
uniflows, where the number of uniflows in one direction does not have to be the same as the
number of uniflows in the other direction. For example, one endpoint might not need many
uniflows to send data, because it does not have much data to send in the first place. However,
this endpoint might have many resources available to receive data, and the other endpoint
might have a lot of data that needs to be sent, potentially needing multiple uniflows to be used.

By allowing both endpoints to use a different number of uniflows to send data to each other,
the design allows for more fine-grained control over what the protocol is allowed to do. An
endpoint is no longer obligated to provide both a sending and receiving context when an
additional path is used by its peer. Additionally, the unidirectional nature of these paths now
also allows for unidirectional links to be used, such as non-broadcast satellite links.
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Further comparing this concept with the other designs mentioned in section 5.1, there is
one similarity that can be identified across all of them. The three designs each use a trans-
port parameter (as explained in the requirements) to communicate the support for some form
of a MultiPath operation. This is also where the similar perspectives end, because the second
design of Q. An et al. builds on the concept of bidirectional sub-connections, instead of uni-
flows. In this design a connection can contain one or multiple sub-connections, identified by
a Sub Connection Identifier (SCI), which are bidirectional and linked to a certain path. The
idea behind sub-connections is similar to the currently existing standard for MultiPath TCP,
where each sub-connection allows both endpoints to send data to each other. This results
in a symmetric design (as seen in Figure 22) when compared to the asymmetric design of
uniflows. For this design a new “max sub conn index”-transport parameter is defined, carry-
ing the maximum number of sub-connections that can exist in the current connection. The
mechanisms to create, send data, and close additional sub-connections are also different from
the design of Q. Deoninck.

(a) An example MPQUIC connection for the second design.

(b) An abstract overview of a set of sub-connections.

Figure 22: Representation of a MPQUIC connection via design 2.

The approach in the third design by C. Huitema is even more different than the previous
two, as it does not introduce additional concepts like uniflows or sub-connections to the
current design of QUIC. Instead, it focuses on the idea of introducing an active path man-
agement mechanism, replacing the current passive mechanism in QUIC that discards a path
and its context when a peer performs a migration. The new active mechanism keeps track
of a set of paths, identified by a Path ID (as seen in Figure 23), that are being used by
the peer to send data. This design is also symmetrical like the second design, however no
comparison to the current standard for MultiPath TCP can be made. For this design, a
new “enable path management”-transport parameter is defined, carrying a value that signals
whether an endpoint allows reception of and/or will send design specific frames during a con-
nection.

All three designs have their own approach on implementing MultiPath in QUIC. Comparisons
in the following sections support the idea that the scope and complexity of a design shrinks
when moving from the first design to the second one, and even to the third design.
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(a) An example MPQUIC connection for the third design.

(b) An abstract overview of a set of paths.

Figure 23: Representation of a MPQUIC connection via design 3.

5.5 Using additional uniflows

The solution to identify subflows via IDs when transporting packets between two endpoints
does come with several drawbacks. The first drawback that it brings is the fact that the
MultiPath extension alters the semantics of a 1RTT packet in the QUIC protocol by adding
an additional field to the packet header. A second drawback is also immediately introduced,
because the additional field was added to the public part of the header. These two drawbacks
lead to multiple concerns regarding the privacy and non-detectability of a QUIC connection.
Firstly, an attacker could identify the individual uniflows that belong to the same connection
by checking if each uniflow uses the same connection ID, but different uniflow IDs, resulting
in “linkability”. Secondly, by exposing the uniflow IDs to the public, intermediate middle-
boxes could start parsing the QUIC packets and dropping them if the header field does not
have an expected value, resulting in “ossification”. More information about linkability and
ossification can be found in [23].

To prevent these issues from being exploited, a different approach needs to be utilized to
signal the identity of a uniflow when sending a packet. The sender still needs to provide some
information when sending data over a uniflow to help the receiver identify on which uniflow
it currently is receiving the data. By looking at a regular QUIC connection and applying
the extension’s idea that it exists out of two initial uniflows, the QUIC protocol already indi-
rectly provides the sender with a different solution for this problem, when an endpoint uses
its initial uniflow to send data. This solution stems from the fact that the connection (and in-
directly, the initial uniflow) can be identified via the set of connection IDs, which were given
by the receiver. The extension can further expand upon the meaning of these connection
IDs, by allowing not only the identification of a connection and its initial uniflows, but also
the identification of any additional uniflows. Thus, both endpoints provide their peer with
uniflow-specific connection IDs, so that both endpoints have a set of connection IDs for each
of their sending uniflows.
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By using connection IDs that identify a specific uniflow the extension now prevents linka-
bility of different uniflows in a connection. By using different connection IDs for each uniflow
an attacker will have a difficult time to identify all the uniflows in a given connection, because
no universal connection ID is used by multiple uniflows, and the used connection IDs were
communicated beforehand in an encrypted manner via an already existing uniflow. On top
of this, the use of uniflow-specific connection IDs does not require any public header changes,
preserving the QUIC invariants and preventing ossification with middleboxes.

By applying this solution to the extension, the creation and use of additional uniflows can
now be explained. When an initial, MultiPath-supporting connection between two endpoints
has been established via the handshake phase, it is impossible for an endpoint to immediately
create and use additional uniflows to send data to their peer. This is due to the endpoint not
yet having a connection ID that signals the identity of any additional uniflow to the peer.
Upon inspecting the current state of the connection, an endpoint only has a single connection
ID available for use when sending data over its initial sending uniflow. This single connection
ID was given by the peer during the handshake, signalling that the peer will be able to identify
both the connection and the initial uniflow upon receiving a packet that is marked with that
connection ID. Thus, the extension must introduce a mechanism which allows the exchange
of additional connection IDs that signal the identity of the additional uniflows.

This new mechanism was not designed from scratch, because the QUIC protocol already pro-
vides a mechanism that can be used by an endpoint to communicate additional connection
IDs to their peer. Initially designed to support a peer in migrating to a different 4-tuple, the
mechanism provides the ability to create, transport, and process NEW CONNECTION ID-
frames between two endpoints (See section 4.1 for an explanation). There was one prob-
lem however. The mechanism only allowed for connection IDs to be exchanged that iden-
tified the initial uniflows of a connection. To preserve the semantics of the already ex-
isting NEW CONNECTION ID-frame the extension introduced a new frame, called the
MP NEW CONNECTION ID-frame. This new frame carries the exact same information
as its old counterpart, except for one additional field: the uniflow ID, that carries the ID of a
uniflow for which the endpoint will use the connection ID to identify it. Giving the uniflow ID
a value of 0 results in the new frame meaning the same as a regular NEW CONNECTION ID-
frame.

With this new frame in place an endpoint could allow its peer to start using additional
uniflows to send data. The only thing the endpoint has to do is generate additional con-
nection IDs for a specific uniflow and send them to its peer via a 1RTT packet carrying
MP NEW CONNECTION ID-frames, containing the newly generated connection IDs. How-
ever, the extension was designed to allow for fine-grained control while being enabled. The
first bit of control came in the form of limiting the sender in only using as many sending
uniflows as the receiver was willing to support with receiving uniflows. Thus, an endpoint
can choose how many sending uniflows their peer could use by only generating and sending
connection IDs that identify a number of receiving uniflows for which they generated a con-
text. An endpoint might decide to allow fewer receiving uniflows to be used than that their
peer advertised during the connection’s handshake phase. The reason behind this decision
can vary, for example from system policy to having insufficient resources available.
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While an endpoint is contemplating the creation of additional receiving uniflows, generat-
ing connection IDs, and sending packets carrying MP NEW CONNECTION ID-frames to
their peer, that peer is also doing the exact same thing. So, the endpoint is also allowed
to create a context for each sending uniflow that it wants to use. Upon receiving a packet
from its peer that carries MP NEW CONNECTION ID-frames the endpoint is able to mark
the identified sending uniflow as unused. The next step that the endpoint needs to complete,
before the uniflow can actually be used to send data, is to bind the uniflow to a chosen 4-tuple
and verify whether the endpoint can reach its peer via the path that is based on the 4-tuple.

After choosing one of its own IP-addresses to combine with an IP-address from the peer the
endpoint is able to start a path validation procedure to ensure connectivity for a new sending
uniflow (See section 4.2 for an explanation). The endpoint generates a random challenge value
that is placed in a PATH challenge-frame, which in turn is placed in a 1RTT packet marked
with the uniflow’s connection ID. The packet is then encrypted and sent over the sending uni-
flow, from the chosen local IP-address to the chosen remote IP-address. If the peer receives
this packet, and the packet is marked with a valid connection ID, the correct receiving uni-
flow and connection are identified. The peer will then try to decrypt the packet and extract
the challenge value. Afterwards, the peer will place that value in a PATH RESPONSE-frame
which in turn is placed in a 1RTT packet. From here, the path validation mechanism deviates
from the standard implementation in regular QUIC, because the peer transmits the packet
back to the endpoint via an already existing uniflow (for example, the initial uniflow).

Once the endpoint receives this packet, and is able to identify the receiving uniflow and
the connection, and can decrypt the packet, the challenge value from the PATH RESPONSE
frame is compared to the challenge value that was generated earlier. If both values are con-
firmed equal the endpoint can finish the path validation procedure and mark the sending
uniflow as active. From this point onward the endpoint can select the uniflow to send data
to its peer.

Combining all this together, from the scenario’s perspective: The laptop and the webserver
have performed a handshake and established a MultiPath-supporting QUIC connection. At
this point, the laptop received a connection ID with a value of 0xbb that identifies the ini-
tial receiving uniflow on the webserver. The laptop also gave the webserver a connection
ID with a value of 0xaa, identifying the initial receiving uniflow on the laptop. Both initial
uniflows are currently bound to the IP-address combination A1 and B1. The webserver iden-
tifies that the laptop wants to use an additional uniflow to send data, based on the received
“‘max sending uniflow id”-parameter value.

The webserver decides that it wants to allow the laptop to use two uniflows to send data.
Therefore, it generates a new context for the additional receiving uniflow and allocates an ID
value of 1 to the uniflow. The webserver then generates a new connection ID with a value
of 0xcc and places the connection ID in a MP NEW CONNECTION ID-frame. The frame
is also given a value of 1 for the uniflow id-field, this tells the laptop that the new connec-
tion ID can be used when sending data over uniflow 1. The webserver places the frame in a
1RTT packet and encrypts the packet, marking it with the laptop’s destination connection
ID (0xaa). Finally, the webserver sends the packet to the laptop over sending uniflow 0.
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The laptop receives the packet and is able to identify that its initial receiving uniflow received
it. The laptop then decrypts the packet and reads the MP NEW CONNECTION ID-frame.
The connection ID is then added to the context of its own sending uniflow with ID 1. At this
point the laptop marks the uniflow as unused, indicating that a path validation procedure
can be performed for that uniflow. The laptop sends back a 1RTT packet to the webserver
over sending uniflow 0, carrying an ACK-frame and marked with the destination connection
ID of the server (0xbb). After this, the laptop identifies that it has an additional IP-address
available, A2. It also identifies that the address combination of A2 and B1 does not exist yet,
so it decides to try the path validation procedure for this address combination on sending
uniflow 1. The laptop generates a random challenge value (0xabc) and places that value in
a PATH CHALLENGE-frame. The laptop places the frame in a 1RTT packet and encrypts
the packet, marking it with the webserver’s destination connection ID (0xcc), indicating that
the webserver should identify uniflow 1 as the receiving uniflow. Finally, the laptop sends the
packet to the webserver over sending uniflow 1.

The webserver receives two packets and identifies that the first packet belongs to receiv-
ing uniflow 0, whereas the second packet belongs to receiving uniflow 1. The webserver also
sees that the receiving uniflow with ID 1 has not yet been coupled to a 4-tuple, thus it collects
the laptop’s IP-address and binds the uniflow to the new 4-tuple (A2 and B1). The webserver
then decrypts both packets and determines that the previously sent packet, containing the
connection ID for uniflow 1, has been successfully received by the laptop. The challenge value
is extracted from the PATH CHALLENGE-frame in the second packet, and placed in a new
PATH RESPONSE-frame. The webserver places the frame in a 1RTT packet and encrypts
the packet, marking it with the laptop’s destination connection ID (0xaa). Finally, the web-
server sends the packet to the laptop over sending uniflow 0.

The laptop receives the packet and is able to identify that its initial uniflow received it.
The laptop then decrypts the packet and checks if the returned challenge value of the
PATH RESPONSE-frame equals the previously generated challenge value. If this is the case
the laptop marks its sending uniflow with ID 1 as active, confirming that the laptop can reach
the webserver over the address combination of A2 and B1, meaning that the uniflow can now
be used to send data to the webserver. See Figure 24 for a visualization.

Figure 24: An additional uniflow establishment.
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From an external perspective the additional uniflow that is being used to send data looks like
another regular QUIC connection between two endpoints. The only observable difference is
that no initial or handshake packets have been exchanged over the path. Compared to TCP,
these additional paths are also guaranteed to support the transmission of MultiPath frames,
because in 1RTT packets everything, besides the public header, is encrypted with 1RTT keys
that were generated from an established secret during the handshake phase on the initial
uniflows.

Lastly, the new mechanism that introduced uniflow-specific connection IDs also provides
the functionality for an endpoint to signal to its peer that it no longer wishes to utilize a
particular connection ID that is bound to a certain sending uniflow. Just like an endpoint
would send a RETIRE CONNECTION ID-frame to retire a given connection ID for sending
uniflow 0, the endpoint is also able to retire connection IDs from any additional uniflows by
sending a MP RETIRE CONNECTION ID-frame to its peer. The new frame carries infor-
mation identical to its old counterpart, except for one additional field. This additional field
is called the uniflow ID and carries the ID value of a uniflow for which the endpoint wishes
to retire a connection ID.

When comparing this design with the other designs mentioned in section 5.1 a couple of
interesting similarities and differences can be identified while looking at the creation and
use of additional uniflows/sub-connections/paths. For example, the second design by Q. An
et al. also allocates some form of identity (the Sub Connection Identifier) to each of the
sub-connections that can exist in a QUIC connection. Additionally, the second design also
uses connection IDs to identify sub-connections when sending packets. However, the mecha-
nism around the use of connection IDs is different from the design of Q. De Coninck, where
uniflow-specific connection IDs were exchanged. Instead, the design only uses a single pool
of connection IDs.

After performing the handshake, both endpoints provide their peer with a pool of connection
IDs, just like a regular QUIC connection. From here, the client has the ability to create
additional sub-connections. The client first searches for unused pairs of IP-addresses. If a
new 4-tuple is found, the client moves to the next step, where path validation is performed to
ensure that the client can reach its peer via that new 4-tuple. If the path validation procedure
succeeds the client can initiate a new sub-connection. These two steps are conceptually the
same as in the first design.

However, this is where the second design deviates from the first. In this design, the client
initiates a new sub-connection by choosing a destination connection ID from the pool of
connection IDs given by its peer, effectively telling the peer that it needs to use that con-
nection ID to identify the new sub-connection. The client then sends a 1RTT packet to
the peer (via the new 4-tuple and marked with the chosen connection ID) that contains a
MP NEW SUB CONN-frame to communicate the SCI of the sub-connection. The peer then
chooses its own destination connection ID from the pool of connection IDs given by the client
and sends back a 1RTT packet (via the newly observed 4-tuple and marked with its own
chosen connection ID) carrying a MP SUB CONN ACCEPT-frame to signal that it now has
the identity of the additional sub-connection.
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The peer also must perform a path validation procedure on the observed 4-tuple to ensure
that it can reach the client before sending actual data over the new sub-connection. If this
path validation procedure succeeds, the new sub-connection is established and ready for use
to transport data. See Figure 25 for a visualisation.

Figure 25: An additional sub-connection establishment.

In this second design, the client can decide at any point during the connection to open an
additional sub-connection if an unused 4-tuple is identified, but it does this without knowing
whether its peer really wants to allow it. The peer can deny the creation attempt by not send-
ing a MP SUB CONN ACCEPT-frame back to the client, but this leads to a situation where
the client can continuously force the peer to decide whether it should create an additional
context to support the new sub-connection. Comparing this to the design of Q. De Coninck,
it is the peer that first has to give the client permission to create an additional uniflow by
sending uniflow-specific connection IDs before the client can attempt to do so, giving more
control to both endpoints.

As previously mentioned in section 5.4 the third design by C. Huitema only introduces an
active path management mechanism to the protocol. Just like the previous two designs it also
identifies each path by an identifier: the path ID. However, the mechanisms to create and
use new paths are different and more basic. Firstly, in a similar manner as the previous two
designs, if a client identifies that a new 4-tuple can be created from the known IP-addresses
of both endpoints, the client can perform a path validation procedure to check if it can reach
its peer via that 4-tuple. If the peer responds and the path validation procedure succeeds,
the client allocates a path ID to the 4-tuple and sends a 1RTT packet to its peer via that
4-tuple, carrying a PATH IDENTIFICATION-frame containing that path ID to allow the
peer to identify that path with the same path ID.
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The peer also performs a path validation procedure to ensure that it can reach the client
through that path as well. Once both the client and its peer have established that the addi-
tional path exists, some rules around the use of the path can be negotiated. This is done by
sending the peer a 1RTT packet carrying a PATH STATUS-frame, containing the identity of
a path, a value indicating the status and a sequence number. See Figure 26 for a visualisation.
For the status of a path the client can choose between three options: available, standby and
abandon. The first option denotes that the peer can use this path to send data whenever it
wants to, the second informs the peer that it should only send data to its peer via that path
if it has no other paths available. Lastly, the third option informs the peer that the client will
no longer accept data that is being sent over that path, and that the context and resources
for that paths should be released from the management mechanism.

Figure 26: An additional path establishment.

With this path management mechanism in place, once all paths have been identified and their
statuses signaled, the design only has to rely on scheduling algorithms to transmit data on
specific paths. The client could decide to change the status of a certain path at any time, by
sending another 1RTT packet to its peer, carrying a PATH STATUS-frame containing that
path’s path ID and a different status value.

5.6 Adding additional IP-addresses

As stated before, an additional sending uniflow can only be initiated and used by an endpoint
when its peer has a matching receiving uniflow for which it sent uniflow-specific connection
IDs to the endpoint. However, this was not the only prerequisite that needed to be fulfilled.
An endpoint also has to find a 4-tuple to temporarily bind the new sending uniflow to. In the
current draft there is no restriction that prevents additional uniflows from being bound to the
same 4-tuple (such as the 4-tuple of the initial uniflow), but in order to achieve optimal use of
the MultiPath concept it is a good practice to bind each sending uniflow to a different 4-tuple.
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To find these different 4-tuples, an endpoint needs to know the other IP-addresses of its peer.
Therefore, both endpoints need to be able to communicate their additional IP-addresses with
each other. The requirements of MultiPath in section 2.3 state that the exchange of IP-
addresses can be done in two ways. The first method, being the implicit method, where an
endpoint sends a 1RTT packet over a sending uniflow to its peer via an IP-address that the
peer does not already know. An example of this method can be seen in Figure 24, where the
laptop sends a PATH CHALLENGE via sending uniflow 1 to the webserver on address com-
bination A2 and B1. The webserver identifies that the package carrying the frame contains a
valid connection ID (0xbb) and that it identifies receiving uniflow 1, but that the IP-address
A2 has not been seen before. Due to the webserver being able to decrypt the package cor-
rectly, it can assume that the packet was sent from the laptop, and that IP-address A2 is one
of the additional IP-addresses of the laptop.

The second method to communicate IP-addresses is more explicit, where an endpoint sends
a 1RTT packet containing an ADD ADDRESS-frame to its peer via an already established
sending uniflow (such as the initial sending uniflow). This new frame contains an IP-address,
along with additional information such as the interface type, the IP-version and a sequence
number. By providing this ADD ADDRESS-frame both endpoints are able to communi-
cate their additional IP-addresses to each other via the two methods. However, this second
method also introduces a new problem, because an endpoint could have advertised a private
IP-address that resides behind a NAT. Initially, this is already solved by the already existing
mechanisms of QUIC, because the path validation procedure that is performed by the peer
will always fail for that private IP-address. This is due to the peer not receiving an answer
on its 1RTT packet carrying a PATH CHALLENGE-frame, and therefore declaring that the
path validation has failed due to a timeout. Even if there is a third endpoint on a network
that can be reached by the peer on that IP-address, that third endpoint will not be able
to respond with a PATH RESPONSE-frame, because it cannot decrypt the 1RTT packet in
which the PATH CHALLENGE-frame was sent.

While this solution already covers the problem of communicating private IP-addresses, the
design of Q. De Coninck provides an additional mechanism to use these advertised private
IP-addresses, by changing their values with that of their public counterpart. This is done by
introducing two new parts, the first one being address IDs that are used to identify a specific
IP-address, even when the value of the IP-address has changed. Additionally, address IDs will
allow endpoints to communicate about a specific IP-address without having to check whether
the IP-address value has been changed. To allow an endpoint to inform its peer about which
address is identified by which address ID, the address ID is added to the ADD ADDRESS-
frame that was explained previously.

Thus, from the scenario’s perspective: Right after performing the connection’s cryptographic
handshake, and before establishing its second sending uniflow, the laptop decides to com-
municate its second IP-address (A2) to the webserver. To do this, the laptop allocates the
value of 1 as A2’s address ID. The laptop then places the IP-address, along with the address
ID and some additional information, in a ADD ADDRESS-frame. Afterwards, the laptop
places the frame in a 1RTT packet and encrypts the packet, marking it with the webserver’s
destination connection id (0xbb). Finally, the laptop sends the packet to the webserver over
sending uniflow 0.
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Figure 27: Sending a ADD ADDRESS frame.

The webserver receives the packet and is able to identify that its initial receiving uniflow re-
ceived it. The webserver then decrypts the packet and reads the contents of the ADD ADDRESS-
frame. The IP-address and its address ID are stored, and the webserver sends back a 1RTT
packet to the laptop over sending uniflow 0, carrying an ACK-frame and marked with the
destination connection ID of the laptop (0xaa). See Figure 27 for a visualisation. At this
point, the laptop does not know that its WiFi connection, for which it uses IP-address A2,
actually resides behind a NAT. This results in the laptop communicating the private repre-
sentation of A2. After sending the ADD ADDRESS-frame to the webserver, the laptop also
performs the establishment of its second sending uniflow, resulting in the webserver having
collected two additional IP-addresses from the laptop besides the initial IP-address A1. See
Table 1 for an overview of these IP-addresses.

IP-address address ID linked uniflows

Perceived
remote A2(public) / Receiving uniflow 1

addresses

Received A1 0 Receiving uniflow 0
remote Sending uniflow 0

addresses A2(private) 1 None

Table 1: The webserver’s perspective on remote addresses after ADD ADDRESS.

This table is split up in two categories, being the “perceived remote addresses” and the
“received remote addresses”. The first category contains a single entry, where the public rep-
resentation of IP-address A2 is stored. This IP-address is not identified by an address ID, but
the webserver has identified that the laptop uses this IP-address to send data over its sending
uniflow 1, leading to the webserver receiving that data on the matching receiving uniflow
1. The second category contains two entries, the first entry containing the representation
of IP-address A1, which is identified by address ID 0. (Upon performing the cryptographic
handshake both endpoints identify the remote IP-address that is used by the peer as address
ID 0.) The webserver has identified that this IP-address was used to perform the crypto-
graphic handshake, and that both the initial uniflows still use this IP-address to transport
data. Therefore the sending and receiving uniflow 0 are linked to this IP-address. The second
entry contains the private representation of IP-address A2, which is identified by address ID
1. There are currently no uniflows linked to this IP-address.
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The next step would be to replace the value of the IP-address in the second entry of “re-
ceived remote addresses” with that of the IP-address in the single entry of “perceived remote
addresses”. This is where the second part for the mechanism is introduced: an endpoint is
allowed to send UNIFLOWS-frames to its peer upon establishing a sending uniflow, informing
the peer which active sending and receiving uniflows are using which local IP-addresses on
the endpoint. This UNIFLOWS-frame contains two sections, one for the endpoint’s active
sending uniflows, and one for the endpoint’s receiving uniflows. For each section, the endpoint
inserts the ID of the sending/receiving uniflow, along with the address ID of the uniflow’s local
IP-address. For active sending uniflows that send packets, this is the source IP-address of a
packet, whereas for receiving uniflows that receive packets, this is the destination IP-address
of a packet.

From the scenario’s perspective: After establishing its second sending uniflow with ID 1,
the laptop decides to inform the webserver about the current IP-address that this uniflow
uses to send packets, which is A2. Therefore, the laptop generates a UNIFLOWS-frame and
places sequence number 0 inside it. After this, the laptop identifies that it has one receiving
uniflow and two sending uniflows active. Thus, the laptop places the values 1 and 2 in the
UNIFLOWS-frame, indicating that the frame will contain one entry for a receiving uniflow,
and two entries for sending uniflows.

For the receiving uniflow’s entry the laptop places the values of 0 and 0 in the frame, in-
dicating that its receiving uniflow 0 uses the IP-address that is marked with ID 0 (thus, A1)
to receive packets. For the first entry of the sending uniflows the laptop also places the values
of 0 and 0 in the frame, indicating that its sending uniflow 0 uses the IP-address with ID
0 (thus, A1) to send packets. Notice that these are the same values as in the entry of the
receiving uniflow, but these have a slightly different meaning. For the second entry of the
sending uniflows the laptop places the values of 1 and 1 in the frame, indicating that its
sending uniflow 1 uses the IP-address with ID 1 (thus, A2) to send packets. The laptop then
places the frame in a 1RTT packet and encrypts the packet, marking it with the webserver’s
destination connection ID (0xcc). Finally, the laptop sends the packet to the webserver over
sending uniflow 1. (This packet could have been sent over either sending uniflow, provided
that the correct connection ID is used to mark the packet.) See Figure 28 for a visualisation.

Figure 28: Sending a UNIFLOWS frame.
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Upon reception of the packet the webserver identifies that the packet was received on receiving
uniflow 1. After decrypting the packet, the webserver reads the contents of the UNIFLOWS-
frame and identifies that the IP-address identified by address ID 1 is used by the laptop to
send data from sending uniflow 1. The webserver then checks if it has an IP-address that is
identified by address ID 1 and finds the private representation of A2. After this the webserver
checks if the address ID matches the one that is stored in the context of the receiving uniflow
with uniflow ID 1. At this point, the webserver notices that both the address IDs and the
IP-address values do not match, and that the address ID that is stored in the uniflow’s context
is “None”.

Based on this information, the webserver is able to assume that the IP-address it received from
the ADD ADDRESS-frame is a private IP-address (with address ID 1), and that the public
representation of that IP-address is the one that is currently stored in the context of receiving
uniflow 1. Therefore, the webserver takes the value of the IP-address in the receiving uniflow’s
context and replaces the value of the IP-address received from the ADD ADDRESS-frame,
resulting in a new overview of the IP-addresses as seen in Table 2. Note that the “perceived
remote addresses” category is removed because it has no entries.

IP-address address ID linked uniflows

Received A1 0 Receiving uniflow 0
remote Sending uniflow 0

addresses A2 1 Receiving uniflow 1

Table 2: The webserver’s perspective on remote addresses after linking IP-address A2.

At this point the webserver only stores two entries in the “received remote addresses” category,
and no longer keeps track of the entry that was stored in the “perceived remote addresses”
category. Note that the linked uniflows from the removed entry are also added to the second
entry of the “received remote addresses” category, completing the replacement of the private
representation of IP-address A2. As a final step, the webserver also sends back a 1RTT packet
to the laptop over sending uniflow 0, carrying an ACK-frame and marked with the destination
connection ID of the laptop (0xaa).

With this mechanism that the design of Q. De Coninck has introduced, both endpoints
are able to learn each other’s public IP-addresses even when private IP-addresses were com-
municated, leading to a maximized chance of finding 4-tuples that an endpoint can use to
reach its peer and set up additional sending uniflows. Comparing this design to the design
of MPTCP shows that this is a more complex form of exchanging IP-addressed between two
endpoints over a MultiPath connection, due to MultiPath TCP not providing an additional
mechanism to replace private IP-addresses with their public counterparts. Unfortunately, at
the time of writing this thesis no comparison to the second design of Q. An et al., mentioned
in section 5.1 can be made, as it does not provide an explicit mechanism to exchange addi-
tional IP-addresses between endpoints. There are mentions of MP ADD ADDRESS-frames
and MP REMOVE ADDRESS-frames, but no explanation or frame format is given. Based
on this, while also looking at the design of Q. De Coninck and the design of MPTCP, it can
be assumed that the two frames will have the same format as the conceptually equal frames
in the first design.
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However, it is not known if the second design will also provide an additional mechanism
to convert private IP-addresses to their public counterparts. It is likely that this design will
choose for a minimal impact on the design of QUIC, where private IP-addresses can still be
exchanged but will not be altered, resulting in path validation procedures that will always
fail upon using these private IP-addresses (as mentioned previously in this section).

Even the active path manager introduced in the third design of C. Huitema cannot be com-
pared directly to the design of Q. De Coninck. The active path manager will be able to
identify and store new IP-addresses when new paths are identified, allowing endpoints to im-
plicitly exchange IP-addresses. However, the mechanism does not provide an explicit method
to communicate additional IP-addresses between peers. Therefore, the third design gains the
advantage that it does not have to handle private IP-addresses that could be communicated
in new frames.

By having different approaches when it comes to communicating additional IP-address the
three designs will also have different solutions when it comes to removing these IP-addresses.
This will be explained in the next section.

5.7 Removing an IP-address

During the lifetime of a MultiPath QUIC connection it is possible for an endpoint to lose its
connection to a network. For example, a mobile phone could be connected to both a WiFi-
network as well as 4G. If the mobile phone is moved outside the range of the WiFi-network,
it will lose its corresponding IP-address. For QUIC connections in general this does not mean
that the connection must be terminated, as was the case with regular TCP. Instead, a reg-
ular QUIC connection could, upon losing the WiFi-connection, allow the phone to migrate
to the IP-address of the 4G connection as explained in section 4.2. For a MultiPath QUIC
connection however, some additional steps need to be taken to ensure that data is no longer
being sent by the peer to the lost IP-address.

For the first step, when an endpoint detects that it has lost an IP-address, it must check
the 4-tuple of each sending uniflow that is currently marked as active. If the 4-tuple of a
sending uniflow contains the IP-address that has been lost, the uniflow is marked as unused
and the 4-tuple is removed. After this, the endpoint resets the context of these affected send-
ing uniflows to allow reuse in later stages of the connection. (The relevance of resetting the
context is explained in section 5.8.)

In the second step the endpoint communicates the loss of the IP-address by sending a 1RTT-
packet carrying a REMOVE ADDRESS-frame to its peer. This new frame contains a sequence
number and an address ID. The sequence number contains an upwards counting value that
is shared with the ADD ADDRESS-frame to ensure correct handling of these frames when
multiple ADD- and REMOVE ADDRESS-frames are being sent that contain the same ad-
dress ID. As previously mentioned, the address ID identifies the correct IP-address on the
receiving endpoint, regardless of the IP-address’s value. Lastly, in the third step the endpoint
also sends a new UNIFLOWS-frame to its peer to indicate the status of its remaining active
sending uniflows.
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Upon reception of the REMOVE ADDRESS-frame the peer also performs a number of steps.
In the first step it must also check the 4-tuple of each sending uniflows. If the 4-tuple contains
a remote IP-address with the mentioned address ID the peer marks these sending uniflows as
unused, removes the 4-tuple and resets the uniflow’s context.

In the second step, the received UNIFLOWS-frame helps the peer to identify which receiving
uniflows should be inspected and potentially should be unbound from their 4-tuple, by check-
ing which receiving uniflows are bound to a 4-tuple, but whose uniflow ID is not listed in
the sending uniflows info section of the UNIFLOWS-frame. Lastly, the peer also sends back
a UNIFLOWS-frame to indicate the status of its remaining sending uniflows. Finally, upon
receiving the UNIFLOWS-frame from its peer the endpoint that lost the IP-address can now
also check which receiving uniflow contexts should be inspected, and potentially unbind these
receiving uniflows from their 4-tuple.

By performing these steps both endpoints are able to identify which sending and receiv-
ing uniflows are affected by the loss of the IP-address, and correctly unbind them from their
4-tuples. This prevents the peer from sending data to the lost IP-address, as well as keep a
clean context in its receiving uniflows whose 4-tuple was linked to it. Additionally, by allowing
the endpoint that lost its IP-address to “reset” the affected sending uniflows by changing their
context to unused, additional steps can be performed that are explained after the following
example.

From the scenario’s perspective: After downloading the large file for a while, both the laptop
and the webserver have communicated their additional IP-addresses to each other, as well as
established all remaining possible sending and receiving uniflows. An overview of this con-
nection with all the uniflows can be seen in Figure 29 (the green colour has no purpose other
than visibility), whereas an overview of the remote IP-addresses in both perspectives can be
seen in Tables 3 and 4.

(a) Sending uniflows from the laptop.

(b) Sending uniflows from the webserver.

Figure 29: An overview of all sending (and receiving) uniflows.
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As previously mentioned, the laptop’s second IP-address (A2) is used to connect to a local
WiFi-network. At some point after establishing all the sending uniflows on both endpoints,
the laptop is moved to a different position that breaks the connection with the WiFi’s access
point, which results in the laptop losing IP-address A2. Upon detecting this loss, the laptop
proceeds with marking the context of its sending uniflow 1 as unused, and removes the bound
4-tuple. After this, the laptop generates a REMOVE ADDRESS-frame and places a value of
1 for the sequence number, as well as a value of 1 for the IP-address that is removed.

IP-address address ID linked uniflows

Received Sending uniflow 0
remote B1 0 Sending uniflow 1

addresses Receiving uniflow 0
Receiving uniflow 1

B2 1 Receiving uniflow 2
Receiving uniflow 3

Table 3: The laptop’s perspective on remote addresses.

IP-address address ID linked uniflows

Received Receiving uniflow 0
remote A1 0 Sending uniflow 0

addresses Sending uniflow 2
Receiving uniflow 1

A2 1 Sending uniflow 1
Sending uniflow 3

Table 4: The webserver’s perspective on remote addresses.

Note that the sequence number is 1 in this frame because the previous ADD ADDRESS-
frame that the laptop sent for this address had a sequence number value of 0. The laptop
then places the REMOVE ADDRESS-frame in a 1RTT packet and encrypts it, marking it
with the webserver’s destination connection ID (0xbb). Finally, the laptop sends the packet
to the webserver over sending uniflow 0. After sending the packet the laptop also gener-
ates a UNIFLOWS-frame and places sequence number 1 inside it. The laptop then places
the values 2 and 1 in the frame, indicating that the frame will contain two entries for the
receiving uniflows, and one entry for a sending uniflow. For the first entry of the receiving
uniflows the laptop places the values of 0 and 0 inside the frame, indicating that its receiving
uniflow 0 uses the IP-address with ID 0 (thus, A1) to receive packets. For the second entry
of the receiving uniflows the laptop places the values of 2 and 0 inside the frame, indicat-
ing that its receiving uniflow 2 also uses the IP-address with ID 0 (thus, A1) to receive packets.

For the sending uniflow’s entry the laptop places the value of 0 and 0 in the frame, indi-
cating that its receiving uniflow 0 uses the IP-address that is marked with ID 0 (thus, A1) to
send packets. The laptop then places the frame in a 1RTT packet and encrypts the packet,
marking it with the webserver’s destination connection ID (0xbb). Finally, the laptop sends
the packet to the webserver over sending uniflow 0.
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The webserver receives these two packets and is able to identify that its initial receiving
uniflow received them. After decrypting the first packet, the webserver reads the content
of the REMOVE ADDRESS-frame and identifies that IP-address A2, with address ID 1 has
been lost by the laptop. The webserver then inspects each of its sending uniflows and identifies
that sending uniflows 1 and 3 have the same destination address ID as the one mentioned in
the frame. Therefore, the webserver proceeds with marking the context of these two uniflows
as unused, removes the bound 4-tuple from the uniflows and resets their context. After this
the webserver decrypts the second packet and reads the content of the UNIFLOWS-frame.
Upon inspecting the frame, the webserver sees that the laptop only has one sending uniflow
active, which is the initial sending uniflow. With this information the webserver proceeds to
unbind its receiving uniflow with uniflow ID 1 from its 4-tuple. After performing this step, the
webserver responds back to the laptop by generating its own UNIFLOWS-frame and places
sequence number 0 inside it. After this the webserver places values 1 and 2 in the frame,
indicating that the frame will contain one entry for a receiving uniflow, and two entries for
the sending uniflows.

For the receiving uniflow’s entry the webserver places the values of 0 and 0 in the frame,
indicating that its receiving uniflow 0 uses the IP-address that is marked with ID 0 (thus, B1)
to receive packets. For the first entry of the sending uniflows the webserver also places the
values of 0 and 0 in the frame, indicating that its sending uniflow 0 uses the IP-address with
ID 0 (thus, B1) to send packets. For the second entry of the sending uniflows the webserver
places the values of 2 and 1 in the frame, indicating that its sending uniflow 2 uses the IP-
address with ID 1 (thus, B2) to send packets. The webserver then places the frame in a 1RTT
packet, along with an additional ACK-frame to acknowledge the previously received packets.
The webserver encrypts the packet, marking it with the laptop’s destination connection ID
(0xaa). Finally, the webserver sends the packet to the laptop over sending uniflow 1. (This
packet could have been sent over either sending uniflow, provided that the correct connection
ID is used to mark the packet.)

Figure 30: Removing IP-address A2.
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The laptop receives the packet and is able to identify that its initial receiving uniflow received
them. After decrypting the packet, the laptop reads the content of the UNIFLOWS-frame.
Upon inspecting the frame, the laptop sees that two sending uniflows are active on the web-
server. Based on this information the laptop is able to identify receiving uniflows 2 and 3
and unbinds them from their 4-tuple, because they have no matching entry in the frame. As
a final step, the laptop sends back a 1RTT packet to the webserver over sending uniflow 0,
carrying an ACK-frame and marked with the destination connection ID of the server (0xbb).
See Figure 30 for a visualisation, see Figure 31 for an overview of this connection and see
Tables 5 and 6 for an overview of the remote IP-addresses in both perspectives.

(a) Sending uniflows from the laptop after losing IP-address A2.

(b) Sending uniflows from the webserver after losing IP-address A2.

Figure 31: An overview of all sending (and receiving) uniflows after losing IP-address A2.

IP-address address ID linked uniflows

Received B1 0 Sending uniflow 0
remote Receiving uniflow 0

addresses B2 1 Receiving uniflow 2

Table 5: The laptop’s perspective on remote addresses after losing IP-address A2.

IP-address address ID linked uniflows

Received Receiving uniflow 0
remote A1 0 Sending uniflow 0

addresses Sending uniflow 2
A2 1 None

Table 6: The webserver’s perspective on remote addresses after losing IP-address A2.
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By forcing each sending uniflow to be linked to a 4-tuple where each IP-address is identifiable
by an address ID, the solution to removing an IP-address becomes easy enough where an end-
point only has to sent two frames to ensure that its peer unlinks all its sending and receiving
uniflows from that specific IP-address. In the example it is said that an endpoint utilizes the
info of the UNIFLOWS-frame to unlink affected receiving uniflows. However, this can also
be done by only using the REMOVE ADDRESS-frame’s info, because the affected uniflows
are all linked to the same IP-address with the mentioned address ID. The UNIFLOWS-frame
adds the extra pieces of information to ensure that the remaining active matching uniflows
use the same IP-addresses.

Comparing this design to the other designs mentioned in section 5.1, some interesting dif-
ferences can be identified. For example, a mechanism is introduced in the second design of
Q. An et al., where it is stated that a sub-connection can be closed upon detecting that
one of its IP-addresses has been lost. As said in the previous section, there is currently no
mechanism provided for an endpoint to notify its peer about an IP-address that has been
lost. Assuming that there will be one in future versions of the design, that is conceptually
equal to the mechanism in the design of Q. De Coninck, an endpoint would be able to send
a MP SUB CONN CLOSE-frame to its peer to close the sub-connection that is identified by
a given Sub Connection Identifier. The design of Q. De Coninck also has a potential frame
that can be used, even though it is not one of its intended uses. A sending uniflow can be
“closed” by the endpoint by unbinding the 4-tuple and performing a context reset. Afterwards
a UNIFLOWS-frame can be sent to the peer where the entry of the specific sending uniflow
is left out. This could let to the peer unbinding the 4-tuple from its matching receiving uniflow.

Looking at the third design of C. Huitema, there also is no method provided for the active
path manager to explicitly signal the loss of a specific IP-address. Instead, an endpoint that
has lost the IP-address can implicitly signal its loss by sending a series of PATH STATUS-
frames for each of the affected paths to its peer carrying the path identifiers and a value that
signals that the paths must be abandoned.

While IP-addresses can be lost at any point by an endpoint, other IP-addresses might become
available to the endpoint later in the connection. The next section will explain how the design
allows for sending uniflows to migrate to a different 4-tuple. Even unused uniflows that were
used before (like sending uniflows 1 and 3 for the webserver) can be reused when new address
pairs are found.

5.8 Migrating uniflows

One of the advantages that the current design of QUIC provides is the fact that endpoints are
able to migrate a connection to a different 4-tuple whenever it is needed (for example, if one
of the IP-addresses in the 4-tuple becomes unavailable to an endpoint). This allows for a con-
nection to stay alive while providing a seamless handover experience to the user. As explained
in section 4.2 an endpoint can initiate a migration by first performing a path validation pro-
cedure on a new 4-tuple. Here a new connection ID is chosen by each endpoint from the pool
of available connection IDs that were communicated beforehand, to prevent linkability. If the
path validation procedure succeeds, both endpoints can start to send data via the new 4-tuple.
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This idea of migrating a connection to a different 4-tuple is also applied to the design of
MultiPath QUIC. However, due to uniflows being used, the migration mechanism for Mul-
tiPath is altered slightly. First, both endpoints have to exchange additional uniflow-specific
connection IDs to allow its peer to migrate a sending uniflow. If additional connection IDs
are provided for the sending uniflow which the endpoint wants to migrate, a new 4-tuple can
be identified. At this point, the same steps are performed as if the uniflow was a brand-new
sending uniflow that has not been used before: The next step consists of choosing a new
uniflow-specific connection ID and a path validation procedure where the endpoint checks
if it can reach its peer via the 4-tuple. If this path validation procedure succeeds, the new
4-tuple is bound to the sending uniflow and the old 4-tuple is discarded. The peer will iden-
tify that the endpoint is trying to migrate a specific uniflow based on two reasons: The first
reason being that it is able to identify the matching receiving uniflow via a previously unused
uniflow-specific connection ID, and the second reason being that the 4-tuple of the 1RTT
packet carrying a PATH CHALLENGE-frame does not match the 4-tuple that was already
bound to the receiving uniflow. If such a migration is detected by the peer, it can simply store
the new 4-tuple in the context of the matching receiving uniflow. To complete the migration
procedure, the endpoint that initiated the uniflow migration also sends a UNIFLOWS-frame
to its peer via a 1RTT packet to inform the peer of the changes that were made.

At this point it is important to note that the context of each sending uniflow on an end-
point does carry a mechanism that regulates how much data can be sent over a path at any
point in time. This mechanism, called the congestion controller, is path specific. Therefore,
whenever a uniflow migrates to a different 4-tuple it also migrates to a different path. This
path may have different transmission capabilities than the previous one, resulting in the need
to reset the congestion controller to allow for better usage of the path’s capabilities. In gen-
eral, the context of a sending uniflow might contain additional performance metrics that are
path specific, such as RTT estimators. Thus, resetting these performance metrics along with
the congestion controller is referred to as resetting the context of a uniflow.

From the scenario’s perspective: Some time after sending the REMOVE ADDRESS-frame to
the webserver, the laptop receives a 1RTT packet from the webserver. After identifying that
its initial uniflow received the packet, the laptop decrypts the packet and sees that it con-
tains a MP NEW CONNECTION ID-frame, which holds a connection ID (0xef) for sending
uniflow 0. After processing the frame, the laptop sends back a 1RTT packet to the webserver
over sending uniflow 0, carrying an ACK-frame and marked with the destination connection
ID of the server (0xbb). Afterwards, the laptop decides to migrate its initial sending uniflow
from 4-tuple (A1 and B1) to a new 4-tuple that it identified (A2 and B2). First, the lap-
top performs a path validation procedure by generating a PATH CHALLENGE-frame and
placing a random value (0xdef) in it. The laptop then places the frame in a 1RTT packet,
encrypts the packet and marks it with the webserver’s new destination connection ID (0xef).
The laptop then sends the packet to the webserver over sending uniflow 0.

Upon receiving the packets, the webserver identifies that its initial receiving uniflow received
them. After decrypting the first packet the webserver identifies that the previously sent
packet, containing the connection ID for uniflow 0 (0xef) has been successfully received by
the laptop.
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However, upon inspecting the second packet, the webserver notices that it is marked with
a different connection ID (0xef), whereas the original connection ID was (0xbb). Addition-
ally, the 4-tuple that is mentioned on the 1RTT packet (A1 and B1) also does not match the
4-tuple that is stored in the context of its initial receiving uniflow (A1 and B1). Based on
this observation the webserver assumes that the peer is trying to migrate its initial sending
uniflow. This assumption is confirmed when the webserver decrypts the packet and finds the
PATH CHALLENGE-frame. The observed 4-tuple is stored in the initial receiving uniflow’s
context, and its old 4-tuple is discarded. The challenge value is then extracted from the frame
and placed in a new PATH RESPONSE-frame. The webserver then places the frame in a
1RTT packet and encrypts the packet, marking it with the laptops destination connection ID
(0xaa). Finally, the web-server sends the packet to the laptop over sending uniflow 0.

The laptop receives the packet and identifies that its initial receiving uniflow received it.
The laptop then decrypts the packet and compares the challenge value that is extracted from
the frame with the challenge value that was generated earlier. The laptop confirms that the
two values are the same and can conclude that it can reach the webserver via the 4-tuple (A1
and B2). At this point the laptop wraps up the migration procedure for sending uniflow 0, by
binding the new 4-tuple to the sending uniflow and resetting its context. Lastly, the laptop
also generates a UNIFLOWS-frame to inform the webserver of the changes that were made.
It places values 2 and 1 in the frame, indicating that the frame will contain two entries for
the receiving uniflows, and one entry for a sending uniflow. For the first entry of the receiving
uniflows the laptop places the values of 0 and 0 in the frame, indicating that its receiving
uniflow 0 uses the IP-address that is marked with ID 0 (thus, A1) to receive packets. For the
second entry of the receiving uniflows the laptop places the values of 2 and 0 in the frame,
indicating that its receiving uniflow 2 uses the IP-address with ID 0 (thus, A1) to receive
packets.

Figure 32: The laptop performing a migration of sending uniflow 0.
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For the entry of the sending uniflow the laptop places the values of 0 and 0 in the frame,
indicating that its sending uniflow 0 uses the IP-address with ID 0 (thus, B1) to send packets.
The laptop then places the frame in a 1RTT packet and encrypts the packet, marking it with
the webserver’s destination connection ID (0xef). Finally, the laptop sends the packet to the
webserver over sending uniflow 0. The webserver receives the packet and identifies that its
initial receiving uniflow received it. The webserver then decrypts the packet and reads the
content of the UNIFLOWS-frame. It concludes that no additional changes have been made.
Finally, the webserver sends back a 1RTT packet to the laptop over sending uniflow 0, carry-
ing an ACK-frame and marked with the destination connection ID of the laptop (0xaa). See
Figure 32 for a visualisation.

The figure shows that the laptop’s sending uniflow 0 has changed its connection ID halfway
through the packet exchanges. This indicates that the sending uniflow has started sending
packets over a different 4-tuple. It is important to note that the sending uniflow 0 of the
webserver has not changed its connection ID, nor the 4-tuple that it is currently bound to.
This is due to the fact that, in this design of MultiPath QUIC, it is not required for the two
initial uniflows to keep transmitting data over the same 4-tuple, whereas this is required for
a regular QUIC connection.

While this example covered the migration of an already active sending uniflow, the steps
that need to be performed are the same when an endpoint wants to reuse a sending uniflow,
but marked as unused. The only difference here is that the context of the sending uniflow has
already been reset, and therefore on additional reset is required upon completing the path
validation procedure.

It is important to note that, while performing this path validation procedure, it is entirely
possible for the procedure to fail. This can happen for various reasons, such as the packet
carrying the PATH RESPONSE-frame being dropped. If this happens, the context on both
endpoints is restored to its original form. The peer that received the PATH CHALLENGE-
frame will identify that it receives packets from a previously known 4-tuple on the affected
receiving uniflow, and revert its context back to it.

Comparing this design to the other designs that are mentioned in section 5.1, it can be stated
that this design gives both endpoints the most freedom in migrating its sending uniflows.
The second design of Q. An et al. also allows its sub-connections to migrate to a different
4-tuple, but this is done via a similar approach as explained in section 4.2. This means that
in this design both endpoints have to migrate that sub-connection to the same 4-tuple (even
though both endpoints may have a different perspective over that 4-tuple), meaning that both
endpoints must check if it can reach its peer via the new 4-tuple. The third design by C.
Huitema does not really have a comparable form of support for path migration. In this design
an endpoint can just signal a new path that can be used via the PATH IDENTIFICATION-
frame and the PATH STATUS-frame. After this is done, the endpoint is able to choose which
available path it will use to send data to its peer.
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5.9 Transporting data

Unlike MPTCP, the mechanisms introduced to transport data in MPQUIC are less complex,
this is because the QUIC transport design already introduces handy mechanisms that can be
used by the MultiPath extension without any modifications. Taking a look at TCP, its Mul-
tiPath design required the introduction of a new level of management, called the connection
level, to split data from a single input stream and send the parts over the subflows, while also
generating enough control information to reassemble the split data into a single, complete,
and in-order output stream of data. With this new level of management, a series of changes
were applied to the semantics of TCP. For example, the meaning of a regular TCP ACK was
changed to only have an impact on the subflow that it was sent on, instead of having an im-
pact on the entire connection. A new signal, called the DATA ACK was introduced to carry
this connection-level impact. In addition to these changes, the extension also introduced a
set of mechanisms, such as checksums and fallback operations to ensure that data could be
delivered through a series of middleboxes that could perform unexpected actions. An expla-
nation about this operation can be found in section 3.7. In comparison, the mechanisms in
QUIC already allow a sending endpoint to generate and provide enough control information
for the receiver to correctly receive the data.

Instead of having a single input stream like TCP, the sender can gather input data over mul-
tiple streams from a sending parent application (such as a HTTP/3-supporting webserver).
The data in each stream is then consumed in parts in accordance to a frame scheduling pol-
icy, and each part is placed inside a STREAM-frame. Afterwards these frames are placed in
1RTT packets and sent to the peer. This is where one of the key designs of QUIC is brought
to the foreground, because each STREAM-frame is given a set of fields that: identify a spe-
cific stream (stream ID), indicate how many bytes of data the frame contains (length) and
specify the location of the data on the stream (offset). This combination of fields allows for
STREAM-frames to be idempotent, and independent of the 1RTT packet that carries them,
meaning that the frames can be processed by the receiver in an out-of-order manner and still
result in correct placement of the data in the output streams that push to the receiving parent
application (such as a HTTP/3-supporting browser).

Each 1RTT packet that is sent also carries a monotonically increasing packet number, to
allow a receiving endpoint to signal to its peer which packets have been received correctly
via ACK-frames. In addition to this, QUIC also provides the receiver with a mechanism to
limit the sender in how much stream data that it can send. This mechanism makes use of
flow control frames, like MAX STREAM DATA-frames and MAX DATA-frames to indicate
how much data that the receiver is willing to receive. Just like TCP, the use of these “receive
windows” is further expanded upon with a congestion controller to ensure that the connection
plays fair and shares the available resources of middleboxes with other existing connections. A
more in-depth discussion about “receive windows” and congestion controllers (in MultiPath)
can be found in section 8.1.

To address the issue of middleboxes, the design of regular QUIC already has built-in pro-
tection against external modifications, because everything is encrypted via keys that are
derived from a shared secret that was established during the cryptographic handshake phase
of a connection.
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When applying the use of these STREAM-frames carried by 1RTT packets to the idea of
multiple uniflows, no additional level of management needs to be introduced, as was the case
with MPTCP. This is because MPQUIC is able to use the same STREAM-frames as regular
QUIC, and since the uniflow on which a 1RTT packet is sent is packet-level information, each
frame can be sent regardless of the uniflow or the 1RTT packet carrying it. Even duplication
of a STREAM-frame and sending both frames over different uniflows will result in the same
location of the stream being filled up with the same data due to the frames being idempotent.
Other types of frames that carry flow control information, like the stream receive window
advertised by the MAX STREAM DATA-frame also remain unchanged when there are mul-
tiple sending uniflows. The only requirement that needs to be fulfilled is that there must be
a packet scheduler in place on the sending endpoint that decides which packets will be sent
over which uniflow. An in-depth discussion about the concept of packet scheduling can be
found in section 8.2.

There still remains one more issue that needs to be handled. The possibility exists that
packet-level reordering can happen at the receiver side when multiple sending uniflows all
have different latencies tied to them. The connection ID of the packet can already be used
to ensure that each uniflow has a monotonically increasing packet number. However, to en-
sure flexibility and to reduce ACK-block sizes, each uniflow must also contain its own packet
number space in its context.

If each uniflow will use its own packet number space, an additional need arises for a re-
ceiving endpoint to acknowledge these uniflow-specific packet numbers to its peer. Looking
at the design of regular QUIC, this problem is already solved when a connection only uses
the two initial uniflows, because an ACK-frame can carry the packet numbers of packets
that a receiver has processed successfully from the initial receiving uniflow. To enable the
acknowledgement of packets on the other receiving uniflows the extension introduces a new
MP ACK-frame that has the same functionality and fields as the ACK-frame. In addition
to all the fields that a regular ACK-frame carries, a new uniflow ID-field is added to the
MP ACK-frame to identify from which receiving uniflow the host acknowledges packets. This
new frame, just like all the other new MPQUIC frames, is also independent of the uniflow
over which it is transported, or the 1RTT packet carrying it.

Combining all this together, from the scenario’s perspective: after performing all the pre-
vious operations, the laptop now has one sending uniflow established in a connection with the
remote webserver. This uniflow (sending uniflow 0) is currently coupled to the IP-addresses
A1 and B2, and sends packets marked with connection ID 0xef. The other uniflow (sending
uniflow 1) has been marked as unused, due to the laptop losing its WiFi-connection (and thus,
IP-address A2). The webserver on the other hand now has two sending uniflows established,
the first uniflow (sending uniflow 0) is currently coupled to the IP-addresses A1 and B1, and
sends packets marked with the connection ID 0xaa. The second uniflow (uniflow 2) is cur-
rently coupled to the IP-addresses A1 and B2, and sends packets marked with the connection
ID 0xdd (this CID was given by the laptop to identify receiving uniflow 2, but no example
has covered this). An example transmission of “Hello world”-data for stream 0 can be seen in
Figure 33. In this scenario the webserver decides to split Hello world into four parts: “He”,
“llo ”, “wor” and “ld”.
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Figure 33: Transporting Hello world from the webserver to the laptop.

The webserver decides to send the first part of the data (“He”) to the laptop via sending
uniflow 0, while the second part of the data (“llo ”) will be sent via sending uniflow 2. The
webserver generates two STREAM-frames and places each part in a frame. For the frame
with the first part the webserver places the values of 0, 2 and 0 in the frame, indicating
that the frame carries 2 bytes of data for stream 0 and that the data should be placed at
the beginning of the stream. For the second frame the webserver places the values 0, 4 and
2 in the frame, indicating that the frame carries 4 bytes of data for stream 0 as well and
that it should be placed 2 bytes from the beginning of the stream. After this, the webserver
places the first STREAM-frame in a 1RTT packet, encrypts the packet, and marks it with
the destination connection ID of the laptop (0xaa). The webserver then sends the packet to
the laptop over sending uniflow 0. After sending the first packet the webserver also places
the second STREAM-frame in a 1RTT packet, encrypts the packet and marks it with the
destination connection ID of the laptop (0xdd). Finally, the laptop also sends the second
packet to the laptop via sending uniflow 2.

The laptop receives the two packets and identifies that its receiving uniflow 0 received the
first packet, whilst the second packet was received on receiving uniflow 2. The laptop then
decrypts both packets and reads the contents of the two stream frames. Upon inspecting
the contents, it identifies that a new stream with ID 0 has been initiated and proceeds to
reserve space to store the stream’s data. After this, the laptop places the contents of the first
frame at the beginning of the stream, while it places the contents of the second frame 2 bytes
from the beginning of the stream, resulting in the following output stream 0: “Hello ”. After
processing both packets the laptop wants to acknowledge their reception to the webserver.
Therefore, it generates both a ACK-frame and a MP ACK-frame. In the ACK-frame the
laptop places the range [0] to indicate that it received the first packet for receiving uniflow 0.
In the MP ACK-frame the laptop also places the range 0] to indicate that it received the first
packet, but in addition the value of 2 is also placed in the frame, to indicate that the packet
was received on receiving uniflow 2.
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The laptop then places both frames in a 1RTT packet, encrypts the packet, and marks it
with the destination connection ID of the webserver (0xef). Finally, the laptop sends the
packet to the webserver over sending uniflow 0.

The webserver receives the packet and identifies that its receiving uniflow 0 received the
packet. The webserver then decrypts the packet and reads the content of the ACK-frame and
the MP ACK-frame. Based on the information the webserver can conclude that the laptop
has received both the first packet that was sent over the initial sending uniflow, as well as the
second packet that was sent over sending uniflow 2. To proceed with the data transfer the
webserver decides to send the third part of the data (“wor”) to the laptop via sending uniflow
0, while the last part of the data (“ld”) will be sent via sending uniflow 2. The webserver
again generates two STREAM-frames and places each part in a frame. For the frame with
the third part, the webserver places the values of 0, 3 and 6 in the frame, indicating that the
frame carries 3 bytes of data for stream 0 and that the data should be placed 6 bytes from
the beginning of the stream. For the second frame the webserver places the values 0, 2 and 9
in the frame, indicating that the frame carries 2 bytes of data for stream 0 as well and that
it should be placed 9 bytes from the beginning of the stream. The webserver also enables
the FIN-flag in this frame, to signal that all data for stream 0 has been sent. After this, the
webserver places the first STREAM-frame in a 1RTT packet, encrypts the packet, and marks
it with the destination connection ID of the laptop (0xaa). The webserver then sends the
packet to the laptop over sending uniflow 0. After sending the third packet the webserver
also places the second STREAM-frame in a 1RTT packet, encrypts the packet and marks it
with the destination connection ID of the laptop (0xdd). Finally, the laptop also sends the
fourth packet to the laptop via sending uniflow 2.

The laptop receives the two packets and identifies that its receiving uniflow 0 received the
first packet, whilst the second packet was received on receiving uniflow 2. The laptop then
decrypts both packets and reads the contents of the two stream frames. After this, the laptop
places the contents of the first frame 6 bytes from the beginning of the stream, and it places
the contents of the second frame 9 bytes from the beginning of the stream, resulting in the
following output stream 0: “Hello world”. The laptop also identifies that the FIN-flag was en-
abled in the second STREAM-frame, indicating that all data has been sent by the webserver.
The laptop is now able to send the stream data to the parent application. After processing
both packets the laptop wants to acknowledge their reception to the webserver. Therefore,
it generates both a ACK-frame and a MP ACK-frame. In the ACK-frame the laptop places
the range [0-1] to indicate that it received the first and second packet for receiving uniflow
0. In the MP ACK-frame the laptop also places the range [0-1] to indicate that it received
the first two packets, but in addition the value of 2 is also placed in the frame, to indicate
that the packets were received on receiving uniflow 2. The laptop then places both frames in
a 1RTT packet, encrypts the packet, and marks it with the destination connection ID of the
webserver (0xef). Finally, the laptop sends the packet to the webserver over sending uniflow 0.

The webserver receives the packet and identifies that its receiving uniflow 0 received the
packet. The webserver then decrypts the packet and reads the content of the ACK-frame and
the MP ACK-frame. Based on the information the webserver can conclude that the laptop
has received all the data for stream 0, finalizing the data transfer.
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Comparing this design with the other designs mentioned in section 5.1, all three designs will
be able to use the already existing mechanisms of QUIC. The independence of the STREAM-
frame from both the uniflow and the 1RTT packet that carries it, is a key feature of QUIC
that allows the MultiPath designs to operate without having to add an additional layer of
management to the protocol. In the second design of Q. An et al., it is also proposed to use
a new MP ACK frame to acknowledge the packets on additional sub-connections, similar to
the design of Q. De Coninck. In this case the Sub Connection Identifier is used instead of
a uniflow ID to identify to which sub connection the acknowledged packet numbers belong
to. For the third design of C. Huitema there is no additional frame that is equivalent to the
MP ACK-frame, because no additional concepts like uniflows or sub-connections are intro-
duced. This leads to packets, that are being sent over the different paths, all sharing the
same packet number space, and therefore they can be acknowledged by the already existing
ACK-frames.

5.10 Closing a MPQUIC connection

Once all data has been communicated between the two endpoints and neither endpoint has
anything left to send, the connection can be closed. For all three designs of MultiPath QUIC,
closing a connection is exactly the same as in regular QUIC. The closure of a connection is
initiated when either endpoint sends a CONNECTION CLOSE-frame to its peer. After this,
the endpoint enters the closing state to ensure that delayed or reordered packets are discarded
properly, where it only keeps minimal connection state information, such as keys, connection
IDs and version to handle incoming packets and respond with other CONNECTION CLOSE-
frames. Once the peer receives the CONNECTION CLOSE-frame in a 1RTT packet, it enters
the draining state after optionally responding with another CONNECTION CLOSE-frame.

Just like in regular QUIC, an endpoint might detect that an error has occurred while per-
forming MultiPath operations that leads to the connection having to be terminated. In this
case the exact same procedure is followed as in regular QUIC, where the endpoint sends a
CLOSE CONNECTION-frame to its peer. The frame then also carries an error code and
possibly a reason phrase for the connection closure.

From the scenario’s perspective: After receiving the second 1RTT packet from the client
and reading the (MP )ACK-frames, both the webserver and the laptop have confirmed that
all data has been sent over stream 0. Thus, the laptop decides to close the connection and
enters the closing state. In this state the laptop creates a CONNECTION CLOSE-frame,
wherein it places the error code value of 0 to indicate that no errors have occurred, and that
the connection can be closed immediately. After this the laptop places the frame in a 1RTT
packet, encrypts the packet, and marks it with the destination connection ID of the webserver
(0xef). Finally, the laptop sends the packet to the webserver via sending uniflow 0.

The webserver received the packet and identifies that its initial receiving uniflows received it.
The webserver then decrypts the packet and reads the CONNECTION CLOSE-frame. The
webserver then also creates a CONNECTION CLOSE-frame, and places the error code value
of 0 to indicate that no errors have occurred, and that it agrees to also close the connection
immediately.
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After this the webserver places the frame in a 1RTT packet, encrypts the packet, and marks
it with the destination connection ID of the laptop (0xdd). Finally, the webserver sends the
packet to the laptop via sending uniflow 1. (This packet can also be sent over either sending
uniflow.) After sending the packet the webserver enters the draining state. From this point
on both the laptop and the webserver will remain in their states for a predefined amount of
time, to ensure that all reordered or delayed packets have been processed. After this both
endpoints discard the remaining state of the connection. See Figure 34 for a visualisation.

Figure 34: Closing a MPQUIC connection.

5.11 Problems of MPQUIC

While MultiPath QUIC introduces the concept of uniflows in such a way that it uses the
many already existing mechanisms in QUIC to prevent the introduction of new problems
as much as possible, there still are some problems that remain. The first problem is the
fact that the extension slightly alters the semantics of a path validation procedure. Under
normal circumstances, since draft-32 of the QUIC transport protocol, it is expected that
a PATH CHALLENGE-frame is received by the path validation initiator on the same IP-
address that it has sent the PATH CHALLENGE-frame from. This, in combination with the
fact that the packets carrying the frames must be padded to a minimum size of 1200 bytes,
ensures that path validation only succeeds if the path is functional in both directions. The
minimum of 1200 bytes is given to prevent DoS amplification attacks. However, by transi-
tioning from a bidirectional path to uniflows that use a given path in one direction, there
is no need for this bidirectional insurance. It is only required that the sender can reach the
peer over the uniflow that is bound to a certain path, because the peer might have multi-
ple sending uniflows that use different paths to reach the sender and acknowledge the packets.

Additionally, due to this design still being in early draft versions, there is one small part
that is proposed in the draft but is seemingly not of any use for an implementation. After
any changes to a uniflow’s 4-tuple (due to the addition of an IP-address, migration of a send-
ing uniflow or loss of an IP-address), the affected endpoint will send a UNIFLOWS-frame to
its peer to inform the peer about these changes. In response, the peer can also send back
a UNIFLOWS-frame to inform about the changes that it had to make. This UNIFLOWS-
frame contains two categories of info sections, one for the endpoint’s receiving uniflows and
their used local address IDs, and another for the endpoint’s active sending uniflows and their
used local address IDs. However, only the category that contains the info of a peer’s sending
uniflows is useful to the receiver of the frame. A discussion about why the receiving uniflows
info section can be removed can be found in section 8.4.2.
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Moving the perspective to the MultiPath extension in general, there is the fact that mul-
tiple design proposals exist for the extension in QUIC (see section 5.1). It is obvious that
the design of Q. De Coninck is the most complex and comprehensive form of MP-operations
in QUIC. However, only one implementation currently supports the design. In second place
comes the design of Q. An et al, which also introduces a new concept, called sub-connections
to the protocol. However, the design is simpler that the first one, as no mechanisms, like
uniflow-specific connection IDs and UNIFLOWS-frames are used. This design is already used
in the Taobao mobile app [24]. In third place comes the design of C. Huitema, who only
introduces an active path management system to enable MultiPath. At the time of writing
this thesis, the last two design drafts are not yet fully complete (there are still mechanisms
that need to be explained in their respective drafts). So, no real argument can yet be made
about which design is the most suitable for QUIC. However, there are some questions that
still can be asked. For example, is it desirable for uniflows to be used in comparison to bidi-
rectional paths? How much fine-grained control is really needed? How large is the number
of intermediate links that only support unidirectional communication, such as non-broadcast
satellite links? What are the security risks of each design (This has yet to be determined for
the design of C. Huitema)?

5.12 Differences between MPTCP and MPQUIC

After inspecting both MultiPath designs, there are several differences that can be identified
between the TCP design and the QUIC design of Q. De Coninck. In this section an overview
of the most important differences is given.

First, it can be identified that MPTCP and MPQUIC both have a different perspective
on what using multiple paths simultaneously actually means. Regular TCP ensures reliable
data delivery by sending back acknowledgments to the sender. Due to the regular design only
accounting for having a single path between a sender and a receiver, the data flows in one
direction and acknowledgments in the other on that same path. Therefore, the notion of bidi-
rectional paths was established. The MPTCP design just copied the idea of this bidirectional
path and applied it multiple times to support the concept of MultiPath. The MultiPath
QUIC design on the other has identified that this bidirectional path actually exists out of two
independent packet flows that coincidentally use the same path. More specific, it is perfectly
possible for the packet flow from the server to the client to follow a different physical route
in the network than the packet flow from then client to the server. Thus, QUIC introduced
uniflows that use a given path in one direction to send data from one endpoint to the other. A
different uniflow (that can use a different path) is then used by the peer in the other direction
to acknowledge the data that it received from the sender.

Second, both designs have to negotiate support for the MultiPath extension. However,
MPTCP relies on the TCP options field that is located in the header of a TCP packet. During
the three-way handshake phase both endpoints send a clear-text MP CAPABLE-option to
exchange keys. These keys are used later in the connection for authentication of additional
subflows and identification of a connection. In MPQUIC on the other hand, endpoints use
authenticated transport parameters that are exchanged during the handshake phase of the
connection to signal MP support.
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Third, after connection establishment MPTCP can initiate additional subflows by performing
another TCP handshake with the peer over a different set of IP-addresses. In that handshake
it sends a clear-text MP JOIN-option that carries a token and an HMAC-message that is
derived from the previously exchanged keys. If the handshake completes the new subflow can
be used to transport data to the peer. MPTCP on the other hand uses a path validation
procedure in combination with the exchange of uniflow specific connection IDs to initiate
and use additional uniflows. If the path validation procedure succeeds the uniflow can be
used to send data to the peer. Additionally, MPQUIC also provides both endpoints with the
ability to limit how many uniflows its peer can use to send data by limiting which uniflows
are identified via a uniflow-specific connection ID, whereas MPTCP endpoints must reject
the handshake attempt after the peer has sent it.

Fourth, both MPTCP and MPQUIC provide two ways to signal additional IP-addresses
to their peer. However, the explicit method in MPTCP introduces a couple of issues, the
first one being the fact that these IP-addresses are sent in clear-text via the ADD ADDRESS
option, which results in the senders IP-address being leaked to the network. The second
problem is that there is no acknowledgement mechanism to ensure the options reception by
the peer. (The regular TCP ack of the packet carrying the option is not enough, because the
option can be stripped by middleboxes.) MPQUIC on the other hand does not have these
issues, because the frames that carry these IP-addresses are always encrypted, and the frames
are carried by packets for which the sender can receive acknowledgements from the peer.

Lastly, once additional IP-addresses have been exchanged and additional subflows have been
established, MPTCP must make sure that these subflow all behave like regular TCP connec-
tions to prevent middlebox interference as much as possible. This meant that, to ensure that
packet reordering does not introduce new problems, a new level of management had to be
introduced to TCP where an additional Data Sequence Number was used. Each subflow now
had to deal with the acknowledgement of its own sequence numbers as well as the signalling of
a mapping and the DATA ACKs of Data Sequence Numbers. MPQUIC on the other hand did
not have to introduce a new level of management to the protocol, since no middleboxes could
alter the data that is being sent over the multiple uniflows. Additionally, STREAM-frames
are independent of the packet carrying them, and therefore can be sent over any uniflow. On
top of that, the frames were also idempotent, meaning that duplication or retransmission over
a different uniflow was possible, without having to worry about data being misplaced on the
receiver side. In comparison, MPTCP had to send in-sequence data over a uniflow so that the
mapping would remain correct. Additionally, retransmission of data over a different subflow
still meant that the original transmission of the data on the original subflow still had to be
acknowledged, to ensure that subflows kept on behaving like regular TCP connections.
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6 An MPQUIC implementation

After inspecting the proposed mechanisms in the draft of Q. De Coninck et al., the next
step would be to implement and evaluate those mechanisms. To implement the concept of
MultiPath as an extension for QUIC, multiple options can be pursued. A first option could
be to create a new QUIC implementation that we further expand with the mechanisms from
the draft. However, this approach would require a lot of time to test and evaluate the default
mechanisms of QUIC. Thus, a second option was chosen. Here, we implement the MultiPath
extension in an open-source QUIC implementation. Since there are multiple open-source
implementations available, the one that best fits our needs can be chosen. For this thesis, the
AIOQUIC implementation [25] was chosen.

6.1 Aioquic

AIOQUIC is a Python implementation of the QUIC protocol. The implementation is written
by Jeremy Lainé, and it features a minimal TLS 1.3 implementation, along a QUIC stack and
an HTTP/3 stack. At the time of writing this thesis, the implementation closely tracks the
QUIC specification drafts and is regularly tested for interop against other implementations.
We chose this implementation because it is a well documented implementation that allows us
to write the mechanisms of the draft in an effective manner. Additionally, the implementation
is being tested constantly via a public interop runner that evaluates connections between
multiple implementations. Besides this, the implementation also provides its own testing
mechanisms that can be expanded upon to include tests for our MultiPath implementation.

6.1.1 Asyncio and SansIO

AIOQUIC uses the Asyncio library to allow the implementation to operate in an event-based
manner. Whenever a packet arrives at an endpoint that runs the AIOQUIC implementation,
an event occurs that starts mechanisms which process the received packet. The implemen-
tation then performs a series of actions in accordance to the QUIC transport draft. The
implementation uses the DatagramProtocol-class to set up an endpoint. Besides this, the
implementation follows the SansIO pattern [26], where actual I/O operations are left to the
user of the implementation.

6.1.2 Structure

The AIOQUIC implementation provides a series of classes in a hierarchical order. On the
top level, the example http3 server.py and http3 client.py files provide an entrypoint to the
implementation. Both entrypoints take a series of input parameters that allow for the be-
haviour of the implementation to be configured. Examples of input parameters are, but not
limited to, the IP-address and port of the server, the use of specified certificates, the URL
for which data should be requested, and the directory to which logging information needs to
be written. From these example files, a server or client endpoint is created. This is done via
the DatagramProtocol-class from the Asyncio library. This class (from server.py or client.py)
allows for an endpoint to be set up at an available IP-address and port combination. The
endpoint can then be used to receive and send packets. Additionally, a protocol class can be
given to an object from the DatagramProtocol-class. This protocol class defines the behavior
of the endpoint when, for example, it receives a new packet.
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In the case of the client, this protocol class is a QuicConnectionProtocol-class that keeps
track of the transport that allows for sending packets, along with a QuicConnection-object
that keeps track of the connection’s state. In this class, received packets are processed, the
connection’s state is updated and packets are prepared for sending in accordance to mecha-
nisms in the QUIC transport draft.

Figure 35: An AIOQUIC client.

A broadly explained example: if a client receives a packet from an established connection,
the packet will arrive at the endpoint created in Client.py. This endpoint will pass the packet
to the QuicConnectionProtocol-object in Protocol.py, to allow correct endpoint behaviour.
From here, the packet is further passed on to the QuicConnection-object in Connection.py.
The QuicConnection-object will process the packet and modifies its state in accordance to the
mechanisms of the transport draft. Events that occurred during the processing are passed back
to the QuicConnectionProtocol-object to allow for further actions to be taken, such as storing
requested file data. The QuicConnection-object also prepares packets that are to be sent in re-
sponse to the received packet. These packets are passed back to the QuicConnectionProtocol-
object, which in turn passes the packets to the endpoint. Finally, the endpoint will sent the
packets to the peer. See Figure 35 for a visualisation.
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In case of the server, an additional protocol layer is placed between the endpoint and the
QuicConnectionProtocol-class. This is because the server can support multiple connections at
the same time, each having their own QuicConnectionProtocol-object (and QuicConnection-
object). Thus, the additional QuicServer protocol-object has the responsibility of delegating
the received packets to the correct connection, represented by their QuicConnectionProtocol-
object. If the packet indicates a new connection attempt, an additional connection (and
QuicConnectionProtocol-object) is created by the QuicServer protocol-object.

Figure 36: An AIOQUIC server.
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A broadly explained example: if a server receives a packet from an established connection,
the packet will arrive at the endpoint created in Server.py. This endpoint will pass the packet
to the QuicServer-object in Server.py, to allow correct endpoint behaviour. The QuicServer-
object will inspect the packet’s connection ID and search the already existing connections for
a match. If no match is found and the packet indicates a new connection attempt, a new
connection (and a QuicConnectionProtocol-object) is created. If a match is found the packet
is further passed on to the matching QuicConnectionProtocol-object. From here, the packet
is further passed on to the QuicConnection-object in Connection.py. The QuicConnection-
object will process the packet and modifies its state in accordance to the mechanisms of
the transport draft. Events that occurred during the processing are passed back to the
QuicConnectionProtocol-object and the QuicServer-object to allow for further actions to be
taken, such as providing requested file data. The QuicConnection-object also prepares packets
that are to be sent in response to the received packet. These packets are passed back to the
QuicConnectionProtocol-object, which in turn passes the packets to the endpoint. Finally,
the endpoint will sent the packets to the peer. See Figure 36 for a visualisation.

6.2 Implementing MultiPath

To implement the concept of MultiPath in AIOQUIC, a series of steps have to be taken. First,
an endpoint (thus, both client and server) must be allowed to have multiple local IP-address
and port combinations available (section 6.2.1). Second, a MPQUIC connection must be aware
of these additional local IP-addresses (section 6.2.2). Third, a MPQUIC connection should
be expanded to allow the transmission of new MP-specific frames (section 6.2.3). Fourth, a
MPQUIC connection should be aware of local sending and receiving uniflows (section 6.2.4).
Finally, the sending uniflows in a connection should each be able to send data via additionally
established paths (section 6.2.5).

6.2.1 Implementing multiple datagram endpoints

The first step to implement MultiPath in AIOQUIC is to enable multiple IP-addresses to be
used by QUIC connections for the sending and receiving of packets. From the explanation
in section 6.1.2, both the client and the server enable the sending and receiving of pack-
ets on a given IP-address via the DatagramProtocol-class from the Asyncio library. Thus,
a good solution to allow the use of multiple IP-addresses to be used is to create multiple
DatagramProtocol-endpoints. But before this can be done, it should be possible for the
implementation to bind endpoints to IP-addresses that the developer has chosen, in a dy-
namic way. For this to be implemented, additional input parameters can be defined. For
the server, the input parameters were extended by introducing a “ports”-parameter and a
“multipath”-parameter. The first parameter allows for a series of ports to be passed to the
implementation, while the second parameter allows for a select maximum number of sending
uniflows to be created during the connection. For the client, four additional parameters are
introduced, being “local-host”, “local-ports”, “local-preferred-port” and “multipath”. The
first parameter allows for the endpoint to be bound to a different IP-address than ”::1”. The
second parameter also allows for a series of ports to be passed to the implementation. The
third parameter allows for specification from which port the connection to a server should be
initiated. Lastly, the fourth parameter also allows for a select maximum number of sending
uniflows to be created during the connection.
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For each of the ports listed in the input parameter, both the server and the client will create
a DatagramProtocol-endpoint and bind it to the given IP-address and port. However, there
are additional changes that must be implemented before connections can use any of these
endpoints to send and receive packets. In case of the server, these endpoints must share
the list of existing connections between themselves. This can be done by providing a shared
dictionary to these endpoint. Additionally, the transport objects from these endpoints must
also be given to the connections to allow them to send packets into the network, thus another
dictionary is given. See listing 1 for a visualisation.

p r o t o c o l s : Dict [ bytes , QuicConnect ionProtocol ] = {}
t r a n s p o r t s : Dict [ str , a sync io . DatagramTransport ] = {}
loop = async io . g e t e v e n t l o o p ( )
for port in por t s :

loop . r un u nt i l c om p l e t e (
s e rve (

args . host ,
port ,
c o n f i g u r a t i o n=con f i gu ra t i on ,
c r e a t e p r o t o c o l=HttpServerProtoco l ,
p r o t o c o l s=pro toco l s ,
t r a n s p o r t s=transpor t s ,
s e s s i o n t i c k e t f e t c h e r=t i c k e t s t o r e . pop ,
s e s s i o n t i c k e t h a n d l e r=t i c k e t s t o r e . add ,
r e t r y=args . re t ry ,

)
)

Listing 1: Creating multiple endpoints.

In case of the client, an additional protocol layer was chosen to be placed between the endpoint
and the QuicConnectionProtocol-class. In this additional QuicClient-protocol a similar mech-
anism to that of a regular server is implemented. The only difference here is that only a single
connection has to be tracked, whereas a server would have to keep track of multiple connec-
tions. The decision, to convert the client from being a single endpoint that directly follows the
QuicConnectionProtocol-class towards a set of endpoints that follow the QuicClient-protocol
which manages a QuicConnectionProtocol-object, was made to simplify the complexity of a
client operation and make its operations similar to that of a server.

6.2.2 Introducing additional IP-addresses to the connection

The second step to implement MultiPath in AIOQUIC is to introduce the additional IP-
addresses to the QuicConnection-class. There already is a way to introduce connection-
specific information from the entrypoint of the implementation to the QuicConnection-class
via the endpoint’s protocol. A Configuration-object is created and given to the protocol that
dictates the behaviour of the endpoint. From here, the Configuration-object is passed to the
QuicConnection-class upon creating a new connection. See listing 2 for a visualisation.
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# prepare QUIC connect ion
connect ion = QuicConnection ( c o n f i g u r a t i o n=con f i gu ra t i on , . . . )

Listing 2: Passing a configuration to the QuicConnection-object.

Simply expanding this Configuration-object allows for the IP-addresses to be introduced
in the QuicConnection-class. However, these IP-addresses also had to be tracked by the
QuicConnection-class. There already was a QuicNetworkPath-class available that allowed a
regular QUIC connection to keep track of remote IP-addresses. However, this class did not
meet the requirements of tracking MultiPath-related IP-addresses. Thus, an EndpointAddress-
class was introduced. that allowed the QuicConnection-class to keep track of both local and
remote IP-addresses (and their information). See listing 3 for a visualisation.

s e l f . l o c a l a d d r e s s e s : Dict [ int , EndpointAddress ] = {}
# Copy the a d d r e s s e s shared in the c o n f i g u r a t i o n
for i in range ( len ( c o n f i g u r a t i o n . l o c a l a d d r e s s e s ) ) :

laddr = c o n f i g u r a t i o n . l o c a l a d d r e s s e s [ i ]
addr = EndpointAddress (

a d d r e s s i d=i ,
i p v e r s i o n=laddr [ 1 ] ,
i n t e r f a c e t y p e=laddr [ 2 ] ,
i p a d d r e s s=laddr [ 0 ] ,
port=( laddr [ 3 ] i f len ( laddr ) >= 4 else None ) ,
sequence number =0,

)
s e l f . l o c a l a d d r e s s e s [ i ] = addr

s e l f . r emote addre s s e s : Dict [ int , EndpointAddress ] = {}

Listing 3: Tracking the local and remote IP-addresses.

6.2.3 Implementing the handling and writing of MP-specific frames

The third step to implement MultiPath in AIOQUIC is to allow the connection to process and
write MP-specific frames. In this step, we can also rely on the already existing mechanisms of
AIOQUIC, because a series of handle <frame type> frame, write <frame type> frame and
on <frame type> delivery-functions have already been defined. Each of these functions is
“dynamically” called with additional function-parameter when a packet is processed, is pre-
pared, or signaled as delivered/lost.

Thus, implementing the handling and writing of MP-specific frames was simply creating
additional handle-, write-, and delivery-functions for each MP-frame, where each function
took the same function-parameters as the others and returned the same type of results. Ad-
ditionally, the MP-frames also had to be added to the frame handlers-object. Lastly, the
writing of these frames also had to be included in the write application-function, to allows
these frames to be created when needed. See listing 4 for a visualisation.
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# frame h a n d l e r s
s e l f .\ \ f rame \ hand l e r s = {

<other , r e g u l a r QUIC frames >,
0x40 : ( s e l f . handle mp new connect ion id f rame , EPOCHS( ”1” ) ) ,
0x41 : ( s e l f . h a n d l e m p r e t i r e c o n n e c t i o n i d f r a m e , EPOCHS( ”1” ) ) ,
0x42 : ( s e l f . handle mp ack frame , EPOCHS( ”1” ) ) ,
0x43 : ( s e l f . handle mp ack frame , EPOCHS( ”1” ) ) ,
0x44 : ( s e l f . hand le add addres s f rame , EPOCHS( ”1” ) ) ,
0x45 : ( s e l f . handle remove address f rame , EPOCHS( ”1” ) ) ,
0x46 : ( s e l f . hand l e un i f l ows f rame , EPOCHS( ”1” ) ) ,

}

Listing 4: QuicConnection-class’s frame handlers.

6.2.4 Implementing uniflow classes

class QuicRece iv ingUni f low :
s e l f . u n i f l o w i d : int
s e l f . c i d a v a i l a b l e : L i s t [ QuicConnectionId ]
s e l f . c id : bytes
s e l f . c i d s e q : int
s e l f . packet number : int

s e l f . s ou r c e add r e s s : Optional [ EndpointAddress ]
s e l f . d e s t i n a t i o n a d d r e s s : Optional [ EndpointAddress ]

s e l f . r e c e i v i n g s p a c e s : Dict [ t l s . Epoch , QuicReceivingPacketSpace ]

class QuicSendingUnif low :
s e l f . c o n f i g u r a t i o n : QuicConf igurat ion
s e l f . u n i f l o w i d : int = u n i f l o w i d
s e l f . c i d a v a i l a b l e : L i s t [ QuicConnectionId ]
s e l f . packet number : int

s e l f . s t a t e : Uni f lowState

s e l f . s ou r c e add r e s s : Optional [ EndpointAddress ]
s e l f . d e s t i n a t i o n a d d r e s s : Optional [ EndpointAddress ]

# Congest ion c o n t r o l l e r
# Performance metr ic s
s e l f . s end ing space s : Dict [ t l s . Epoch , QuicSendingPacketSpace ]
s e l f . l o s s : QuicPacketRecovery

Listing 5: QuicConnection-class’s sending and receiving uniflow classes.
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The fourth step to implement MultiPath in AIOQUIC is to make the QuicConnection-class
aware of the multiple available sending and receiving uniflows. In this step, two new classes are
introduced, being the QuicReceivingUniflow-class and the QuicSendingUniflow-class. Both
these classes contain the required information that was proposed in the draft text, such as,
but not limited to, the uniflow’s ID, the set of connection IDs that belong to a given uni-
flow, the packet number of that uniflow and the source and destination IP-addresses that
the uniflow is temporarily bound to. Additionally, each receiving uniflow also tracks its own
receiving space, whereas each sending uniflow also tracks its sending space and the state of
its own congestion controller. See listing 5 for a visualisation.

Initially, the QuicConnection-class will only track a single QuicSendingUniflow-object and
QuicReceivingUniflow-object, as stated by the mechanisms in the draft. After the handshake
phase of the connection has been completed, additional sending and receiving uniflow objects
are created and tracked by the QuicConnection-class.

6.2.5 Implementing the ability to send and receive data for multiple uniflows

The fifth step to implement MultiPath in AIOQUIC is to allow the additional sending and
receiving uniflows to respectively send and receive data in a given connection. The AIOQUIC
implementation already provides methods in the QuicConnection-class to allow the reception
and creation of packets. Further expanding upon these methods would allow MultiPath op-
erations to be made possible.

First, the receive datagrams-function is altered to allow the identification of the receiving
uniflow based on the receiving packet’s connection ID. After identifying a receiving uniflow,
the packet is processed in accordance to the mechanisms in the QUIC transport draft. The
state of the connection, along with the states of the sending and receiving uniflows is altered
during this process. Additionally, the IP-address information of the packet is checked to
identify if the peer has migrated to a different 4-tuple. If this is the case, the IP-address
information of that receiving uniflow is updated. Finally, the packet is also registered in the
receiving uniflow’s receive space.

Second, the datagrams to send-function is also altered. Here, the sending uniflows are split
into two categories, one contains sending uniflows that are not yet bound to a validated 4-
tuple, while the other contains the sending uniflows that have a connection ID and are bound
to a validated 4-tuple. After this, a check is performed if the connection has to be closed. If
this is the case, a packet is generated to signal this action. In the case that the connection
remains open, each of the sending uniflows from the first category are bound to a new 4-tuple,
and a path validation procedure is started. This will allow additional sending uniflows to be
initiated and to later be used to send actual data to the peer. Lastly, for each of the sending
uniflows in the second connection, a packet-builder that will allow frames to be placed in
packets for each of the sending uniflows is provided. These packet builders are then passed
to the write application-function. In the write application-function, each builder, along with
additional uniflow information is placed in a BuilderManager-object.
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From here, the write application will generate the required control-frames, stream-frames
and the MP-specific-frames. These frames are placed in the packet builder of a specific
sending uniflow, in accordance to the BuilderManager-object. This BuilderManager-object
provides mechanisms that allow packet scheduling to occur (explained in section 8.2). The
write application also takes into consideration the limits of the sending uniflow’s builder, in
accordance to the uniflow’s congestion window limitations (explained in section 8.1).

6.3 Missing features

The current implementation of MultiPath in AIOQUIC has not yet implemented all the mech-
anisms that are proposed in the draft of Q. De Coninck et al. For example, the implementation
only provides a dummy congestion controller and a dummy packet scheduler. The provided
dummy implementations are placeholders that do not yet perform the required operations of
a congestion controller or a packet scheduler. In the case of the congestion controller, the
congestion window is kept at a constant size, being the size of the initial window. In the case
of the packet scheduler, only a frame-based Round-Robin scheduler is provided that loops
over the available packet builders in a circular fashion. A discussion of the implementation
of a real congestion controller and packet scheduler is given in section 8.4.1. Besides this,
there are additional features missing in the current implementation. For example, the current
implementation does not allow for an endpoint to be closed or added, where IP-addresses
could respectively be lost, of found.

6.4 Evaluation

To evaluate the implementation of the MultiPath concept in AIOQUIC, we can use the already
provided test mechanisms. Here, an additional set of tests can be written where the different
aspects of the MultiPath operations are tested. For example, a test can be written that
checks if two endpoints can correctly exchange connection IDs that belong to specific sending
uniflows. Additionally, the exchange of additional addresses can be tested as well. However,
not all aspects of MultiPath are currently tested via this testing mechanism. For example,
no tests are available that check whether an endpoint sends MP ACK-frames in a timely and
correct manner, nor are there any tests that validate if an endpoint initiates additional paths
in a correct manner. While these tests must certainly be implemented in future versions, a
partial validation can already be done in the form of interops with other implementations.
See section 7.2 for an explanation.
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7 Evaluating MPAIOQUIC against other implementations

After implementing the concept of MultiPath in MPAIOQUIC, the next step would be to
evaluate the implementation set out in this thesis and compare it against other existing
implementations. In the QUIC Working Group, there are a number of additional implemen-
tations that test and evaluate the proposed mechanisms of QUIC [27]. From this set of QUIC
implementations, most of them are open-source projects that implement the base transport
mechanisms of QUIC. There are some implementations that support additional features, such
as HTTP/3 Over QUIC, QPACK, and other extensions such as MultiPath QUIC.

Since multiple implementations have been developed for QUIC, numerous steps have been
taken to simplify the testing and validation of these implementations. For instance, a public
automated interop runner has been made available to the Working Group [28]. The interop
runner documents the current interop status of various QUIC client and server implemen-
tations that have chosen to participate in the automated testing. Currently, there are 15
participating implementations. To document the current interop status, a series of test cases
are defined that each participating implementation has to provide interop code for. These
test cases are based on the features that QUIC provides, such as, but not limited to, version
negotiation, handshake completion, session resumption, 0-RTT and HTTP/3 data transfer.
Via an interop matrix that is performed multiple times a day where different server and client
implementations connect with each other, the current support or lack thereof for the test
cases is visualized.

Besides the provision of a public interop runner, tools such as the QLOG logging schema
and the QVIS visualisation tool have been developed to better visualise and understand how
implementations are behaving in certain scenario’s [29]. At the time of writing this thesis,
many implementations have implemented logging mechanisms that make use of the QLOG
logging schema, including AIOQUIC. Via this logging schema the implementations are able
to log events that occur during connections in .qlog-files. These files can then be loaded into
the QVIS visualisation tool to visualize how the connection behaved. Here, visualisations
such as sequence diagrams, congestion graphs, stream graphs, packetization diagrams and
other statistics are visualised.

7.1 MP Coverage

An initial idea to evaluate our implementation could have been to register our implementation
as a participant of the public interop runner. However, this idea comes with a number
of drawbacks. In general, there are a number of implementations that support the basic
transport mechanisms of QUIC, and these mechanisms can be tested via the interop matrix.
But because the MultiPath concept is currently only proposed in the form of an extension,
there are not a lot of implementations that support MultiPath. Besides this, there are no
tests defined in the interop that focus on the MP aspect. Making matters even worse, not
every implementation that supports MP has implemented the same proposed concept. As
discussed in section 5, there currently are multiple proposals that take a different perspective
on implementing the MultiPath concept. These proposals are not compatible with each other,
thus no interop can be performed between them. Luckily, there is one implementation that
does implement the mechanisms from the draft of Q. De Coninck et al., being PQUIC [30].
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7.1.1 PQUIC

PQUIC is a C implementation of the QUIC protocol that is based on the PICOQUIC imple-
mentation, and is developed by a research team at UCLouvain. The implementation aims to
provide a framework that enables QUIC clients and servers to dynamically exchange protocol
plugins that extend the protocol on a per-connection basis. From the paper [30], the argu-
ment for providing such a framework is based on the fact that application requirements can
evolve over time, potentially requiring protocols to adapt. Such adaptations are traditionally
done by negotiating protocol extension support during the handshake, and experience with
TCP has shown that this leads to delays of several years or more to widely deploy standard-
ized extensions. The framework would allow endpoints to exchange plugins with each other
that could alter and/or extend the behaviour of the protocol on both endpoints. With this
framework, a series of plugins have been provided, such as Forward Error Correction, QLOG
support, ACK Delay and MultiPath.

7.2 Performing Evaluations

Due to the initial idea of using the public interop runner being sub-optimal, a different ap-
proach must be taken to evaluate our implementation. Our approach exists of two phases, the
first phase has the goal of performing interops between MPAIOQUIC and other implemen-
tations to validate that our implementation does not deviate from normal QUIC behaviour
when a connection is made with a regular server or client. The second phase has the goal of
performing interops between MPAIOQUIC and PQUIC to validate that the two implemen-
tations behave as envisioned by the proposed mechanisms of the draft.

7.2.1 Handling other implementations

To accomplish the goal of performing interops between MPAIOQUIC and other implemen-
tations, some form of interop code has to be provided, where the MPAIOQUIC-client can
connect to the servers of other implementations. Luckily, because AIOQUIC already par-
ticipates in the public interop runner, this interop code is already provided. In this code,
the server addresses of each participating implementation have been defined, and a set of test
functions have been provided where the tests, defined by the public interop, can be performed.
In these tests functions a number of steps were taken. First, an AIOQUIC-client is created
and instructed to connect to a selected server. After this, in the second step the specific test
is performed. In the third step the connection is terminated, and the result of the test is
returned.

Most of the provided code could be reused in MPAIOQUIC, however the NAT rebinding
and Address mobility tests had to be altered to work with the changed MultiPath implemen-
tation of MPAIOQUIC. Originally, in AIOQUIC the changes of IP-addresses were simulated
by closing the transport from which the packets were sent, after which a new transport was
created that carried a different IP-address. See Listing 6 for a visualisation. In MPAIOQUIC
this was changed, because the client already had multiple transports available. To simulate
the IP-address changes, the source IP-address of the initial sending uniflow was changed,
resulting in a different transport being used. See Listing 7 for a visualisation.
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# r e p l a c e t r a n s p o r t
pro to co l . t r a n s p o r t . c l o s e ( )
await loop . c reate datagram endpo int (

lambda : p rotoco l , l o c a l a d d r =(” : : ” , 0)
)

Listing 6: Changing IP-address of the client in AIOQUIC.

# change the l o c a l address o f the i n i t i a l sending u n i f l o w
s iunu f low = pro to co l . q u i c . s e n d i n g u n i f l o w s [ 0 ]
s iunu f low . s ou r c e add r e s s = pro to co l . q u i c . l o c a l a d d r e s s e s [ 1 ]

Listing 7: Changing IP-address of the client in MPAIOQUIC.

From here, interops with other implementations were performed at different stages of the
implementation of the MultiPath mechanisms in MPAIOQUIC. The results of the AIOQUIC
interop can bee seen in Figure 37a, while the final results of the MPAIOQUIC interop can be
seen in Figure 37b. The meaning of each letter in the summary table can be found in [31]. The
most prominent difference between the two figures is the addition of the aioquicMP entry for
the interop results of MPAIOQUIC, this is because an additional change was introduced here.
Besides the list of available remote servers, an additional server entry was added that contains
the IP-address of a local MPAIOQUIC-server. This addition allowed us to partially validate
that the behaviour of both the MPAIOQUIC-server and client is correct, in accordance to
the interop tests.

(a) Interop results of AIOQUIC. (b) Interop results of MPAIOQUIC.

Figure 37: Interop results.

By further comparing the two figures with each other, another difference can be identified.
For the entries of “akamaiquic”, “haskell”, “lsquic” and “quant” no result flags were given
for the MPAIOQUIC implementation, while the AIOQUIC implementation does have certain
result flags. The reason for this difference is that, during the implementation period, a num-
ber of newer QUIC versions have been released. This meant that the server endpoints were
also updated, and no longer accepted connections from out MPAIOQUIC-client that ran an
older version of QUIC. Thus, no connection could be established to perform the tests, and
therefore no result is shown in the summary.
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From the remaining entries in the summary table we can assume that the MPAIOQUIC im-
plementation behaves at least as well as the regular AIOQUIC implementation would when
connections are established with remote peers running different implementations that do not
support the MultiPath extension.

7.2.2 PQUIC with MultiPath plugin

Besides running interops with the other implementations to evaluate the behaviour of our
MPAIOQUIC implementation when regular connections are used, we also tried to perform
interops with the PQUIC implementation. Initially, the developers of PQUIC provided a
public server endpoint to which we could connect using out MPAIOQUIC-client. However,
this approach would also come with a drawback, because we would only be able to collect
logs from our client, while the logs from the server remained inaccessible. Additionally, an
inverse interop, where a PQUIC-client connects to our MPAIOQUIC-server, would have to
be done separately. Thus, a different approach was taken to perform interops between the
two implementations. In our approach, both implementations would be able to establish a
server and/or client endpoint on a laptop, and communicate via “localhost”. See Figure 38
for a visualisation.

Figure 38: An example interop setup.

Both the MPAIOQUIC implementation and the PQUIC implementation provided functional-
ities to establish a local client and/or server endpoint. In MPAIOQUIC, the http3 server.py-
file and the http3 client.py-file could be used to set up an endpoint that supported the use
of MultiPath (and logging via the QLOG-scheme). Certain parameters could also be given
upon executing the files, see section 6.2.1 for an explanation. In PQUIC, a picoquicdemo-
executable can be generated to set up an endpoint. However, this executable does not directly
provide an endpoint that supports the use of MultiPath, or logging via the QLOG-scheme.
For both concepts to be supported, additional plugins had to be given as parameters to the
executable. Due to lack of documentation, it was not immediately clear which plugin-files
had to be included when running the executable. For example, there are six plugin-files that
enable the use of MultiPath in a PQUIC endpoint. However, for a PQUIC endpoint to sup-
port MP in a connection with an MPAIOQUIC endpoint, only two of these plugin-files could
be used, where the exchange of MP-transport parameters, as well as a MP-packet scheduler
are supported [32]. Additionally, to enable logging via the QLOG-scheme, two additional
plugin-files had to be included [33]. A first plugin-file would enable logging of events that can
occur during a regular QUIC connection, while the second plugin-file would enable logging
of additional events that can occur during a MultiPath QUIC connection. Lastly, to ensure
that the executable only used IP-addresses that only used “localhost”, an additional address
filtering plugin had to be given as a parameter to the executable. A total of four plugin-files
were required to set up a PQUIC endpoint.
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After including all the required plugin files, a local PQUIC endpoint could be set up and
interop tests could begin. An important note that had to be considered during these tests
was that the migration-feature, along with the issuing and retiring of Connection IDs was not
yet implemented by PQUIC. From here, initial connection attempts were made between an
MPAIOQUIC-client and a PQUIC-server. During these initial connection attempts, the hand-
shake phase completes successfully, but there were some initial problems on the MPAIOQUIC-
client regarding the reception of MP NEW CONNECTION ID-frames.

A first problem occurred when the MPAIOQUIC-client included the max sending uniflow id-
transport parameter with a value of 0, indicating that it did not want to use additional
sending uniflows to send data to the peer. However, the PQUIC-server did not check for the
value of this transport parameter, and proceeded with the idea that the client had advertised
a value of 1, indicating that it wants to use a second sending uniflow (with id 1). Thus, the
PQUIC-server sends a MP NEW CONNECTION ID-frame to communicate a connection ID
for uniflow 1 to the client. This was incorrect, because the client did not have a sending
uniflow with ID 1, resulting in an error being thrown [34].

A second problem occurred when the MPAIOQUIC-client gave a value greater than 0 to
the max sending uniflow id-transport parameter, thus indicating that it wanted to use more
than one sending uniflow to send data. In this case, the PQUIC-server also communicated
a new connection ID for uniflow 1 to the client via a MP NEW CONNECTION ID-frame.
Here, the client was able to “accept” the frame, since it had a sending uniflow 1. However
upon pulling data from the frame, incorrect values were read. For example, the frame carried
a retire prior to-value of 8, and a length value that could vary between 34 and 191. The com-
bination of these two values resulted in the client reading incorrect data and throwing a series
of errors, along with incorrect frame type identification. From these errors the MPAIOQUIC-
client could not recover and the connection had to be closed, See Figure 39 for an example
error.

Figure 39: A frame parse error leading to connection termination.

Our initial guess was that we missed something when decrypting the 1RTT packet that carried
the frame, because in the draft of Q. De Coninck et al., a security consideration was noted
where the nonce computation of packets had to be done differently. Apparently, the PQUIC
implementation also did not implement this changed nonce computation, thus the problem
resided elsewhere. Further inspection led to the discovery that the PQUIC implementation
did not include all the required fields in the newly defined MP-frames [35]. For example, no
retire prior to-field was included in the MP NEW CONNECTION ID-frame, resulting in all
other field values shifting to the left. This explained why the MPAIOQUIC-client pulled a
value of 8 for the retire prior to-field, since this was originally the value of the length field.
Besides the MP NEW CONNECTION ID-frame, the ADD ADDRESS-frame also did not in-
clude all the required fields, because the interface type-field was left out.
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After the developers at UCLouvain fixed these issues, additional interop tests could be per-
formed between the MPAIOQUIC- and PQUIC implementation. Here, additional discoveries
of missing features and issues were made, because the PQUIC implementation also did not
yet support the creation and processing of MP RETIRE CONNECTION ID-frames and RE-
MOVE ADDRESS-frames. Besides these missing features, it was discovered that certain
packets were not being decrypted successfully by either endpoint implementation [36, 37]. In
Figure 40 a connection between a MPAIOQUIC-client (left) and a PQUIC-server (right) can
be seen (generated via the QVIS visualisation tool). This connection shows that three packets
are marked as dropped, visualised via a red “X”. (In reality, these packets did arrive at the
receiver, but were not logged as received, and caused a decryption error.)

Figure 40: Decryption errors occurring.

This issue was not unique to the MultiPath implementation, as the same decryption issues
were also identified in connections between the regular AIOQUIC and PQUIC implementa-
tions on the public interop runner. The decryption issue in AIOQUIC for the 1RTT packet
(the third “X” on the MPAIOQUIC client) is the result of the packet having a size that
is larger than what the AIOQUIC decryption mechanism allows (a maximum of 1500 bytes
was allowed). Thus, the AIOQUIC implementation receives the packet, but does not log it,
nor can it successfully decrypt it, and therefore it can also not acknowledge the packet as
received. In a regular connection between AIOQUIC and PQUIC, the PQUIC-server will
later on identify that this packet is marked as lost, and continues the connection (and data
transmission) normally, without really causing further problems.

Figure 41: PING-ACK-loop occurring after packet loss.
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However, in a MultiPath connection between the MPAIOQUIC-client and the PQUIC-server,
the PQUIC-server would also identify that this packet was lost. But instead of continuing
the connection normally, from this discovery the server now resorted to continuously sending
PING-frames to the AIOQUIC-client, for which the client can acknowledge the packets and
respond correctly. This PING-ACK-loop is repeated several times, after which the connection
is terminated due to no progress being made (according to the PQUIC client). See Figure 41
for a visualisation. We found a quick solution to this problem, where the MPAIOQUIC-client
sends an additional max udp payload size-transport parameter with a value of 1440 to the
PQUIC-server. This causes the server to reduce the size of the packets that it sends, and
thus the aforementioned 1RTT packet is now successfully decrypted and acknowledged by the
client. This fix did not lead to a connection being completed successfully however, because the
PQUIC-server stopped sending packets to the MPAIOQUIC-client after a while. See Figure
42 for a visualisation.

Figure 42: PQUIC server stops sending.

Besides these tests between an MPAIOQUIC-client and a PQUIC-server, an additional test
was performed where the roles of client and server were inverted. In this test, the MPAIOQUIC-
server was able to establish a connection with a PQUIC-client, where the server also was able
to establish two additional sending uniflows towards the PQUIC-client via the path valida-
tion procedure. However, when the server started to transmit stream data over the multiple
sending uniflows, the PQUIC-client suddenly stopped responding to additional packets. This
was because the PQUIC-client crashed upon trying to generate MP ACK-frames, and was
unable to close the connection with the server. Additionally, the PQUIC-client also generated
an incomplete QLOG-files. See Figure 43 for a visualisation.

Figure 43: PQUIC client crashing when generating MP ACK-frame.
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From the bug reports, the developers at UCLouvain identified an issue in the PQUIC imple-
mentation regarding the usage of the initial uniflows. An initial fix for the PING-ACK-loop
and the PQUIC-server halting the sending of packets (due to a crash) was delivered later on.
With the fix, the PQUIC implementation now uses and converts initial paths into uniflows
instead of opening new (redundant) uniflows. The developers also noted that, in their testing,
this has simplified things quite a bit and fixed some additional bugs.

Further testing between the MPAIOQUIC implementation and the fixed PQUIC imple-
mentation led to the discovery of new issues being introduced, when the endpoints try to
establish additional sending uniflows. When using an MPAIOQUIC-server and a PQUIC-
client, the server tries to validate additional paths to enable the use of additional sending
uniflows. However, the PQUIC-client was unable to respond in a correct manner. The
PQUIC-client did indeed receive the PATH CHALLENGE-frames from the server, but upon
sending PATH RESPONSE-frames the packet that carries these frames never arrives on the
MPAIOQUIC-server. This is because the PQUIC-client also tries to validate “a” path on its
own, while sending this packet. See Figure 44 for a visualisation. Additionally, the PQUIC-
client sends UNIFLOWS-frames at incorrect times, where it sees uniflows as active before the
path has been validated.

Figure 44: PQUIC client incorrectly trying to validate a path.

Besides this, the connection is able to continue without additional uniflows, and transmis-
sion of stream data can be completed in full. However, the PQUIC-client never sends an
ACK-of-ACK-trigger to the MPAIOQUIC-server, and starts to identify almost all packets as
lost. At certain points during the connection, the PQUIC-client decides to send additional
PATH CHALLENGE-frames to the MPAIOQUIC-server, which are successfully received and
acknowledged by the server. These packets carrying the frames also trigger an ACK from the
server, where all the previously received packets are acknowledged. (Thus, the packets are not
really lost as the PQUIC-client thinks, instead the server is just waiting for an ACK-trigger
to acknowledge all the packets at once, which is correct behaviour). Lastly, after the sever
has completed the stream data transmission, the PQUIC-client still tries to perform multiple
path validation procedures before it realizes that it has received all the stream data. At this
point the PQUIC-client halts the procedures and closes the connection.
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In the inverse case, a successful connection between a MPAIOQUIC-client and a PQUIC server
is performed, where all the requested data is exchanged. In this connection, the MPAIOQUIC-
client is able to establish an additional sending uniflow via the path validation mechanism.
Additionally, the client is also able to send acknowledgements to the PQUIC-server, and the
PQUIC-server is able to send back MP ACK-frames to acknowledge the packets that the client
sent over sending uniflow 1. Lastly, the client is also able to process these MP ACK-frames
correctly. In this connection, it must be noted that the PQUIC-server never attempted to
validate an additional path, nor did it try to use an additional sending uniflow to send data
to the client.

Based on our findings, the developers at UCLouvain discovered an additional bug that caused
memory corruption, and therefore the mentioned packets from the PQUIC-client were not be-
ing sent to the correct address. A new update was pushed that tried to fix this issue, however
the mechanisms that provided logging via the QLOG-scheme failed to log correctly. Thus,
no further inspections and tests could be performed. At the time of finishing this thesis, a
new fix was pushed to correctly log the events that occur during a connection. However, no
additional tests have been performed to check if the connection performs as expected, where
multiple uniflows can be used by both endpoints to transport data.

7.3 Evaluation results

By performing two separate interops, one with all the other implementations on regular QUIC
connections, and the other one with the PQUIC implementation on MultiPath connections, a
series of findings have been found. First, the interops with all other implementations showed
that the MPAIOQUIC implementation behaves correctly when the other implementations do
not support MultiPath. No additional sending uniflows are being established, no MultiPath-
based frames are exchanged. The MPAIOQUIC implementation gives the same results as the
regular AIOQUIC implementation.

Second, the interops with the PQUIC implementation were a slow and time-consuming pro-
cess. As of finishing this thesis, the interop tests are still unsuccessful, and connections still
have some issues. However, via these interop tests a series of issues in the PQUIC imple-
mentation were identified and, in cooperation with the other developers at UCLouvain, fixed.
The following list sums up the identified issues.

1. Missing documentation for the use of the MultiPath plugin is clarified;

2. Missing documentation for the use of the QLOG plugin is identified;

3. Highlighted the ability to filter IP-addresses based on certain preferences;

4. The max sending uniflow id-transport parameter is now taken into consideration upon
connection establishment;

5. Incomplete frames (MP NEW CONNECTION ID and ADD ADDRESS) now contain
all required fields;

6. The decryption issue of 1RTT packets can be fixed by including a max udp payload size-
transport parameter;
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7. Lost 1RTT packets are now correctly being handled (instead of PING-ACK-looping);

8. MP ACK-frames are now correctly generated without crashing the endpoint;

9. Additional attempts at establishing new sending uniflows are performed;

10. Correct use of the QLOG logging scheme is implemented;

11. Identified the incorrect use of UNIFLOWS-frames;

12. Identified the fact that no ACK-of-ACK triggers are sent;
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8 Discussion and Future work

While the concept of MultiPath was planned to be added in a later version of QUIC, multiple
developers already started implementing the concept as an extension for the current version
of QUIC. As mentioned in section 5, there already are three draft proposals active, each of
them taking a different approach on how the concept of using multiple paths should be imple-
mented. In general, the concept can be broken down in three big parts, each containing a set
of mechanisms to allow the MultiPath operation to function. The first part is a path manager
that is responsible for the establishment and removal of additional paths in a connection. This
part is already discussed in section 5. A second part is the MultiPath congestion controller
that has the responsibility of achieving fairness towards other connections in a bottleneck link,
while also redirecting traffic away from congested areas in the network. This part is discussed
in section 8.1. The last part is a packet manager that has the responsibility of deciding how
packets should be transported over the multiple available paths. This last part is discussed
in section 8.2.

The combination of these mentioned parts allow a connection to use multiple paths simul-
taneously. However, by having multiple developers approach the concept differently, and
design and evaluate proposed mechanisms for each part, a series of discussions have arisen
about the implementation and usefulness of MultiPath in QUIC. A discussion about this is
given in section 8.3. Lastly, the MPAIOQUIC implementation prioritized establishing and
performing interoperability tests with the PQUIC implementation. These tests were mainly
focused on the path manager mechanisms from the draft of Q. De Coninck et al., leaving less
time on the evaluation of the other two parts mentioned previously. A discussion about the
implementation of these parts, and additional missing features can be found in section 8.4.

8.1 Implementing MP Congestion Controller(s)

Whenever an endpoint wants to transport data to its peer, it should send the data in such a
way that it does not overload the reception capabilities of its peer. Additionally, the sender
also has to ensure that it does not overload the transport capabilities of the intermediate
links over which the packets are transported. To do this, two mechanisms are used, the first
one being flow control, explained in section 8.1.1. The second one being congestion control,
explained in section 8.1.2.

8.1.1 Flow control

A receiving endpoint may not be able to receive data at the same rate that the sender is
transmitting. This can be caused by multiple factors, such as the receiver having older hard-
ware, or the receiver not wanting to reserve many resources for the connection. This results
in an upper bound of data transmission being defined that the sender must not cross, risking
data to be lost if ignored. In regular TCP, this upper bound is supported by allowing the
receiver to send receive window values to the sender. Such a receive window value is present
in every packet from the receiver and indicates how many bytes the receive buffer supports
for data that has not yet been processed. Any additional bytes transmitted by the sender
will be dropped by the receiver.
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A sender is, at maximum, allowed to send the indicated amount of bytes to the receiver before
it has to wait for the receiver to acknowledge the data. When the receiver has processed the
data it will send back an acknowledgement value that indicates how many consecutive bytes
have been processed successfully. Thus, for the sender, this acknowledgement value indicates
the starting location of a window in which it is allowed to transmit data. In combination with
the receive window value, the sender is able to determine the ending position for the current
window, See Figure 45 for a visualisation. Every time an increased acknowledgement value
is seen by the sender, this window can be shifted further and further over the stream of data
that needs to be transported.

Figure 45: The window in which the sender can transmit data.

In regular QUIC, the support for this upper bound is approached differently. QUIC is de-
signed for endpoints to communicate over multiple streams, possibly even in both directions.
The stream data is carried in STREAM-frames that indicate the exact location where the
data needs to be placed by a receiving endpoint in an indicated stream. This design forces an
extended approach, because unlike TCP, a single receive window will not be sufficient. First,
a receiver advertises the limit of total bytes it is prepared to receive for the entire connection,
across all streams. This is done via the initial max data-transport parameter. The limit value
is conceptually similar to the receive window values sent by the receiver in a TCP connection.

Second, a receiver indicates a maximum number of different streams that can be initiated
by the peer. This is done via the initial max streams-transport parameters, and prevents
a sender from concurrently opening too many streams to send data, therefore limiting the
amount of resources that have to be reserved by the receiver. Lastly, a receiver also adver-
tises the limit of total bytes it is prepared to receive on a given stream. This is done via
the initial max stream data-transport parameters, and prevents a single stream from hogging
the connection’s limit when multiple streams are active. These limits tell a sender how much
data can be sent over a connection, via a given limited set of streams, where each stream is
also limited in the amount of data that can be sent.

Unlike TCP, the reception of an ACK-frame does not shift the window in which a sender can
send data. Instead, an ACK-frame only indicates that certain packets have been successfully
received and processed by the receiver. Therefore the data, that was placed in STREAM-
frames carried by these acknowledged packets, no longer needs to be (re)transported to the
receiver. Every time a STREAM-frame is sent via a 1RTT packet the number of bytes are
added to a total that is tracked by the sender. If the total equals the maximum value for
the given stream, the sender is no longer allowed to send additional data over that specific
stream, even if more data is still to be sent. Additionally, each of these stream-specific totals
are also added together and compared to the connection limit value.
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If the sum of the streams’ total values is equal to the connection’s max value, the sender is no
longer allowed to send any stream data at all. To allow the sender to continue sending the re-
mainder of the data, the receiver must provide its peer with increased limits to either a specific
stream, the entire connection, or both. This is done by sending MAX STREAM DATA and
MAX DATA-frames that indicate larger limits for a given stream and the entire connection
respectively. This mechanism introduces two levels of flow control: the stream-level, which
prevents a single stream from consuming the entire receive buffer, and the connection-level,
which prevents senders from exceeding a receiver’s buffer capacity for the connection.

8.1.2 Congestion control

While the flow control mechanisms in TCP and QUIC ensure that the sender does not over-
whelm the receiver, an additional consideration must be taken about the transport capabilities
of intermediate links in the network. These links can differ greatly from one another, and
therefore their transport capabilities are different as well. Additionally, data from many dif-
ferent connections (not just TCP or QUIC connections), often passes through the same link
in a network, resulting in each of these connections having to share the capabilities of the
link. If only a flow control mechanism is used, senders would transmit all the data that fits
inside the advertised limits, preferably as fast as possible.

If multiple senders do this, a large amount of packets would arrive at intermediate links.
Each intermediate link must process each of these incoming packets to some degree to prop-
agate them to the next link that is closer to the destination. A buffer is provided to allow
multiple packets to be queued. However, with no additional control, this buffer is quickly
filled up, and additional packets will have to be dropped due to lack of buffer space. This
results in congestion where the data from the many different connections that pass through
the link will not arrive at the destinations. To prevent congestion from happening, an ad-
ditional mechanism must be introduced that prevents a sender from overloading the links in
the network.

In regular TCP, a congestion controller is introduced that limits the rate at which data
is transported by the sender. During the lifetime of a connection the controller keeps track of
a congestion window, whose value is never communicated to the receiver, unlike the receive
window. The size of this congestion window is manipulated by the controller via an additive
increase/multiplicative decrease scheme that adapts to the evolving state of the network over
which the packets are sent. For every sequentially increasing ACK value that the sender
receives, the congestion window size is increased (additive increase). This then allows the
sender to send more data over the network in accordance to the window, up to the advertised
receive window of the receiver.

Whilst this is happening, the sender also measures the round-trip times (RTTs) of each
packet that is sent, and takes an average value (and a variance) from a series of packets. An
RTT is the amount of time that it takes for a packet to be sent to the receiver, and the sender
receiving an acknowledgement from the receiver that confirms the reception of the packet. In
Figure 46 the example RTT of a packet containing “Hello” is 74ms.
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Figure 46: A packet’s RTT of 74 ms.

While the congestion window grows over time, it is possible that the amount of data that
is being transported by the sender surpasses the transmission capabilities of a link on the
network. This will cause the packets to be delayed, or even dropped by the link. At this
point, a number of scenarios can occur, such as packets arriving delayed at the receiver, no
packets arriving at the receiver, or only some packets arriving at the receiver. Either way,
the congestion controller can detect the congestion on the network via two methods. The
first method indicates congestion when the sender does not receive an acknowledgement from
the receiver before a given timer runs out. This timer is based on the average RTT of the
connection (and the variance), and starts when a packet is transmitted by the sender. The
second method revolves around the sender receiving a duplicate acknowledgement, which is
transmitted by the receiver when it has processed a packet with sequence numbers that are
larger than expected.

Figure 47: A duplicate ACK occurring.
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For example, in Figure 47 the third packet is lost, but packets 1, 2 and 4 do arrive at the
laptop. The laptop will detect that packet 4 has an out of order sequence number, and there-
fore sends a duplicate acknowledgement to the sender. If the congestion controller detects
congestion via either method, it will halve the size of the congestion window (multiplicative
decrease), restricting the sender in reducing the amount of bytes that it can transmit. This
will result in fewer packets arriving at the intermediate link, allowing it to keep accepting new
incoming packets. Additionally, the sender will also have to start a retransmission from the
first packet that was marked as lost, providing each packet with the same sequence number
and data as before. From this point, the congestion controller will return to increasing the
congestion window upon the reception of a sequentially increasing ACK value from the re-
ceiver. If another congestion event is detected, the window will be halved again. This process
is repeated continuously for the remainder of the connection.

For QUIC, this process of increasing and decreasing a congestion window is similar, with
some key differences being introduced to the protocol [38]. A first difference is the ability of
packets to carry frames that are independent of the packet that carries them. This allows
QUIC to use a monotonically increasing packet number in which each packet number is sent
at most a single time. Additionally, a receiving endpoint is able to acknowledge these packets
via an ACK-frame that carries these packet numbers. Instead of just acknowledging a single
packet, multiple ranges of packet numbers are included in the ACK-frame. If a certain packet
with a given packet number is lost, the range of acknowledged packets will be split up and
a gap will be introduced to indicate the loss. For example, in Figure 48 the third packet is
lost, but packets 1, 2 and 4 do arrive at the laptop. The laptop will send an ACK-frame back
to the webserver in a 1RTT packet, and the frame will contain two ranges of acknowledged
packets. The first range acknowledges packets 1 and 2, and the second range acknowledges
packet 4.

Figure 48: An ACK gap occurring.
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The webserver will then detect a timeout of the third packet via two possible methods, the
first one being a trigger that signals loss if enough packets that were sent later have been
acknowledged. The second method uses a timeout mechanism that triggers after a certain
amount of time when packets that were sent later have been acknowledged. If such a packet
is declared as lost, the frames that were placed in that packet are then placed in a new packet
that carries a higher packet number. This removes disambiguation between transmissions and
retransmissions of packets, and allows for certain mechanism to be simplified, or even to be
improved. For example, a Fast-Retransmit phase in the congestion controller can be applied
universally, based only on a packet number.

A second difference is the fact that QUIC allows a sending endpoint to better measure the
RTT value for a given path. In comparison to TCP, a receiving endpoint measures the delay
between when a packet is received and when the corresponding acknowledgment is sent. This
measurement is then placed inside the ACK Delay-field of an ACK-frame and transmitted to
the sending endpoint. When the sending endpoint measures and calculates the RTT value
estimates and variances, this communicated delay is taken into consideration, allowing for
better estimations and variances. A third difference is that, unlike TCP, QUIC allows for a
connection to migrate to a different 4-tuple during its lifetime. If this action is taken by either
endpoint, the congestion controllers and RTT-estimators must be reset to default values. This
is because the capacity available on the new path might not be the same as on the old path,
and if no reset is performed an endpoint could transmit too aggressively until its congestion
controller and RTT-estimator have adapted, going against the principle of achieving fairness.

8.1.3 Achieving fairness

The congestion controllers in TCP were designed in such a way to ensure that they do not
(continuously) overload the transport capabilities of the intermediate links. From the per-
spective of the congestion controller, the transmission capabilities of a path are limited by the
capabilities of a bottleneck link in the chain of links that has the lowest available transmis-
sion rate. Via the additive increase/multiplicative decrease scheme a connection can obtain
this available transmission rate. However, the idea is that multiple connections could pass
through this bottleneck link to transport data, therefore each of these connections must some-
how “work together” without explicitly communicating to prevent the combination of all data
transmissions to overflow that bottleneck’s transmission capabilities. This is where the con-
cept of fairness is introduced: if N connections pass through a certain bottleneck link with a
given maximum transmission rate R, then each connection should obtain a maximum trans-
mission rate of R/N, allowing all connections to have an equal and fair share of the available
transmission capabilities of the bottleneck link.

From a scenario’s perspective: A phone, a laptop and a desktop each have established connec-
tions to different remote peers. Each connection passes though the same Bottleneck link that
has a transmission rate of 90 Mbps. See Figure 49 for a visualisation. If all three connections
play fair with each other, they will each try to take a third of the transmission capabilities
that the bottleneck link has to offer. Thus, each connection will reach a transmission rate of
30 Mbps. If any of these connections further increases its transmission rate, the packets that
arrive at the bottleneck link will not fit in the link’s receive buffer and therefore have to be
dropped, resulting in all three connections being affected.
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Figure 49: Multiple connections sharing the resources of a bottleneck link.

By providing an additive increase/multiplicative decrease-scheme to the congestion con-
trollers, each TCP connection is able to probe the transmission capabilities of its path, and
adapt to changes in the network when, for example, a different connection disappears from
the bottleneck link. When congestion occurs, the congestion controller of each connection
will reduce its congestion window in a multiplicative manner, where large windows will re-
ceive bigger reductions than smaller windows. Combining this with the additive increase, the
congestion window of each connection will eventually reach similar sizes, and therefore equal
and fair shares of the transmission capabilities of a bottleneck link can be taken. Due to TCP
having a widespread use, new protocols such as QUIC must also take this concept of fairness
into consideration to prevent the network from being overloaded.

8.1.4 Adding MultiPath to the mix

By including a mechanism such as advertising a receive window in TCP, or the provision of
stream-level and connection-level limits in QUIC, a connection can be established between
two endpoints where neither endpoint shall overload its peer with data. Additionally, the
introduction of a congestion controller allows for a sender to probe and utilize the data trans-
mission capabilities of a given path that the connection currently uses. If the sender detects
that a potential congestion event is occurring on the path, it will reduce the amount of data
that is being sent to allow the path to recover. For the single path design of TCP and QUIC,
the use of a congestion controller allows multiple connections to pass through the same links
that are available on the network. Each connection that passes through a certain link will
try to share the available resources of that link equally among themselves, without communi-
cating with each other. However, when the idea of MultiPath is added to their design, some
considerations around the use of these two mechanisms have to be taken for both of these
protocols.

To start, a connection between two endpoints can exist that utilizes multiple paths to trans-
port data. Without considering the transport capabilities of each path, the data that arrives
at the receiver still has to be processed before it can be given to a receiving application. This
means that data arriving from different paths eventually are placed in the same receive buffer
of an endpoint. Therefore, each path will share the same receive buffer space.
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For MultiPath TCP, this means that acknowledgement packets sent over each subflow will
carry the same value for the advertised receive window. It is possible that the values for
these receive windows are altered by middleboxes, resulting in different values arriving at the
sender. In this case, the sender only uses the largest recently advertised receive window value
as the actual receive window for the connection. For uniflows that have a smaller window the
sender only transmits data that fits in the uniflow’s receive window. In MultiPath QUIC, the
same connection-level and stream-level limits from regular QUIC are used to signal how much
data the receiver is willing to accept. In contrast to MPTCP, these limits are communicated
via frames that are carried by encrypted packets, and therefore no intermediate node can
alter the values.

In comparison, the use of a congestion controller in MultiPath requires more changes to
be made from the regular design of both protocols. From a very basic standpoint, a conges-
tion controller manipulates a congestion window to adapt the transmission rate of a path to
the changing capabilities of that path. Each path has its own characteristics, and its own
capabilities to transport data. This means that it would be an illogical choice to use a single
congestion controller with the same congestion window for all the paths, because some paths
may not support the transmission rate of others. Therefore, an initial solution could be to
apply the idea of a regular connection, transporting data within a congestion window over
a single path, multiple times. In this solution, a sending endpoint allocates a separate con-
gestion controller for each individual subflow (in MPTCP) or sending uniflow (in MPQUIC).
Each of these congestion controllers would then manipulate a congestion window for a specific
path, allowing the sender to adapt the sending rate for each subflow or uniflow separately.
This initially ensures that a sender does not overload the transport capabilities of the inter-
mediate links. However, this solution is sub-optimal.

Conceptually, as stated by the idea, by allocating a separate congestion controller to each
uniflow, a separate “connection” is created to transport data to a peer, where the congestion
controllers from each path do not talk with each other. With this, certain problems can arise
due to the MultiPath connection being able to be more aggressive than the regular connec-
tions competing with it. A first problem that can be identified is the fact that a MultiPath
connection does not play fair when it comes to sharing resources of a bottleneck link that is
traversed by more than one of the connection’s subflows or uniflows. A second problem comes
in the form of resource pooling.

Figure 50: Two connections sharing the resources of a bottleneck.
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Observing the first problem, from a scenario’s perspective: a laptop has established a Multi-
Path connection to a remote webserver. In this connection there are two paths that are used
simultaneously by the laptop to send data to the webserver, being Path 1 and 2. Both of
these paths traverse through a bottleneck link where a different, regular connection also uses
the link to transport data, being Connection 2. This other connection comes from a differ-
ent endpoint, a desktop located somewhere else in the world. See Figure 50 for a visualisation.

Assuming that all the congestion controllers from both paths on the laptop and from the
second connection on the desktop play fair in general, they will each try to obtain and use a
third of the transmission capabilities that the bottleneck link has to offer. Thus, a third is
taken by the first path, another third is taken by the second path and the last third is taken by
the second connection. This results in the connection between the laptop and the webserver
taking two thirds from the available transmission capabilities of the bottleneck link, while
the second connection only receives a third. From the perspective of the regular connection,
this is an unfair situation, because the MultiPath connection takes more than its fair share
of the bottleneck link’s transmission capabilities. In comparison, an ideal and fair situation
for both connections can be established when each connection only takes half of the link’s
transmission capabilities.

Figure 51: Two connections pooling the resources of a network.

Now observing the second problem from a scenario’s perspective: a laptop has established a
MultiPath connection to a remote webserver. In this connection there are two paths that are
used simultaneously by the laptop to send data to the webserver, being Path 1 and 2. There
also exists a second, regular connection that comes from a desktop located somewhere else in
the world, being Connection 2. Path 2 and Connection 2 first pass through Link 1, after which
both paths from the MultiPath connection pass through Link 2. See Figure 51 for a visu-
alisation. In this scenario both links have the same transmission capabilities, being 100 Mbps.

Assuming that all the congestion controllers from both paths on the laptop and from the
second connection on the desktop play fair in general, they will each try to obtain their fair
share of transmission capabilities on the links. The congestion controllers from Path 2 and
Connection 2 will both take half of the transmission capabilities of Link 1, and the congestion
controllers from Path 1 and 2 will also take half of the transmission capabilities of Link 2.
This results in both paths and the additional connection having a data transmission rate of
approximately 50 Mbps. Additionally, via both paths the laptop gains a total transmission
rate of 100 Mbps for its MultiPath connection, whereas the desktop would only receive a total
transmission rate of 50 Mbps. From a fairness perspective this situation would be optimal
for each link, since the transmission capabilities are shared equally.
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However, from a resource pooling perspective the combined use of both links is not opti-
mal. In the figure it can be seen that both the laptop and the desktop are competing for the
transmission capabilities of Link 1, creating a congested area where packets from both Path 2
and Connection 2 will be dropped if their respective congestion windows grow too big in size.
In comparison, there is no competition for Link 2, since only the laptop makes use of it. In
this case, a more ideal situation could be established if the laptop reduced the amount of data
that is being transmitted over Path 2, and move the traffic over to Path 1. This reduces the
pressure on Link 2, and allows the other connection from the desktop to claim more and more
of the transmission capabilities of Link 1. If this were to happen, the transmission rate for
the MultiPath connection between the laptop and the webserver would stay the same, while
the transmission rate for the connection from the desktop would increase, up to a maximum
of 100 Mbps.

To obtain these ideal situations in both scenarios, a better solution must be introduced to the
congestion controllers in a MultiPath connection. It is a good start to include a congestion
controller for each path individually, so that the transmission rate on a path can be adjusted
according to the changes that occur on the path. However, an additional step can be taken
where the congestion controllers can communicate with each other. Since each congestion
controller manipulates its own congestion window via an additive increase/multiplicative de-
crease scheme, a solution could be introduced in the form of an algorithm that links the
window-increase functions of each congestion controller. In [7], three goals are given to this
algorithm to ensure that (i) it provides the congestion controllers with fairness at bottleneck
links, and (ii) the concept of resource pooling is applied, where traffic is moved away from
congested areas in the network. These goals are (1) to improve throughput, (2) to not harm
other connections, and (3) to balance congestion. To achieve these goals via an algorithm
that links the increase functions of a congestion window together, certain changes have to be
introduced. As an example algorithm, OLIA [8] will be used.

In a regular connection, the congestion controller increases its congestion window with an
increase-value that is calculated via the amount of bytes that have been acknowledged by the
peer. For a MultiPath connection, this calculated increase-value is not added in full to the
congestion window of a path. Instead, a modified increase-value is added. The modification
comes in the form of multiplying the increase-value with a decimal representation of the share
that the path’s congestion window has in relation to the total sum of all congestion windows
in the connection. A simplified version of the first term in OLIA’s additive increase algorithm
can be seen in equation (1). This modification is applied in such a way that, if each path
adds an increase-value to their congestion window upon receiving an acknowledgement for
that specific path, the summation of these values would equal that of the increase-value a
regular connection would get in the same scenario. This is to ensure that multiple paths
belonging to the same connection do not take more than their fair share of the available
transmission capabilities on a given bottleneck link, therefore accomplishing the second goal.

CWNDi += increase ∗ CWNDi

(
paths∑

p
CWNDp)2

(1)
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Applying this to the first scenario denoted in Figure 50 at a certain moment in time, Con-
nection 2 would increase its congestion window with an increase-value of X, and Path 1 and
2 would increase their individual congestion windows with a modified increase-value of Y and
Z. Assuming that they all have sent the same amount of data to their respective receiver, and
assuming that they all have an equal sized congestion window, then the combined increase-
value of Y + Z should be equal or close to the increase-value of X.

This modification only ensures that the congestion window of each path is increased in a
fair manner. There currently is no parameter that allows an endpoint to redirect traffic to
less congested paths. OLIA introduces an additional term to the modification to make redi-
rection possible. The term (ALPLHA) is added to the decimal representation of the share
that the path’s congestion window has, and its value is determined based on how the current
path ranks among the others in the connection. To rank the paths, three different sets are
introduced, being best paths, max w paths and collected paths. Each of these sets can con-
tain a number of paths that currently meet a certain requirement.

The set of best paths contain the paths that have the best “average number of sent bytes
between losses”-to-RTT-ratio. These paths are considered the best to use for the connection
at that moment, since they have a good average RTT and experience low to no congestion
events. Additionally, the set of max w paths contains the paths of the connection that cur-
rently have the largest congestion windows, indicating that they currently can transport the
most data. Lastly, the set of collected paths contains the paths that are in best paths, but not
in max w paths, meaning that these paths currently have potential to redirect traffic towards
them, since their loss rates are low, have a good RTT, and have a smaller congestion window
that should be increased. Note that not every path must be listed in these sets, these unlisted
paths are in general not the best paths available to the connection, and therefore should not
be prioritized at the current moment. A simplified version of the first and second terms in
OLIA’s additive increase algorithm can be seen in equation (2).

CWNDi += increase ∗ (
CWNDi

(
paths∑

p
CWNDp)2

+
ALPHA

CWNDi
) (2)

The value of ALPHA is determined based on which set the path currently belongs to. If the
path is part of the collected paths-set, the value of ALPHA is calculated between 0 and 1
to allow faster increase of the congestion window for that path. If the path is part of the
max w paths-set, and there currently are other entries in the collected paths-set, the value
of ALPHA is calculated between -1 and 0. This indicates that the congestion window of the
path should grow in smaller increments, or even reduce in size. In all other cases, the value
of ALPHA is 0.

By continuously updating these sets, and updating the congestion windows of each path
in accordance to a calculated ALPHA value, a mechanism is introduced where the value of
ALPHA changes continuously, and that allows for potential better paths to grow their conges-
tion window, while the growth of congestion windows for the currently used paths stagnates,
or even inverts. This, over multiple round-trips, leads to traffic being redirected to less con-
gested areas in the network, and therefore accomplishes the third goal.
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Applying this to the second scenario denoted in Figure 51 over a longer time-span, assuming
that the RTT of Path 1 is a little bit higher than the RTT of Path 2 (resulting in a slower
congestion window increase). Both the congestion windows of Path 2 and connection 2 will
reach a certain size that results in both having a fair share of the transmission capabilities
of Link 1. However, upon nearing the maximal transmission rate of Link 1, the RTT values
and the number of congestion events will increase on Path 2. This will result in the path
only being placed in the max w paths-set, while Path 1 is placed in both the best paths-set
and the collected paths-set. At this point, OLIA will allocate a positive ALPHA-value to
the increase of the congestion window of Path 1, whereas a negative ALPHA-value will be
allocated to the increase of the congestion window of Path 2. Over time, this will lead to the
congestion window of Path 1 growing more and more, while the congestion window of Path
2 will stagnate or even shrinks. Eventually, this will lead to traffic being redirected towards
Path 1.

Lastly, by prioritising the increase of the congestion windows of the best paths in a con-
nection, OLIA will get a total rate that is at least as good as the rate a normal connection
would get on the best path available to it, therefore accomplishing the first goal. It is im-
portant to note that the equations used here are a simplified version of the actual equations
used in OLIA. The actual equations also include the RTT-values of each path to account for
differences in RTT between the paths.

In general, a MultiPath congestion controller aims to accomplish the three mentioned goals
to obtain an increase in throughput and robustness to link failure. As shown in the two sce-
nario’s, these congestion controllers must try to remain friendly to other regular connections,
and stay responsive to changing events in the network. However, there’s an inevitable trade-
off between friendliness and responsiveness that was mathematically proven in [9]. In the
same paper, the argument is given that OLIA remains unresponsive to changes that happen
on the network. Taking an example from scenario 2, if Connection 2 would disappear from
Link 1 while the laptop primarily uses Path 1, the decimal representation of the share that
PATH 2’s congestion window has is very small in relation to the total sum of all congestion
windows in the connection. Therefore the final increase-value for the congestion window of
Path 2 remains very small, resulting in many RTTs that need to happen before the congestion
window returns to a steady size (and larger representation).

Overall, there are also other designs that are responsive to changes within the network, but
are not friendly towards other regular connections. As an example algorithm, LIA [7] will be
used. In comparison to OLIA, the increase-value is modified differently. Here, a minimum is
taken from two options, the first one being the increase-value that a regular connection would
receive, and the second one being an increase value that is multiplied by an ALPHA value
and divided by the total sum of all the congestion windows in the connection. A simplified
version of LIA’s additive increase algorithm can be seen in equation (3).

CWNDi += MIN(
increase

CWND i
,
ALPHA ∗ increase

paths∑
p

CWNDp

) (3)
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This modification is applied in such a way where LIA can guarantee that a path cannot be
more aggressive than a regular connection in the same situation, therefore achieving the second
goal. The ALPHA value is introduced in the second option to manipulate the aggressiveness
of a given path. The value is chosen such that the combined throughput of the paths is
equal to the throughput a regular connection would get if it ran on the best path, therefore
accomplishing the first goal. A simplified version of LIA’s ALPHA calculation can be seen in
equation (4).

ALPHA =

paths∑
p

CWNDp ∗
MAX(CWNDi)

(
paths∑

p
CWNDp)2

(4)

Notice that there is no second term that is being added to the second option, as LIA does
not have a mechanism to redirect traffic to less congested paths. Applying LIA to the first
scenario denoted in Figure 50, the same result is obtained as with OLIA. Connection 2 would
increase its congestion window with an increase-value of X, and Path 1 and 2 would increase
their individual congestion windows with a modified increase-value of Y and Z. Assuming
that they all have sent the same amount of data to their respective receiver, and assum-
ing that they all have an equal sized congestion window, then the increase-value of Y + Z
should be equal or close to the increase-value of X. However, Applying LIA to the second
scenario denoted in Figure 51 gives a different result, because no redirection of data flow is
performed. For Path 2, LIA still tries to take its fair share of the transmission capabilities of
Link 1, and being unfriendly to Connection 2. This is actually the same situation that occurs
in the original issue, the only difference being that the congestion controllers on the laptop
link the congestion windows together to prevent the issue that was shown in the first scenario.

However, LIA still remains responsive to changes in the network. For example, if Connection
2 were to disappear from Link 1 in the second scenario, the congestion window of Path 2
would grow faster than in OLIA. Therefore, Both Path 1 and Path 2 would return faster to a
steady size. (It is possible that congestion is experienced on both Paths since they share the
transmission capabilities of Link 2, but eventually an equilibrium is achieved.)

The differences between the two algorithms in certain situations happen because the algo-
rithms have to choose how the trade-off between friendliness and responsiveness is achieved.
Different approaches by other algorithms to the implementation are taken. For example,
BALIA [9] is another algorithm that takes yet another approach to the concept, where it
tries to explicitly balance the mentioned trade-off. While the three mentioned algorithms
(LIA, OLIA and BALIA) are packet-loss-based algorithms, a fourth algorithm called wVegas
[10] takes the approach from an entirely different perspective, by operating on a delay-based
manner. By letting each algorithm take a different perspective, finding a general approach
to MultiPath congestion control is a non-trivial task. However, some general steps can be
identified that are taken by (most) algorithm implementations. For example it is generally
agreed that the congestion windows of each path have to be linked somehow. Additionally,
the increase-values that are added to each congestion window have to be manipulated in some
way, to ensure that the paths express fair behaviour to other, regular connections. Lastly,
additional parameters should be introduced and manipulated to enable the congestion con-
troller to react to changes in the network, and redirect traffic to less congested paths.
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An overview of the mentioned congestion control algorithms can be found in [39]. For the
MPAIOQUIC implementation, only a dummy congestion controller is implemented. A dis-
cussion about implementing a real MultiPath congestion controller in MPAIOQUIC can be
found in section 8.4.1.

8.2 Implementing packet schedulers

By introducing mechanisms such as MultiPath congestion control in combination with re-
ceive windows in TCP, or the provision of stream-level and connection-level limits in QUIC, a
MultiPath connection can be established between two endpoints where the aggregated band-
width of the paths allows for more resilience to network failures, while also supporting a
larger throughput of data. However, for the connection to make the best use of the increased
throughput, there also has to be a mechanism in place in the form of a packet scheduler
that can make decisions on how the data should be transmitted over the available paths of a
connection.

8.2.1 Why is a packet scheduler required?

In general, a MultiPath connection can be established for different purposes. A sending ap-
plication might require that the connection establishes a second path to the receiver that is
used as a back-up in case of a failure on the first path. Another sending application might
want to send its data over multiple paths simultaneously. In the first case, where additional
paths are used as backups, the idea of a packet scheduler would be mostly obsolete, since the
connection would mostly behave as a single-path connection. However, a packet scheduler
comes in handy when at least two different paths are to be used simultaneously.

The reason lies in the fact that applications might have certain goals in mind when trans-
porting data. For example, a sending application might aim for the data to be transported
with minimal latency. Additionally, applications, such as streaming applications might often
require a minimum bit rate to sustain playback, and therefore aim to obtain a high amount
of throughput. Another goal might be to keep the cost of the transmission as low as possible,
when for example certain paths use a metered connection. To obtain these goals, it is obvi-
ous that the data must be transported over the active paths that the sender has available.
However, these paths often have certain constraints tied to them, such as high RTTs or small
congestion windows, that constantly change over the lifetime of a connection. Randomly
spreading the data over the available paths would be a bad idea.

From the perspective of a scenario: A webserver has a MultiPath TCP connection with a
remote laptop. In this connection the webserver can reach the laptop via two paths, being
Path 1 and Path 2. The webserver wants to send data (a JavaScript-file) over a single stream
in 5 sequential packets to the laptop. Here, it does not apply a packet scheduling mechanism,
and sends two packets (marked as 1 and 2) to the laptop via Path 1, which has a low RTT.
Then it decides that the third packet (marked as 3) should be sent over Path 2, which has a
higher RTT. Finally the webserver decides that the last two packets (marked 4 and 5) should
be sent over Path 1. This results in packets 1, 2, 4 and 5 arriving at the laptop in a short
amount of time.
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The laptop processes them and places the content of packets 1 and 2 in the output stream
and sends it to the receiving application. However, upon processing packet 4 and 5 the laptop
notices that that the packets do not connect to the last byte on the output stream. Thus, the
laptop cannot forward the packets to the receiving application. Finally, after a short delay
packet 3 arrives at the laptop, which is then processed and placed in the output stream, along
with packets 4 and 5. Lastly, the remainder of the stream is sent to the receiving application.
See Figure 52 for a visualisation.

Figure 52: Explicitly sending a packet over a path with high RTT.

In TCP, this situation leads to both the receiving endpoint and the receiving application
having to wait for packet 3 to arrive, before the JavaScript code can be handled. At first, the
situation seems similar to the TCP HoL-blocking problem, but it is slightly different in the fact
that no retransmit has to be performed by the webserver, since the third packet eventually
arrives at the laptop. This situation is created due to the webserver not implementing a
packet scheduler that should have decided that Path 2 should not be used to send packet 3.
The argument could also be made that this problem only occurs for TCP, but that argument
would be incorrect. Applying the scenario to QUIC, the laptop could also send the contents
of packets 1 and 2 to the receiving application. But then again, the application still has to
wait for the contents of packet 3. This is because the JavaScript-file needs to be loaded in its
entirety before the JS-code can be handled. Bringing this scenario to a larger scale, where
more paths could potentially be used, and each path can have its own characteristics, these
types of situations should be avoided to efficiently use the MultiPath connection. Therefore,
a packet scheduling mechanism needs to be in place on the sending endpoint. As shown in the
scenario, the available paths have certain characteristics that need to be considered. Thus,
the packet scheduler must be able to communicate with the congestion controllers that are
used on the connection.

8.2.2 MPTCP packet scheduling

There have been multiple proposals for packet schedulers in MPTCP, and each of these have
their own approach on how packets should be sent over the different available paths. An ini-
tial idea of a packet scheduler can be given in the form of a Round-Robin mechanism. Here,
available paths are chosen one after the other in a circular pattern. A packet is sent over a
selected path if its congestion window has enough room, otherwise the next path is selected.
This initial packet scheduler is part of a larger group of schedulers that do not take into con-
sideration the characteristics of the paths when deciding how a packet should be sent. These
schedulers are not really useful in MultiPath scenario’s when the path characteristics are
heterogeneous, due to the potential performance issues that can be introduced. For example,
a Round-Robin scheduler could introduce a similar situation to the one shown in the scenario.
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Therefore, a different set of packet schedulers should be used that do take the path char-
acteristics into consideration. These packet schedulers prioritize sending data over the “best”
paths on a connection, according to metrics such as average measured RTT. The Lowest-
RTT-First mechanism is an example of this set. Here, a set of paths is gathered where the
congestion window allows for a packet to be sent over the linked path. From this set, the path
with the lowest RTT is selected to send the packet. While on paper this mechanism aims
to obtain the goals of a sending application mentioned in the previous section, just sending
data on the paths with the lowest RTT is not enough. It is shown in [13] that memory
requirements of MultiPath TCP are much higher than the requirements of regular TCP. For
devices such as mobile phones that have certain memory constraints tied to them, a smaller
receive window than required could be advertised. A MultiPath connection with the lowest-
RTT-First scheduler implemented can, in such cases, potentially perform worse than a regular
connection would. For example, in the scenario the webserver could receive a small receive
window from the laptop. With the Lowest-RTT-First scheduler enabled, the webserver will
prioritize sending data over the faster path, in this case Path 1.

However, once the congestion window from Path 1 is filled up while the receive window
limit is not yet reached, it will automatically start sending data over Path 2. This is because
Path 1 can no longer be used to send additional data, and therefore the path no longer is part
of the set of candidates from which the scheduler selects a path. After sending data over Path
2, a certain point in time will be reached where the webserver will be waiting for the data
that was sent over Path 2 to reach the laptop, so that it can send data again. This is because,
until the data from Path 2 arrives on the laptop, it will not send an acknowledgement that
allows the webserver to shift the window (mentioned in section 8.1.1) in which it can send
new data.

This situation results in the MultiPath connection under-performing because it cannot keep
sending new data over Path 1. Increasing the size of the receive window to the minimum
requirement will allow the first path to be used again. If this was the case, the arrival of the
data on Path 2 comes “early” enough so that the sender has not yet reached the limit of the
window in which it can send data. Upon reception, the laptop sends an acknowledgement
that results in the sender being able to shift the window in which it can send data by a
big portion, resulting in the sender constantly being able to keep sending data. However, as
said before certain devices are unable to allocate more resources to the connection, therefore
providing a larger receive window is not an option. In this case a different solution must be
used.

An example solution to this issue is also provided in [13]. Here, two mechanisms are in-
troduced to compensate for delay differences between paths, and prevent the sender from
waiting. The first mechanism, called Opportunistic Retransmission (OR), is applied when an
available path (with low RTT) cannot send new data to the receiver due to receive window
limitations. Here, the path is instead used to retransmit currently unacknowledged data to
allow the receiver to acknowledge the data that was originally sent over the slower path in
a quicker fashion. This allows for the sender to shift the window in which it can send data
faster than when it had to wait for the data of the slower path to arrive at the receiver. The
second mechanism, called Penalization (P), reduces the congestion window of the slower path
to prevent this situation from happening often.
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Figure 53: Retransmitting packet 3 over Path 1.

From the scenario’s perspective: The same setup is used as in the previous scenario. A web-
server is connected to a remote laptop via two paths, being Path 1 (with a low RTT) and Path
2 (with a higher RTT). The webserver wants to send data (a font-file) over a single stream in
7 sequential packets to the laptop via a Lowest-RTT-First scheduler that also applies ORP.
The laptop has advertised a receive window that can receive three packets (for the sake of
simplicity, a number of packets is used in all the windows instead of an actual number of
bytes). The congestion window of Path 1 allows at most 2 packets to be sent, while the
congestion window of Path 2 only allows a single packet to be sent. Thus, the webserver will
prioritise Path 1 and send packets 1 and 2 over the path.

After this, the webserver cannot send packet 3 over Path 1 due to the congestion window
being full, thus it sends the packet over Path 2. Upon reception of packet 1 and 2 the laptop
processes them and sends an acknowledgement back to the webserver. The webserver is now
able to shift the window in which it is allowed to send data past packet 2. Packets 4 and 5 can
be sent over Path 1, but packets 6 and 7 cannot yet be sent by the webserver. This is because
the laptop has not yet received packet 3, which is still being transmitted over Path 2. At this
point, the webserver identifies that it is being throttled by the receive window of the laptop,
and that packet 3 has not yet been received by the laptop. Therefore the webserver decides
to apply the ORP mechanisms and retransmits packet 3 over Path 1, while the congestion
window of Path 2 is halved. See Figure 53 for a visualisation.

The laptop then receives packet 3 over Path 1 and sends an acknowledgement to the web-
server that allows the webserver to shift the window in which it can receive data past the
fifth packet. At this point, the webserver is able to transmit packets 6 and 7 over Path
1. The laptop receives these two packets and sends an acknowledgement back to the web-
server. After this, the laptop finally receives the third packet on Path 2. However, the laptop
sees that the data of packet 3 was already received previously and discards the packet. If
the webserver did not apply the ORP mechanisms in this situation, it had to wait for this
packet to be acknowledged by the webserver before it could send packet 6 and 7 to the laptop.

In [40] multiple packet schedulers for MPTCP are compared and evaluated. In the paper
it is concluded that the Lowest-RTT-First scheduler performs the best when ORP is enabled,
compared to the other schedulers mentioned in the paper. An important note that is made in
the paper is that a scheduler should aim for the data to be delivered over the multiple paths
in an in-order fashion at the receiver. If a different (and worse) scheduling decision is made it
can lead to situations where data is transmitted over high RTT paths, leading to the receiver
having to wait for the data to arrive before it can be passed to the receiving application.
Additionally, the server will then have to wait for the receiver to send an acknowledgement
before it can send additional data.
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8.2.3 MPQUIC packet scheduling

As was the case in MPTCP, there also have been multiple proposals for packet schedulers in
MPQUIC. Initially, the same basic packet schedulers like Round-Robin could be used, but
then again, the same problems could arise as in MPTCP. Thus, in QUIC it is also a better
option to implement a packet scheduler that takes the characteristics of the paths into con-
sideration. In comparison to MPTCP, there are some differences that can be identified, which
simplify and/or slightly change how these packet schedulers work.

A first difference is the fact that QUIC makes use of frames that are independent of the
packet (and the path) that carries them. In MPTCP, if a series of packets was accidentally
sent over a path with a high RTT, and if the packets were dropped by a middlebox due to
congestion, the sender was obligated to retransmit the exact same packets over the same path
(even if the same data was retransmitted over a different path). This is to ensure that mid-
dleboxes on the path will not drop future packets that are transmitted due to their sequence
numbers not matching the expected values. MPQUIC does not have to do this, since the data
that is transported by the packets is independent of the packet, and the packets that are sent
over a path will always have a monotonically increased packet number. This simplifies the
retransmission mechanisms in the protocol.

A second difference is that, besides stream data, in MPQUIC additional control frames must
also be scheduled over the available paths by a packet scheduler. While these control frames
are also independent of the packet and path that carries them, it is an additional consideration
that must be taken by a packet scheduler. For example, the MAX STREAM DATA-frame
and the MAX DATA-frame must be sent over all available paths to ensure that its delivery
to the peer is as fast as possible. As said before, these frames are conceptually equal to
the receive window of TCP, and therefore late delivery of these frames can lead to the same
situation as in TCP, where the sender cannot transmit new data that surpasses these limits.
Other control frames, such as the NEW CONNECTION ID-frame, can just be scheduled over
an individual path.

In general, the functionality of a packet scheduler in MP QUIC remains the same as in
MPTCP. Frames are placed in packets and the packets are then scheduled over the multi-
ple available paths. A study [41] evaluated the performance of both MPTCP and MPQUIC
against each other. In the paper both implementations used the same congestion controller,
being OLIA, and the same packet scheduler, being Lowest-RTT-First. It must be noted that
the MPQUIC implementation always provided increased stream limits and connection limits
early enough to not encounter “receive window” limitations.

The paper concludes that the MPQUIC implementation performs better than the MPTCP
implementation. The Lowest-RTT-First packet scheduler in MPQUIC was also expanded
upon to support use cases where additional available paths currently have an unknown RTT
estimate. In this case, data that is being transported on the other paths is duplicated and
sent over this “unknown” path to allow the characteristics of that path to be formed. This
initially introduces some overhead, but also prevents the packet scheduler from making unin-
formed decisions.
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There is one more change that also must be considered, and that is the fact that QUIC
supports the use of multiple (bidirectional) streams, compared to the support of a single
stream in TCP. Previously, on a MultiPath connection a packet scheduler on a sending end-
point would collect the data from a single input stream and decide how this data should
be sent over the available paths. If this idea is expanded upon, and multiple streams are
available, an initial idea could be to introduce a stream scheduler that is based on the Round-
Robin mechanism. Here, data from one specific stream is taken to be placed inside a packet,
and then that packet is scheduled on the best path according via the path scheduler. Every
time a packet is sent, data from a different stream (in a looping manner) would be carried by
that packet.

Figure 54: Round-Robin stream scheduling.

From the scenario’s perspective: The webserver is connected to the laptop via two paths,
being Path 1 and Path 2. Both paths have a similar RTT. the webserver has three available
streams for which it must transmit data to the laptop. From each stream two packets have
already been sent to the laptop. Assuming that the congestion controllers for each path allow
for sending two additional packets, the webserver decides to send the next batch of packets
to the laptop. Here, it first takes packet 3 from stream 1 and sends it over Path 1, since it
has the lowest RTT. After this, it takes packet 3 from stream 2 and also sends it over Path
1. Lastly, the webserver takes packet 3 from stream 3 and sends if over Path 2, since the
congestion window of Path 1 does not allow for another packet to be sent. See Figure 54 for
a visualisation.

However, this method of scheduling stream data over the paths can potentially decrease
the overall performance of the receiving application. For example, the laptop could be re-
questing the contents of a webpage, where stream 1 carries the data of a HTML-page, stream
2 the data of a CSS-file, and stream 3 the data of a JSON-file that is not as important as the
first two files. The laptop needs the HTML-file and the CSS-file to generate the webpage in a
browser application, but does not really need the JSON-file to do so. Therefore, stream 1 and
2 are more important and should be sent first by the webserver over the available paths. The
current Round-Robin based stream scheduler does not take into consideration the character-
istics of the given streams. Therefore, a different form of stream scheduling should be used
that does take into consideration the stream characteristics. Looking at regular QUIC, the
protocol supports multiple streams that a sending application can use to transmit data. In
the protocol’s design, the data from these streams are multiplexed via a prioritization scheme
to improve the performance of the connection. Thus, if the three streams carried the same
data as mentioned above, the data from stream 1 and 2 would have a higher priority and
therefore is sent first, before the data from stream 3 is sent, which was given a lower priority.
To allow the protocol to prioritize certain streams over others, it already provides the sending
application with a way to indicate the priority that each stream has during the connection.
Therefore, each stream is given a priority value between 0 and 255. The higher the priority
value, the higher the importance of that stream is.
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This mechanism, that gives each stream a certain priority value can also be used when a
MPQUIC connection is established. Via stream prioritization, a stream scheduler could take
data from streams that have a higher priority value to place them in a packet and allow the
path scheduler to schedule the data on the best path. If there are multiple streams that have
the same priority value, the stream scheduler will take turns in a Round-Robin manner. If
a high priority stream is blocked by its flow-control limits, a stream with lower priority will
be selected. With this mechanism, important data such as HTML-files and CSS-files will be
prioritised and sent first.

Figure 55: Priority-based stream scheduling.

From the scenario’s perspective: the same setup is used as in the previous scenario. However,
a stream scheduler is used, and the three streams that are used by the connection each have
their own priority value allocated to them. Streams 1 and 2 have a priority value of 255,
indicating that these streams have the highest priority in the connection, whereas stream 3
has a priority value of 10, indicating that it has the lowest priority. Assuming (again) that the
congestion controllers for each path allow for sending two additional packets, the webserver
decides to send the next batch of packets to the laptop. Here, the stream scheduler sees
that stream 1 and stream 2 both have the same, highest priority value, thus it generates a
packet with data from each stream and gives the packets to the path scheduler. The path
scheduler then sends the packets over Path 1, since it has the lowest RTT. After this, the
stream scheduler again sees that both stream 1 and 2 have the highest priority value, and
that neither stream is blocked by its flow control. Therefore, another packet is generated for
each stream and given to the path scheduler. This time, the path scheduler sends the packets
over Path 2, because the congestion window of Path 1 does not allow for another packet to
be sent. See Figure 55 for a visualisation. The only way for data from stream 3 to be selected
is when streams 1 and 2 both are blocked by their flow-control limits, or if all the data from
those streams has been sent successfully.

A paper [42] has proposed a stream-aware scheduler that is based on this idea of priori-
tising streams that have a higher priority value. In the paper this scheduler is compared to
other proposed schedulers for MPQUIC, and it concludes that the stream-aware scheduler
provides better performance and reduced web-latency when using heterogeneous paths. It
must be noted that the paper combines stream prioritization with an Earliest Completion
First packet scheduler, which is different from the Lowest-RTT-first packet scheduler. Ex-
plained broadly, the Earliest Completion First packet scheduler also prioritizes paths that
have the lowest RTT until it is blocked by its congestion window. At this point, the scheduler
deviates from Lowest-RTT-First by not just selecting the next best path to send data on.
Instead, the scheduler evaluates whether sending data over the “slower” path is beneficial.
This evaluation is based on the path’s RTT, along with how much data ls left to send and
the throughput of the path. This could result in the scheduler deciding not to send data over
the slower path and just wait for the faster path (and its congestion window) to recover.
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By using a combination of stream schedulers and packet schedulers a MPQUIC connection
can be further optimized to provide better (perceivable) application performance. However,
further research is required in the scheduling of, and prioritizing of multiple streams in a Mul-
tiPath connection. For example, a different paper [43] gives the argument that the stream
scheduler from the previous paper allows the prioritized streams to compete for the resources
of the best path, causing burst transmissions that can degrade the throughput of that path.
In response, the paper also proposes its own stream scheduler that includes more stream
characteristics into consideration, such as the size of the data.

For the MPAIOQUIC implementation, only a dummy packet scheduler is implemented. A
discussion about implementing a real MultiPath packet scheduler in MPAIOQUIC can be
found in section 8.4.1.

8.2.4 Acknowledgement strategies

While it is not truly a part of the concept of packet scheduling, the way in which acknowl-
edgements are sent by the receiver can also have an impact on the effectiveness of the sender’s
packet scheduler. In MPTCP, each subflow has its own acknowledgement mechanism that
confirms the reception of data on the specific subflow. There is nothing that can be changed
here as it is inherently a part of standard TCP. The DATA ACK however, that acknowledges
the reception of data on a connection level, can be freely transmitted by the receiver over
the available subflows. Moving over to QUIC, the frames that are sent via packets over the
available paths are independent of the packets and paths that carry them. Based on this, the
(MP )ACK-frames are also independent, and therefore the frames can also be sent over any
of the available paths in the connection. It is perfectly possible that an endpoint has received
an (MP )ACK-frame on a given receiving uniflow (for example, receiving uniflow 1), where
the frame acknowledges packets that were sent by the endpoint on a different sending uniflow
(for example, sending uniflow 2).

However, this does not mean that acknowledgements should be transmitted randomly over
the different available uniflows in the connection. This is because the endpoints measure
and estimate the RTT values of each sending uniflow, and based on these measurements/es-
timates the congestion controllers and packet schedulers make decisions on how new data
should be transmitted to the peer. If acknowledgements are sent randomly over the uniflows
to the peer, the measured/estimated RTT values could differ greatly from reality, and as a
result wrong decisions could be made by an endpoint that could lead to degraded through-
put. Thus, a consistent strategy should be applied by the endpoints to ensure that RTT
measurements/estimates are more accurate and closer to the real values. One such strategy
is to send acknowledgements over a globally chosen sending uniflow for the duration of a con-
nection, this chosen sending uniflow could be the initial sending uniflow. Another strategy
could be to always sent (MP )ACK-frames that belong to a certain receiving uniflow over
the same chosen sending uniflow for the remainder of the connection, like mapping data from
A via acknowledgements from B (These examples were mentioned in an earlier draft version
of Q. De Coninck). Unlike the MAX DATA-frames and MAX STREAM DATA-frames, the
(MP )ACK-frames should not be duplicated and sent over all the available sending uniflows,
because these frames might introduce large network overhead.
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8.3 Usefulness of MPQUIC

After the publication of the QUIC core protocol specifications, a virtual interim meeting was
scheduled between various groups that were working with the QUIC protocol [24]. In this
meeting, the goal was to discuss and understand the use cases that the groups envisioned when
the concept of MultiPath is introduced to QUIC. From this interim, and from the discussion
in the mailing list [44] that followed afterwards, multiple different use cases (and perspectives)
could be identified on how MultiPath should be implemented in QUIC. For example, some
use cases were limited to the use of just two (disjoint) paths in an end-to-end context, while
other use cases expected some sort of (explicit) intermediary, such as a transport proxy or
tunnel endpoint. The draft of Q. De Coninck used in this thesis focuses on the end-to-end
context, where multiple paths can be identified on an endpoint via available IP-address com-
binations. As previously discussed, this draft is not the only proposal that was made for the
implementation of MultiPath in QUIC. Additionally, and more in general, the ideas of how
the concept should be implemented is even more spread out.

From the perspective of just sending packets, there are multiple classes of packet sending
that could be used when multiple paths are available to the connection. A first class comes in
the form of traffic steering, where only one path is chosen to send the packets on. A second
class is given as traffic switching, where at a certain point during the connection, a different
path could be chosen to send the packets on, while the use of the previous path is halted.
A third class of packet sending called traffic switching, allows for the connection to send
the packets over the multiple available paths simultaneously. Based on these three classes, a
first discussion point can be identified. Some would argue that the current specification of
QUIC already supports the concept of MultiPath, because the connection migration feature
allows for traffic steering and traffic switching. Thus, the current mechanisms of QUIC could
be enough. Even here, another discussion takes place, as some would argue that the path
migration feature could be used to switch to a backup path when the main path becomes
unavailable, while others argue that the feature can be used to frequently respond to changing
path conditions. Coming back to the first discussion point, others would argue that the use of
the path migration feature is only a lightweight form of MultiPath, and that further expan-
sion should be implemented where multiple paths are used simultaneously for traffic switching.

Diving deeper into how traffic switching should be applied, another discussion point can
be identified. During the interim meeting, various sending strategies were presented that
could be used in a MultiPath QUIC connection, some of them already being implemented
for MPTCP. As said before in section 8.2.1, applications might have different goals that need
to be adhered to while sending data. Strategies that were presented to satisfy these goals
are, but not limited to, strategies such as Active-Standby (where additional paths are used as
backup when the main path becomes unavailable), Latency-Bandwidth tradeoff (where low
latency paths of high bandwidth paths are preferred according to the application goals), and
RTT-thresholds (such as the Lowest-RTT-First scheduler explained in section 8.2.3). Each of
these strategies can be used for certain application goals, but might not be suited for others.
Combinations of these strategies can also be provided to better suit the needs of applica-
tions. From the discussion, the argument is given that it would be better to start with basic
scheduling schemes that would satisfy most application requirements.
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Besides just scheduling packets over the available paths of a connection, the introduction
of multiple streams in QUIC also adds another layer of complexity to the idea of traffic
switching. Certain streams may carry data that is more important than the data of other
streams, and prioritization should also be applied to scheduling stream data. Here, another
discussion point can also be identified, because some argue that the scheduling of data from
multiple streams should be done in QUIC, and thus, the transport layer. An example of this
idea is already discussed in section 8.2.3, where as an example a priority-field could be added
to each stream to indicate the importance of its data. Others argue that the scheduling of
stream data could be given to the applications that use QUIC to transport the data (or even
move the concept of MultiPath towards the application layer instead of the transport layer).
Via an interface that allows QUIC to inform an application about the characteristics of a
path, the application could make the scheduling decisions.

From one perspective, the choice could be made to provide scheduling in the transport layer,
because in the past this was done to prevent having to change applications and requiring them
to be aware of the multiple paths. From the other perspective, an application might be better
off if it is indeed aware and could control the scheduling of data by itself. For example, as said
in the interim meeting, if an endpoint provided video streaming, using the bandwidth from
multiple paths could be useful. However, if rebuffering would be an issue, and if the endpoint
wants to make sure that the video does not stutter, it would need to keep the risks of using the
wrong paths in mind. If the endpoint cannot adjust or see the MultiPath operations that are
happening underneath, it might not be able to ensure that it does the behaviour that it needs.

While all these discussion points occur on different levels, the argument that is given in
general is that further experimentation on if and how people would use MultiPath must be
done. Currently, it can not yet be said which approach to MultiPath is the best. Thus, it also
can not yet be said that the draft used in this thesis is the most optimal way of implementing
MP in QUIC. Having more implementations that support the same proposal or a different
one allows for more and better comparisons to be made.

8.4 Future work

The implementation of the MultiPath concept in AIOQUIC provided us with the ability to
perform tests and interops with the MP implementation in PQUIC. From these tests a series
of problems have been identified and fixed (on both implementations), as discussed in section
7. However, due to the focus primarily being placed on path establishment and performing
interops with PQUIC, other parts of the MP concept were left out in MPAIOQUIC. For the
MultiPath congestion control and packet scheduling mechanisms only a dummy implementa-
tion was given that provided minimal functionality for the interop to work. In future versions
of the MPAIOQUIC implementation, these dummy implementations are to be replaced with
actual mechanisms that allow for the effectiveness of the design of Q. De Coninck to be eval-
uated in a broader spectrum. A discussion about the implementation of these mechanisms is
given in section 8.4.1. Additionally, while implementing the concepts that were proposed in
the draft, we noticed that the mechanism that uses UNIFLOWS-frames to signal IP-address
usage could be simplified. A discussion about this is given in section 8.4.2.
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8.4.1 Congestion control and packet scheduling in MPAIOQUIC

In the current implementation of MPAIOQUIC only a dummy congestion controller is im-
plemented. Due to the focus of this thesis being the establishment of a successful interop
with the PQUIC-implementation, less time could be spent on implementing a real MultiPath
congestion controller. The provided dummy implementation is a placeholder that does not
yet increase the congestion windows of a MultiPath QUIC connection, therefore limiting the
sending uniflows to a fixed transmission rate supported by the initial value of the congestion
window. In a future version of MPAIOQUIC, a real MP congestion controller should be im-
plemented to allow better validation of the proposed MP mechanisms.

Since the regular AIOQUIC implementation already provides a New Reno-based congestion
controller, a good first candidate for a MP congestion controller in MPAIOQUIC is OLIA
(also based on New-Reno), which is already discussed in section 8.1. The dummy congestion
controller mechanism already provides each sending uniflow with its own congestion controller
and congestion window, along with the congestion windows of all the other sending uniflows
in the connection. Besides this, the regular New Reno-based implementation of a congestion
controller in AIOQUIC also provides functionality to allow the manipulation of the con-
gestion window upon experiencing events such as receiving acknowledgements, triggering of
losses and sending of data. Therefore, the implementation of OLIA only requires the writing
of mechanisms to manipulate the congestion window via its additive increase/multiplicative
decrease-scheme.

Besides the dummy congestion controller, a dummy packet scheduler was also provided in
MPAIOQUIC. This packet scheduler is a Round-Robin based scheduler that takes the avail-
able paths of a connection and loops over them for each frame that needs to be sent to
the peer. Additionally, AIOQUIC also only provides a Round-Robin based stream scheduler
that loops over the available streams to generate STREAM-frames. In a future version of
MPAIOQUIC, a real MP packet scheduler and stream scheduler should be implemented to
allow better validation of the proposed MP mechanisms. Since the regular AIOQUIC im-
plementation does not yet support stream prioritization, an additional priority-field must be
introduced in the STREAM-class. Additionally, a good first candidate for a stream scheduler
in MPAIOQUIC is a scheduler that prioritizes streams based on their priority-value. An ex-
ample has already been discussed in section 8.2.3. Besides stream prioritization, a good first
candidate for a packet scheduler in MPAIOQUIC is the Lowest-RTT-First scheduler, which
is also already discussed in section 8.2.3. The dummy packet scheduler already has access to
the congestion controllers of each available path, via the QuicSendingUniflow-object. Besides
this, the scheduler also provides functionality to start and end the scheduler, to pass a se-
lected sending uniflow to write frames, and to finish selected uniflows to prepare the packets.
Thus, the implementation of the Lowest-RTT-First only requires the writing of a mechanism
to manipulate the selection of a sending uniflow to pass and write frames to.

If both the OLIA congestion controller and the Lowest-RTT-First packet scheduler are imple-
mented, an MPAIOQUIC setup can be provided that is similar to the one that Q. De Coninck
et al. [41] used to evaluate their MPQUIC design. This setup can then be used to perform
our own evaluations in different networks and allows us to compare our findings.
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Such network setups can exist out of different configurations between MPAIOQUIC and
PQUIC, where the paths and endpoints can have different characteristics. For example,
endpoints could be a server or a client, running either the MPAIOQUIC or the PQUIC im-
plementation, possibly enable MultiPath, have a certain number of IP-addresses available and
prefer a certain maximum number of paths to use. Besides this, a certain number of bytes
(small or large files) could be requested by the client. For the network itself a combination of
links can be used where each link, and the connection between each link, could have different
characteristics, such as RTT-time, available bandwidth, average packet loss and processing
delays. Based on this, simulations can be run in a network emulator, such as NS-3. Here
combinations of regular QUIC connections and MultiPath connections can be made, along
with the characteristics of the endpoints, links and connections that can fluctuate over dif-
ferent values. If comparable values for these characteristics were to be used as in [41], we
would expect similar results for the MPAIOQUIC implementation. Afterwards, steps could
be taken where additional congestion controllers, packet schedulers and stream schedulers are
implemented in MPAIOQUIC. From here, further comparisons between the results of different
combinations can be made, and experiences could be shared with the QUIC Working Group.

8.4.2 Removing the receiving uniflows info section

During the implementation of the proposed mechanisms from the draft of Q. De Coninck
et al., we noticed that the design and communication of IP-addresses is similar to that in
MPTCP. However, due to the design for QUIC being different in general, an additional frame
was introduced to allow endpoints to communicate to their peer which IP-addresses were
being used by which sending and/or receiving uniflow. By using UNIFLOWS-frames that
contained address IDs and uniflow IDs, both endpoints could notify their peer about changes
that have occurred as a result of new IP-addresses being used, IP-addresses being lost, or
uniflows migrating to different paths. Besides this, both endpoints could allow their peer to
learn public IP-addresses for which initially a private IP-addresses could have been commu-
nicated via an ADD ADDRESS-frame. The use of this UNIFLOWS-frame is discussed in
section 5.6. However, upon further investigation of the mechanism, we discovered that the
receiving uniflows info section from the UNIFLOWS-frame could potentially be unnecessary.

In the current design, an endpoint could learn a new IP-address from the peer in one of
two methods. The first method is explicit, where an ADD ADDRESS-frame is received, in
which a (potentially private) IP-address and an address ID is communicated. The second
method is implicit, where the peer sends a packet to the endpoint from an IP-address that
the endpoint has not yet seen before. From the first method, the endpoint that received the
frame will know the IP-address and the corresponding address ID, and the endpoint could use
this IP-address to initiate an additional sending uniflow to send data to the peer. However,
the issue with this method is that the communicated IP-address might be private.

From the second method, the endpoint will only know the IP-address from the peer, and
not the corresponding address ID. This means that the endpoint is not allowed to use this
IP-address to initiate an additional sending uniflow, since it does not yet know the address ID
of that IP-address. To mitigate these issues, the UNIFLOWS-frame can be used. However,
only the sending uniflows info section of that frame is used by the endpoint.
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The receiving uniflow info section only contains information that the endpoint already knows,
or can deduce from the information that is (implicitly) given by either the sending uniflows info
section in the frame, the ADD ADDRESS-frame and/or the REMOVE ADDRESS-frame. If
we define the possible scenario’s where a peer could perform a specific action and send (some
of) these three frames (ADD ADDRESS, REMOVE ADDRESS, UNIFLOWS), we get the
following: (1) Using a brand-new sending uniflow. The peer decides to use a new sending
uniflow. More specifically, one that was never used before, like sending uniflow 1 at the be-
ginning of the connection after the handshake. (2) Migrating an active sending uniflow. The
peer could migrate a sending uniflow to a different 4-tuple because the destination IP-address
in the 4-tuple shows lower RTT-times across all 4-tuples. (3) Changing sending uniflow state
to unused. The peer could decide to no longer use a given sending uniflow. (4) Reusing a
sending uniflow. The peer could have lost an IP-address, and wants to reuse a sending uniflow
that was bound to that IP-address. Reusing the uniflow results in it being bound to a new
4-tuple. (5) Losing active sending uniflows and receiving uniflows. The peer lost them due to
loss of an IP-address.

Looking at the scenario’s, in scenario 1 the receiving uniflows info section has no real use
for the endpoint, since the receiving state of the peer does not change, only an additional
active sending uniflows entry is added. The receiving uniflow info section also has no use in
scenario 2, since no sending uniflows are removed from the active sending uniflows info section
(and no changes to the state of the receiving uniflows were applied by the peer). Scenario 4
is the same as scenario 1, except for the reuse part, thus the receiving uniflow info section
also has no use here. In scenario 5, the loss of a sending uniflow is implicitly communicated
by the lack of that sending uniflow’s entry in the sending uniflow info section. An endpoint
could identify which IP-address that specific missing uniflow was using, and compare it to
the IP-addresses that its own sending uniflows are using to send data to. If a match is found,
that sending uniflow’s state is then changed to unused.

The only case where the receiving uniflows info section might be useful is in scenario 3. This
is because the peer decides to stop sending from a specific uniflow, and that could be under-
stood by the endpoint as the peer losing its sending uniflow due to the loss of an IP-address
(thus, scenario 5). In this case, the addition of the receiving uniflows info section could help
the endpoint understand that the peer has not lost an IP-address, and instead only decided
to stop sending from a specific sending uniflow. However, this scenario is not explained in
the current version of the draft and should be handled differently. At the time of writing this
thesis, the proposal to remove the receiving uniflow info section from the UNIFLOWS-frame
is still being discussed [45]. As a result, the proposal is not yet part of any future versions of
the draft.
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9 Conclusion

Initially, a large part of connections between two endpoints were TCP connections that used
a single, bidirectional path to exchange data. These connections were limited in the fact
that, when one of the endpoints lost their connection to a local WiFi-network, the connection
had to be shut down. Additionally, the throughput of a sender was dependent on the ever-
changing transport capabilities of the intermediate links that had to propagate the packets.
To address some of the issues that TCP had, a new extension in the form of MultiPath was
introduced. The concept behind MultiPath was for a connection to utilize multiple available
paths between the two endpoints to transport data. For MultiPath TCP, this concept was
introduced in the form of using multiple TCP connections that were identifiable by the end-
point as being part of a MP connection. The extension was specifically designed to create
a best-effort scenario where MP operations could be performed in the current state of the
Internet. Since its introduction, a series of additional studies have been conducted to further
improve the effectiveness of MultiPath connections in TCP. New forms of congestion con-
trollers were designed and compared against other implementations, and the support for the
MultiPath operations was also being implemented in multiple systems, including Linux and
MacOS.

However, the default design of TCP also had a couple of issues that were not easily fixed.
Such as the fact that HoL-blocking can occur because TCP guarantees that data is delivered
in-order. Therefore, a new protocol with the name QUIC was designed to overcome these
issues. During the design of the protocol, the focus was placed primarily on improving single
path design via, but not limited to, the implementation of security and encryption for header
values, providing the ability for the connection to migrate to different 4-tuples, the reduction
of connection setup time and the handling of the TCP HoL-blocking problem. MultiPath op-
erations were also envisioned to be included in the design of QUIC. However, it was planned
to leave the implementation of the concept for a later version of the protocol.

While the implementation of MultiPath had been postponed, a number of research teams
and companies already started to implement the concept as an extension for the current
version of QUIC. While they all took different approaches to the implementation to the ex-
tension, the concept of MultiPath was split into three parts, the first one being the path
manager that provided mechanism to establish additional paths. The second part is the con-
gestion controller that aims to achieve fairness and applies traffic redirection. The last part
is the packet scheduler that makes the decisions on how data should be transmitted over the
available paths. For each of the parts, new proposals have been made. In this thesis, we
decided to implement the mechanisms that were proposed in the draft of Q. De Coninck et al.
in the AIOQUIC implementation. After providing a set of mechanisms to allow for MultiPath
operations to function, we performed multiple interop tests in two phases. The first phase
aimed at performing interops between our MPAIOQUIC implementation and other public
endpoints that ran different implementations. Here, the goal was to evaluate whether our
implementation behaved correctly when connections were established with other endpoints
that did not support MultiPath operations. In the second phase, our aim was to perform
interops with the PQUIC implementation that supports the MP operations via a provided
plugin. The goal was to evaluate and test the behaviour of the implementations when multiple
paths between the two endpoints are available.
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For the first phase, the results allowed us to conclude that our implementation behaved
correctly when MultiPath operations were not allowed. More precisely, our implementation
produced the same results as the regular AIOQUIC implementation. For the second phase,
the situation was a bit different. Here, the decision was made to perform interops on a local
laptop, where two endpoints run different implementations. A series of combinations were
made, such as enabling/disabling MultiPath, running a specific implementation, running a
client or server and requesting a large or small amount of data.

In an iterative manner, test connections were performed where bugs could be identified and
communicated to the developers of PQUIC. Afterwards, a fix was pushed and the next iter-
ation of tests could occur. Via this manner we were able to identify numerous problems that
prevented the connection from operating normally. However, due to time constraints and the
iterative process of identifying and fixing bugs being a very slow process, we currently cannot
conclude that both implementations are able to interact with each other in the way that was
envisioned when proposing the mechanisms in the draft text. Besides this, the MPAIOQUIC
implementation primarily focused on the evaluation of the path manager mechanisms. The
implementation currently only provides minimal dummy congestion controllers and stream/-
path scheduler mechanisms.

Reflecting on how the testing and evaluation process has taken place, a different approach
to the implementation of the MultiPath mechanisms could have been taken. We first im-
plemented many of the mechanisms that were proposed in the draft text to ensure that
MultiPath connections could be established, and that data could be sent over multiple paths
simultaneously. After this, our focus shifted largely to performing the interops and tests with
the PQUIC implementation. Because of this approach, less time could be spent effectively on
establishing connections with a PQUIC-based endpoint.

Instead of focusing entirely on implementing the proposed mechanisms, we could have brought
forward the start of the interops with PQUIC implementation. In this approach, new mecha-
nisms could be implemented in the MPAIOQUIC implementation and immediately be tested
in interops, allowing for a more organic growth of the MPAIOQUIC implementation. In the
end, our approach resulted in the MPAIOQUIC implementation not being fully implemented
and/or tested. For example, the migration feature that allows sending uniflows to migrate
to a different 4-tuple has not been fully validated. Besides this, the operation of sending
MP ACK-frames also has not been fully validated. However, interops with other implemen-
tations, and interops with the PQUIC implementation give a partial validation to migration
and the MP ACK-frame operations respectively.

Looking at the testing and evaluation of the implementations from a different perspective, the
approach to implementing the MultiPath mechanisms in the PQUIC implementation could
also have been done differently. For example, in our initial tests, it was clear that the develop-
ers used plugin code that took certain actions for granted. For example, the PQUIC endpoint
did not take into consideration the maximum number of sending uniflows that the MPAIO-
QUIC implementation wanted to use for the connection. Instead, the PQUIC implementation
assumed that the MPAIOQUIC implementation always wanted to use two additional sending
uniflows.
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Additionally, the update process where the code is changed to match the updated mech-
anisms in a new version of the draft had some issues. For example, in version 3 of the
draft, the retire prior to-field had been introduced to the MP NEW CONNECTION ID-
frame. This additional field was not present in the frames that were generated by the
PQUIC endpoint. Lastly, the PQUIC implementation does not include all the proposed
mechanisms from the draft text. For example, the nonce computation, the handling of RE-
MOVE ADDRESS-frames and the handling of MP RETIRE CONNECTION ID-frames are
currently not present. An approach where the code is developed to be a “close” match to the
proposed mechanisms would have been better. However, before we implemented MultiPath
in AIOQUIC, the PQUIC implementation was the only implementation that supported the
operations that were proposed in the draft text, thus certain shortcuts could be taken to
provide a working implementation. Nevertheless, by providing a second implementation that
supports the mechanisms proposed in the draft text of Q. De Coninck et al., we have allowed
future versions of both implementations to be a better match of the MultiPath operations
envisioned by the draft text.

Finally, we have also discussed the fact that there are multiple proposals on how conges-
tion control and/or stream/packet scheduling should be done in a MultiPath environment.
While the mechanisms for regular QUIC connections are progressing towards maturity, more
eyes are being directed on implementing the concept of MultiPath in QUIC. Some discussion
points argue on whether the current design of QUIC might be enough, while other focus on
whether the responsibility of packet/stream scheduling really should be given to the trans-
port protocol. Due to our implementation not having a real MP-capable congestion controller
and stream/packet scheduler available, no further insights on these discussion points can be
given. However, we agree on the fact that more testing and evaluations should be performed
about if and how people want to use MultiPath in QUIC connections. Future versions of
the MPAIOQUIC implementation should include real MP-capable congestion controllers and
stream/packet schedulers that would allow us to collect experiences and assist with this vi-
sion.
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